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14. The Symposium decided that its officers should form a Credentials Committee to 

examine any questions relating to the credentials of delegations. 

Agenda 
4/ 15. At its first meeting, the Symposium adopted the following agenda:-* 

1) General survey of world industry with special reference to developing 
countries. 

2) Situation, problems and prospects of main industrial sectors. 

3) Polioies and measures in developing countries: 

(a) General issues of industrial policy and its implementation;'*' 

(b) Formulation and implementation of industrial programme»} 

(o)  Industrial manpower;-^ 

(d) Domestic financing of industryj-' 

(e) Administrative machinery for industrial development} 

(f) Industrial research and other technical service«} 

(g) Promotion of industrial exports and of export-oriented and 
import-substituting industries; 

(h) Small-scale industry} 

4) International aspects of industrial development. 

(a) Regional oo-operation} 

(b) External fininoing; 

(o) Teohnioal co-operation} 

5) Adoption of the report of the Symposium. 

a/ Including the role of both the public and private seotors. 
b/ Inoluding training and management. 
0/ To be considered together with item 4b. 

4/ The provisional agenda and annotations indicating the documentation for eaoh 
agenda item and sub-item are presented in Annexes 3b and 3f • 
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Organi wit ion of work 

16.    lìit planai? •••tin« approved the oonatitution of Cosjaitteee I, II and III, 

which than prooeeded to th« «l«otion of their off loar«.    In view of the importance 

of the queetione they were about to cone i der, it was decided that eaoh ooenittee 

•hjuld have a vice-chairman in addition to a ohairaan and rapporteur.    The following 

offioars were unanimouely elected by the respective oosaitteeei 

<fWP4**»I 

Chairmen 
Vioe-Chairman 
Rapporteur 

Ar. P. Srinhawera 
Mr. N. Richards 
Hr. R. E. Simpson 

•ftailand 
Trinidad and Tobago 
United State« of Anerioa 

Ooas&ttee II 

Chairaan 
Vioe-Chairman 
Rapporteur 

Nr. R. Probet 
Rr. I. V. de Sousa 
Nr. R. Pinero 

Switzerland 
Dahomey 
Venesuela 

Co»***» "I 

Chairaan 
Vioe-Chainaan 
Rapporteur 

Mr. J. B. Wanjui 
Mr. à. Douaj 
Nr. R. L. Harry 

Kenya 
Kuwait 
Australia 
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Assignment of agenda items to the oommittees 

17.    The Symposium unanimously approved the following distribution of agenda items, 

sub-items and item sub-divisions among the committees: 

Committee I 

Item 3t    Policies and measures in developing oountries 

[o)    Industrial manpower} 
Administrative machinery for industrial development} 

f) Industrial research and other teohnical services; 
[g)   Promotion of industrial exports and of export-oriented 

and import-substituting industries; 
(h)    Small-scale industry. 

Committee II 

Item 2: Situation, problems and prospects of main industrial sectors, 
including the following sub-divisions 1 

a) Iron and steel; 
b) Non-ferrous metals; 
o) Engineering industries; 
dì Basic chemicals and petrochemicals; 
e) Synthetic fertilizers; 
f ) Prooessed food; 
g) Textiles; 
h) Building materials and wood produots; 

Construction industry; 
General discussion, including standardisation. 

Committee III 

:ii 

Items 3 and 4;    Polioies and measures in developing countries and 
International aspeots of industrial development 

3(a) General issues of industrial policy and its implementation 
Part 1   Economic aspects 
Part 2   Sooial aspects 

Formulation and implementation of industrial programmes; 
Regional co-operation; 
Domestic financing of industry; 
External financing; 
Teohnical oo-operation; 
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Appointment of special rapporteurs for discussion items 

18. The committees authorized their chairmen to appoint special rapporteurs for each 

of the items on their respective agendas. The following special rapporteurs were 

nominated by the chairmen and appointed with the unanimous approval of their commit- 

tees: 

Committee I 

3(o) Manpower 
3(e) Administrative machinery 
3(f) Industrial research and other 

services 
3(g) Promotion of exports 

Committee II 

3(h) Small-scale industry 

2(a) Iron and steel 
2(b) Non-ferrous metals 
2(c) Engineering industries 

2(d) Chemicals 
2(9) Fertilizers 
2(f) Processed food 

2(g) Textiles 
2(h) Building materials 
2(i) Construction industry 

2(j) Standardization 

3(a) 1. General policy: Economic aspects Mr. 
2. General policy: Sooial aspects   Mr. 

3(b) Formulation and implementation of 
industrial programmes 

3(d) Domestic financing ) 
and      ) 

External financing ) 
, Regional co-operation Mr. A. 

4(c) Teohnioal co-operation Mr. G. 

Mr. Joshio Pujimoto (Japan) 
Mr. J. Minka (Cameroon) 

Mr. S. Ugolini (Brasil) 
Mr. F. Thompson (Trinidad and 

Tobago) 
Mr. B. Snata (Saudi-Arabia) 

Mr. I. Al-Chorbachi (Iraq) 
Mr. Rossi (Chile) 
Mr. T. Roland Berner 
(Un ited States of America) 
Mr. J. Martinez (Venezuela) 
Mr. R. Nancy (France) 
Mr. J. Horning (Federal Republic 

of Germany) 
Mr. A. Gilat (Israel) 
Mr. J. M. Kkondya (Tanzania) 
Mr. L. oasa (Démocratie Republic 

of the Congo) 
Mr. A. Niesper (Switzerland) 

Committee III 

R. 
C. 

Lang (Yugoslavia) 
Bermudez (Mexico) 

Mr. M. Naouni (Tunisia) 

Mr. J. C. Ramaer (Netherlands) 

Mounir (Morocco) 
Lumsden (United Kingdom) 
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General committee on organization and conduct of work 

19. When the plenary meeting was resumed, the President suggested and the Symposium 

unanimously approved the appointment of a General Committee to deal with the organi- 

sation and conduct of the work of the Symposium as a whole.    The Committee appointed 

was composed of the President, the Vice-Presidents and the Rapporteur of the Sympo- 

sium, together with the officers of the three committees. 

Industrial Promotion Service (IPS) 

20. The International Symposium on Industrial Development brought together a re- 

presentative group of leaders of industrial development from developing and devel- 

oped countries.     It was considered that  in addition to participating in the regu- 

larly scheduled discussions of the Symposium, many participants would wish to make 

use of this opportunity to discuss specific industrial projects and their technical 

assistance needs with other interested participants.     In keepinç with its respon- 

sibilities for promoting and facilitating such contacts, under its terms cf refer- 

ence and work programme, the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO) sponsored the holding of an Industrial Promotion Service (IPS)  to take 

place simultaneously with the Symposium.    The IPS was based in the Athens Hilton 

Hotel and was designed in the first instance to serve members of official dele- 

gations to the Symposium.    UNIDO arranged for selected, interested individuals or 

organisations not included in official delegations to the Symposium to participate 

in the activities of the IPS as "special guests".    The expenditures for the special 

guests attending the IPS were not covered by UNIDO. 

21. A total of 600 persons attended the Industrial Promotion Service,  325 repre- 

senting supplier organizations from 19 countries and 275 representing oonsumers from 

61 developing countries, the latter mainly from official delegations.* 

Report of the Symposium approved 

22. At its tenth plenary meeting, on 19 December, the Symposium approved the draft 

report and requested that the Executive Director of UNIDO bring the recommendations 

of the Symposium to the attention of the Industrial Development Board for study and 

* A list of those attending the IPS is presented in Addendum 1 to  this document. 
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appropriate follow-up,   in accordance with the request of  the General Assembly 

(GA Res. 2178 (XXI)),  and to the attention of the  international organizations concerned 
for their consideration and for such action as they may deem appropriate. 

23. UNIDO, as the United Nations organisation responsible for the central role in 

oo-ordinating the activities of the United Nations system in the field of industrial 

development, would oo-operate, as appropriate, with other United Nations bodies and 

agencies in the implementation of the recommendations that fall within the comp«tenes 

of those bodies and agencies.    The emphasis of these recommendations is on opera- 

tional    activities and on the supporting research required for such activities.    The 

recommendations reflect the insistence throughout the disoussions in the oomnittees 

of the Symposium that future activities in all these fields must be strongly 
act ion-oriented. 

24. The Symposium also requested the Executive Direotor of UNIDO to inform the 

Governments of States Members of the United Nations and members of the specialised 

agemoies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency who had not participated In 

the Symposium of the results achieved at the Symposium and to oonvey the wish of the 

Symposium that they contribute to the realisation of the objeotivjs agreed upon. 
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SECTION II       GENERAL DEBATE 

25. A debate took place in the plenary in connexion with the discussion of Item 1 

of the Agenda - "General survey of world industry with special reference to the de- 

veloping countries".    The report  on the debate as adopted by the  Symposium appears 

in the following paragraphs. 

26. There was a common understanding in the Symposium of the aspirations of de- 

veloping countries for an accelerated rate of industrialization.    One delegation 

stated that the process of rapid industrial  development often involved not merely 

the adoption of new methods of production but also a "reshaping of civilizations" 

in developing regions, and that this process could seldom be achieved without social 

evolution.    Nevertheless,  it was considered that rapid industrialization was one of 

the more powerful means of reducing the dangerous income gap between rich and poor 

countries. 

27. Some delegations noted that there were at the broadest level two aspects of the 

problem of industrialization.    There was general insistence on the primary import- 

ance of self-help by developing countries.     The second essential  element was the 

necessity for creating a growing climate of confidence between the developed and the 

developing countries. 

28. Several delegations favoured a practical dialogue, to seek particular solutions 

to the problems of industrialization faced by individual developing countries.    These 

countries were experiencing difficulties for a number of reasons,  such as high rates 

of population increase, smallness of markets,  inefficient agricultural sectors or 

deficient infra -r+ructure, untrained manpower, unexploited natural resources, dearth 

of capital.    The combinations of these limiting factors differed for each country. 

The diversity of cultural and political attitudes, structures and institutions must 

also be taken into account.    In the opinion o:" one delegation,  the desire for more 

raprd industrialization was fervent and widespread, but not absolute.    It had to be 

considered along with a determination to maintain and improve individual, social 

and political   conditions.     While the pursuit of economic and non-economic goals 

might generally be regarded as complementary, there were examples of conflicts 

between the two goals. 
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29. Several delegations observed that the intricacies of the  industrialization pro- 

blem in any one country suggested the usefulness of thinking in terras other than of 

a homogeneous group of advanced countries vis-a-vis a similar group of developing 

countries.    There were a number of advanced countries whose experiences in indus- 

trialization might be particularly commended for study by developing countries. 

These included countries which,  while already enjoying a relatively high level of 

per capita income,   had sought only recently to advance beyond the stage of depend- 

ence on a mainly agricultural economy.     Some of these countries had diversified 

their economies through substantial assistance in the form of imported capital,  or 

inflow of skilled manpower,  or by establishing industries based on the processing of 

primary products.    The heterogenous nature of the industrialization problems of the 

least developed of the developing regions was illustrated in some of the newly inde- 

pendent states aiid deserved special attention.    Many of these countries had small 

internal markets, possessed few industrial undertakings - and these chiefly of small- 

scale - and were unaware of their industrial potential. 

30. Several delegations considered that UNIDO, as the instrument for the co-ordin- 

ation of all efforts by the United Nations agencies in the area of industrialization, 

had a special role to play in assisting developing countries in their efforts to- 

wards more rapid industrialization.    The underlying approach should be flexible and 

pragmatic.    In determining the particular paths towards a more efficient industrial- 

ization, UNIDO should assist in strengthening the will of the international commun- 

ity to act,  thereby creating a constructive attitude on the part of that community. 

In its quest for solutions, UNIDO would take into account the reports and recommen- 

dations of the recent regional symposia on industrial development convened by the 

United Nations. 

31. The view was expressed that the level of industrial development which had thus 

far been achieved in developing countries was far from satisfactory.    The seven per 

cent average annual rate of industrial growth in the developing countries recently 

recorded meant relatively little in absolute terms    because of the narrow base to 

which it applied.    The volume of manufacturing production in the developing countries 

where the bulk of the world population lived, still represented less than one twen- 

tieth of total world production of manufactures.    These stark facts remained during 
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the earlier part of the United Nations Development Decade:    while the per capita 

value of manufacturing production in the developed countries approached 60C dollars 

per annum,  (in terms of U.S. prices in 1958), the corresponding value for developing 

countries was only about 20 dollars.    It had been suggested  in the Industrial Devel- 

opment Survey (lD/CONF.l/46) tnat if the average annual rate of growth of seven per 

cent were to continue,  it would take developing countries between 35 and 40 years to 

reach only the present aggregate level of manufacturing output  of developed market 

economies.    In the meantime, of course,  the developed world would have advanced far 

beyond its present level. 

32. In the light of the foregoing,  industrial progress made  in the developing coun- 

tries as a whole had been insufficient to permit them to reach the General  Assembly's 

suggested target of a minimum annual increase of 5 per cent  in their aggregate nat- 

ional income.    On the other hand, several delegations spoke of individual "success 

stories" and reviewed the substantial progress which had been made in their industrial 

sectors.    Detailed examine Lion of these case studies by developing countries would be 

especially valuable,  and it rfould be equally useful to consider the mistakes and 

waste that had been involved in the industrialization of some other countries. 

33. In examining the relation of industrial growth to over-all economic development 

in developing countries, the complementarity was noted between the development of 

industry and .other productive sectors, particularly agriculture.    This generally 

involved a more rapid advance by industry than by other sectors following the gen- 

eral pattern of economic growth.    The view was also expressed that,  for some coun- 

tries at their present stage of development, emphasis on industrialization might be 

relatively less urgent and that the development effort should be concentrated in the 

agricultural and infra-structure sectors. 

34*    The Symposium was mindful of th«* problems of hunger and malnutrition which face 

many developing countries today.    In the longer run, the chronic deficits in the 

supply of food would be eliminated by raiting the levels of agricultural productiv- 

ity in developing countries and this would require a far-reaching development of 

agro-industrial economy techniques.    Accelerated industrialization and the develop- 

ment of modern agriculture were two complementary and mutually supporting processes, 

and a vigorous moderni sat ion of agriculture presupposed the existence of a strong 
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industrial sector capable of delivering the required industrial inputs, including 

fertilizers, pesticides , insecticides and agricultural machinery. Converrai y, pro- 

ductive agriculture was a necessary complement of a growing industrial sector. As 

regards international action, UNIDO and PAO faced a joint challenge. The efforts of 

FAO in this area, including its Indus+ry Co-operative Programme, were noted. 

35. The Symposium regarded the establishment of an adequate infra-structure as 

indispensable for industrial and over-all development. An efficient transportation 

system was required to improve distribution channels to local market.';, and this was 

most needed in the least developed of the developing regions. It was equally nec- 

essary to provide abundant and cheap supplies of energy.  In this context, the poten- 

tialities provided cy nuclear energy were noted. 

36. In the view of some delegations, the purpose of a more rapid industrialization 

of the developing countries was the social betterment of their peoples. Some dele- 

gates felt that the increased allocation of funds to the development of welfare 

services should not await the achievement of increased national incomes. While the 

former was often a prerequisite for the latter, a careful assessment of the optimum 

effort in the area of social welfare was called for.  It was also noted that efforts 

directed to more rapid industrialization had been facilitated where it had been 

possible to reduce national expenditures on defence. 

37. In considering the pattern of sectoral development within industry, it was noted 

that there were few instances where the development of industry had proceeded as an 

organically integrated process.  In particular, low per capita income lévele, com- 

bined in some cases with small populations, had not made it possible to take full 

advantage of economies of scale. A more desirable pattern of industry in this case 

might be achieved either through an effort to find new markets or by application of 

more appropriate technologies. The view was expressed that an appropriate pattern 

must allow for the establishment of some sectors which, while not appearing efficient, 

as judged by private cost-benefit considerations, were nevertheless desirable on the 

basis of criteria of social profitability. It was mentioned by some delegations that 

a highly diversified pattern of industry was only one form of industrialization. 

Another approach, no less appropriate in some circumstances, involved concentration 

on the enlargement of old established industries. Considering the sectoral pattern 

of industrial growth in the last decade in developing countries as a whole the 
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output  of heavy industries had expanded at an annual average rate of over 9 per cent, 

while growth in light  industries had been slightly more than 5 per cent. 

38.    Several delegations stated that the crucial  link between the  industrialization 

and foreign trade of developing countries called for particular examination.    The 

substitution of imported products produced by the domestic  industry of developing 

countries was a well-established means of building up a local  industry while at the 

same time providing some relief from the pressures on the balance of payments.    Some 

developing countries had by now apparently reached the limits of the opportunities 

of import substitution while some of the small  and least developed countries had been 

unable to benefit therefrom in any material degree.    Countries generally found the 

possibilities of import substitution limited to  less specialized types of industrial 

products or to consumer products.    Nevertheless,  for many developing countries in 

their present stage of development, import substitution still represented a major 

element of industrial policy.    A major problem in this area, which demanded contin- 

uing review, was to avoid high-cost domestic production that may be favoured by a 

policy of indiscriminate protection.    Inefficient domestic production under the 

shelter of such protection does not always serve the interest of an industrialization 

policy aimed at a long-term,  self-sustaining growth.    It was recognized at the same 

time that a more appropriate structure of import levies might disrupt the flow of 

government revenues in the short run. 

39«    Some delegations considered that, among the possible solutions to problems of 

industrialization of developing countries,  a policy of stimulation of manufactured 

exports deserved especial emphasis.    Such a policy should not await the exhaustion 

of the possibilities for import substitution.     A vigorous effort at facilitating the 

expansion of exports of manufactures could do much towards reducing the drag on the 

industrial development of developing countries presently hampered by small markets 

and denied the benefits of economies of scale.     There would be considerable indirect 

as well as direct gains following a shift from an inward-looking to an outward-look- 

ing pattern of industrial development. 

40. Several delegations stressed the necessity for a system of equitable trading 

relations between the developing and developed regions. This was necessary if the 

domestic efforts of developing countries for rapid expansion of their exports of 
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manufactures waB to be successful. Some delegations stated that discriminatory 

tariff treatment of their processed export products was an obstacle to their indus- 

trial development. Support for a preferential system of tariffs to be applied to 

exports of manufactures from developing to developed areas was voiced by many dele- 

gations. While it was felt that Bupport for a new and more equitable system of 

trading relations should be expressed at all international and regional forums, the 

responsibilities of UNCTAD and GATT for action in this area was fully appreciated. 

The fact could not be ignored that the lowering of trade barriers to the manufac- 

tures of developing countries might create some dislocation in the industry of some 

developed countries. 

41. It was suggested that flexible and dynamic co-operation between UNIDO and 

UNCTAD would be of great value. Similar efforts by another international organiz- 

ation and by individual developed countries were also noted. There was much to be 

done in the dissemination of information; advice, training and market research lead- 

ing towards an expansion in exports of manufactures from developing countries. 

42. While one of the principal themes of the Symposium was concerned with the 

impact of increased manufactured exports on the industrial development of develop- 

ing countries, the further beneficial impact of such efforts on their balance of 

payments could not be ignored. Increased export of manufactures would help to off- 

set the adverse effect on the export earnings of these countries arising from the 

relatively inelastic long-term demand for their primary products. In addition, it 

would soften the impact of the short-term instability of their export proceeds from 

primary exports which were subject to strong cyclical influences. 

43. It was mentioned that a variety of attempts to forge regional areas of indus- 

trial co-operation among developing countries had been made. While the problems to 

be overcome were extremely difficult, these attempts should continue. The clear 

advantages of regional co-operation arose from the possibilities of enlarged markets 

and greater specialization in the production of industrial goods. It was stressed 

that this form of industrial co-operation among developing countries would make 

possible import substitution on a regional scale. Many delegations noted several 

possible forms of regional industrial co-operation. These included co-operation on 

specific projects; establishment of indicative programmes of balanced industrial 

development; and co-ordination and harmonization of the industrialization plans 
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of neighbouring countries.    Lessons from the co-operative attainments in the area« 

of agriculture, transport (river and highway development) and banking could be 

applied,  as appropriate,  to industry.    Statements were made in connexion with 

efforts at regional co-operation in Latin America and Asia and in a number of sub- 

regions of Africa.    Several delegations spoke of the work of the Asian Development 

Council. 

44. It was  indicated that, while regional co-operation in the area of industrial 

development had its many advantages,  care should be taken to avoid conflict with 

the world-wide    interests of member countries.    The experiences of regional co- 

operation among groups of developed countries might well be of some value  to devel- 

oping countries. 

45. The view was expressed that, while a detailed examination of the problems of 

foreign trade mentioned above was of importance,  the ultimate barriers to more 

rapid industrialization of developing countries were the inadequate levels of 

foreign financial assistance and foreign technical assistance.    While stressing the 

concept of self-help,  it was considered that international action in that area 

would also contribute to the industrialization efforts of developing countries. 

The Symposium noted the estimate of the Industrial Development Survey    that,  in the 

second half of the Development Decade, the volume of fixed investment required by 

the manufacturing sector of the developing countries on the basis of planned capac- 

ity was possibly of the order of $US 9,000 million per annum.    It was suggested 

that attention should also be given to corresponding requirements for working capi- 

tal for industry. 

46.    It was regarded as an inescapable fact for developing countries that success- 

ful industrialization would depend preeminently on increasing their self-help 

endeavours in marshalling domestic savings and channelling them, appropriately and 

effectively,  into their industrial sector.    However,  the low levels of ger çaprta 

income in these countries reduced the savings potential of the household sector and 

the possibility of its substantial contribution to investment in industry.    It was 

noted, however, that some developing countries had various alternative sources of 

savings which they should exploit to the utmost.    Substantial resources should be 

made available from activity in the primary products sectors of developing countries. 
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Efforts might be made to stimulate the transfer of such resources into industrial 

investment in developing countries rather than allow their dissipation for excess- 

ive luxury consumption and transfers of capital abroad.    A similar endeavour might 

be made by governments where revenues accrue from royalties from the expanding 

exploitation of the natrual  resources of the country.    Such royalties  should be 

used,  to an appropriate degree,  to propel the  industrialization of their countries. 

It was also noted that following recent successful  land reform operations leading 

to the creation of many new landholders,   there had  ceen an opportunity  to stimulate 

the investment of compensatory payments,   inter aha,   into the industrial sector. 

47. There were,  however, many difficulties to be overcome  in achieving a greater 

mobilisation of domestic savings for use  in industry.    Increasingly enlightened 

attitudes  regarding a more equitable distribution of incomes within developing 

countries could  initially,  and on occasion, militate against an  increased level of 

domestic saving«.    As a further example,   it was noted that  the mobilization of domes- 

tic savings for industry was sometimes hampered by a lack of experience on the part 

of savers m developing countries in investing in the industrial  sector.    The estab- 

lishment and efficient operation of industrial banks might help to alleviate this 
problem. 

48. Several delegations recognized that developed countries had a serious respons- 

ibility to assist the industrialization and over-all economic development of devel- 

oping countries,  primarily through the extension of foreign financial assistance. 

This assistance would supplement domestic savings efforts within developing countri.. 

Resret was expressed that developed countries as a whole had failed to meet the 

development assistance target of supplying one per cent of their combined national 

incomes to developing countries set by the United Nations General Assembly in I960 

Since the minimum percentage allocated specifically to the manufacturing sector from 

the total flow of external financial resources to all  sectors m the developing 

countries ranged between 15 and 25 per cent, the failure to meet  the over-all target 

had important implications for industrialization efforts.    One delegation noted 

however, that his country had extended financial assistance to the extent of more 
than 1 per cent of its national income. 

49.    While recognizing the roles assigned to other international  institutions in th. 

area of international development finance, several delegations felt it useful to 
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express some general views which were applicable also to the problems of finance 

for industry.    They felt that there should be a rapid and progressive  improvement 

in the terms and conditions of such finance in which UNCTAD had an important role 

to play.    Views were expressed regarding the desirability of an increased role for 

consortia or clubs of donors of development finance;    and,  further,  of a new and 

the broadest possible approach to the problem of financial assistance to developing 

countries.     It was suggested that an increased effort to evaluate the results of 

previous assistance might lead to improved yields from future assistance.    While 

development finance for industry and other sectors in the developing countries was 

urgently required,   it was recognized that   such finance should serve the national 

welfare and fully respect the sovereignty of the recipient country;    within such a 

framework there were ample opportunities of reward for foreign capital.    The hope 

was expressed that  the slackening of the rate of development assistance, which had 

been noticeable in the recent past, would come to an end and that a resurgence of 

such assistance would take place at the earliest possible time. 

50.    Several delegations recognized the generally differing patterns of deployment 

of public and of private flows of financial resources from developed countries. 

Foreign public capital was more generally  suited to the development of the infra- 

structure and of the primary sector.    It had, nevertheless, a strong impact on the 

industrialization effort of developing countries because of the inter-relation of 

all sectors of the economy.    Several delegations expressed the view that,  to the 

extent that the flow of foreign public finance was insufficient,  the industrial 

sector in developing countries was bound to be affected.    Specific views were 

expressed about the channelling of such capital.    One view was that the choice 

between multilateral and bilateral approaches should be determined by their relative 

efficiency.    Another view indioated the possible role of regional organizations. 

The hope was also expressed that such funds would be available for pre-feasibility 

and feasibility studies. 

31.    There was general agreement in the Symposium that private capital had an import- 

ant role in facilitating a more rapid industrialization of the developing countries* 

It was urged, however, that the inflow of foreign private capital should be kept 

immune from political and ideological considerations, and it was hoped that the 

suppliers of such investments would be fully aware of and sympathetic to the specif to 
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condition, and requirements of individual  developing countries.    Some reparatives 

stated that private capital in today's world did not claim any special advantages in 

developing countries.    Within this general  framework, many developing countries 

indicated their determination to provide a wide range of incentives to encourage 

the inflow of private capital,  including attractive financial returns and an environ- 

«nt of security and stability.    It was recognized that developing countries had the 

right to determine the sectors of their economy in which foreign private capital 

would be more welcome.    Note was taken of the action of a group of developing coun- 

tries to provide a collective guarantee of safety to capital  flowing into their area 

It was mdicated that whenever over-all economic policy in some countries required 

the nationalization of foreign enterprises,   there would be the assurance of adequate 
compensation. 

52. Several delegations maintained that international agencies,  including UNIDO 

could do ,uch to facilitate the flow of foreign private capital into the industrial 

and other productive sectors.    These agencies should be utilized,  in particular, to 

discuss the full range of problems evolved in facilitating and promoting private 

investment.     In these matters co-operation between UNIDO and UNCTAD was to be wel- 
corned. 

53. Statements were made in connexion with the activities of the IBRD and the OECD 

related to guarantees for foreign private capital, and in connexion with the invest- 

ments in the manufacturing sector which had been made by the World Bank Group. 

54. The Symposium also heard of the highly constructive role of the United Nations 

Development Programme in the industrialization of developing countries, and noted 

that UNDP would, in close co-operation with UNIDO, respond to the greatest extent 

possible to requests for assistance for practical and concrete projects. 

55. In further discussing the role of foreign private capital for the industry of 

developing countries, several delegations considered its particular importance a. 

a conveyor of technology and, thus, as an instrument for reducing the technological 

gap between different regions of the world.    The joint-venture device had proved to 

be particularly useful, given a milieu of «utual trust and goodwill.    This for. of 

international co-operation was well suited to a combined inflow of financial resour- 

ce, and of scarce technical and administrative talent.    A number of deletion. 
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stated that special attention should be given to possibilities of progressive 

transfer of foreign participating capital  to domestic interests.    In addition,  the 

Symposium noted the assistance that foreign capital might render in increasing the 

exports of manufactures from developing countries.    This expansion could be achieved 

where such capital was associated with the provision of marketing outlets  in the 

developed countries. 

56. It was suggested that the industrialization of developing countries  lagged as 

much from the present lack of technical know-how as from a lack of capital.     Several 

delegations considered that the rapid industrialization of developing countries 

required the vigorous employment of more appropriate technologies of production, 

through an enhanced international transfer of technology from the developed countries. 

This need for improved technical know-how exlucded an isolationist approach to indus- 

trialization and called for close collaboration with the developed countries.     It 

was imperative that the experience resulting from the scientific and technological 

revolution which had occurred in the more advanced regions of the world should be 

transmitted to all. 

57. It was also suggested that a more efficient transfer of technology might be 

achieved by the establishment of links between particular developed and developing 

countries with similar technological problems.    Such an approach to technological 

transfer might also be pursued by countries within a specific developing region. 

In cases where the flow of technical information between developing countries had 

thuB far been limited,  say,  to the agricultural sector, an effort should be made, 

where appropriate, to extend the process to the industrial sector. 

58. Some delegations stressed the role of patents in the transfer of technology. 

It was urged that,  since the existence of patents stimulated invention and subsequent 

investment in their application, there was a need for widespread modern paten legis- 

lation in both developing and developed countries.    The burden of royalty payments 

might be set against the benefits that ultimately accrued from the exploitation of 

new technologies.    The programme of BIRPI  in assisting developing countries to create 

or modernize patent legislation was noted by several delegations. 

59«    Some delegations pointed out that developing countries might examine the ade- 

quacy of their system of incentives designed to increase tho inflow of technology 
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and technicians.    It was recognized that developing countries should accelerate 

the transfer of technical know-how from foreign to local personnel.    The contribu- 

tion of developed countries in this area should involve their professional organiz- 

ations as well as their private capital.    There were opportunities for increased 

assistance also from inter-governmental and non-governmental  organizations.    The 

work of the United Nations Advisory Committee on Science and Technology in the  field 

of industry deserved consideration.    UNIDO,   in collaboration with other agencies of 

the United Nations, had an important role to play by providing a permanent clearing 
house for technical information and advice. 

60.    Industrialization, at the annual rate of growth of ? per cent of the output, 

has often created a number of problems relating to industrial  skills in the face of 

the abundant supply of unskilled manpower in developing countries.    It was considered 

essential  that all ways and means be exploited to raise rapidly the level and effi- 

ciency of industrial labour.    Because of the magnitude of the problem of imparting 

skills,   it was necessary to identify those  industrial sectors where this short-coming 

was most detrimental and begin remedial action there.    Training institutions and 

appropriate wage structures were essential.    As regards the problem of unemployed 

or underemployed manpower in many developing countries, it was recognized that  indus- 

trial planners must consider the role of industry in absorbing part of the additional 

surplus  labour emerging from the agricultural sector.    The view was expressed that 

the industrial sector could not ignore the social trauma that might result from over- 

rapid and uncontrolled urbanization movements that are taking place.    Considerations 

of short-run welfare should be balanced with long-run goals for rapid advance in 
over-all  standards of living. 

61.    To facilitate the growth of a skilled industrial labour force in developing 

countries,   it was indicated that some developed countries regard it as appropriate 

to concentrate much of their over-all foreign assistance efforts on the extension 

of training and teaching facilities.    The view was expressed that emphasis on the 

training of labour to become a producer in a rapidly industrializing society should 

not encroach upon the benefits which give the labourer dignity as a citizen.    Atten- 

tion was given in this   connexion to the long established and broadly based pro- 

grammes of the International Labour Organisation. 
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62. In considering the relation between the natural resources of a developing 

country and its industrialization,  it was recognized that processing of domestic 

primary products was a beneficial form of industrial development.    Efforts should 

be continued, where appropriate, to increase the value added by progressively higher 

degress of processing.     The view was expressed that some developing countries may 

have a wide range of natural resources not yet exploited.    The development of an 

industrial sector would,  in such circumstances, call for a parellel development of 

the primary production sector.    The limits to this iorm of industrialization 

should, however, be appreciated.    Total dependence on exports of primary products, 

even when subjected to substantial processing by local industry, may result in an 

unbalanced industrial structure which would be detrimental to the over-all develop- 

ment of the economy.    The extent to which industrialization should remain tied to 

the domestic primary sector should,  therefore, be considered.    This problem may call 

for individual solutions. 

63. In a broad review of the problems of developing countries, the Symposium heard 

the varying attitudes towards planning for more rapid industrialization.    While it 

was recognized that differing national philosophies and interests influenced the 

extent and character of industrial planning in a given country, it was urged that, 

in planning industrial development,  there should be a practical and down-to-earth 

approach.    Accordingly,  planned projects should meet a need and should be sound and 

capable of efficient management - an approach that demanded, as a minimum,  experience 

and knowledge.    For some newly independent developing countries, planning entailed 

an initial establishment of a basic inventory of potentialities since there had been 

no prior satisfactory collection of essential data.    Only then could meaningful dev- 

elopment priorities be determined.    Moreover, planning called for an interrelated 

development in the various industrial sectors.    In considering inputs and outputs, 

it was necessary to incorporate into the plans such variables as foreign exchange, 

local natural resources, economic and social infra-structure and manpower.    Above 

all,  it was essential to make an accurate appraisal of the human element, and to 

take into account the need for planning a satisfactory pattern of income distribu- 

tion and a generally progressive social policy. 

J 
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64. As an element in industrial planning, the role of the public sector had varied 

substantially among developing countries.    Por instance, some countries had consid- 

ered that the public sector should be a strong and permanent element of the indus- 

trial  structure.    Elsewhere,  the public sector had initiated industrial activity 

to be progressively supplanted by private initiative.    Some other countries indica- 

ted the desirability of a larger role for the private sector on grounds that this 

might provide an incentive for the inflow of private capital. 

65. Location and size of plant were important elements in industrial planning 

Decentralization of industrial plants within a country was favoured as a means of 

solving the problem of poverty in some regions.    An appropriate role should be give« 

to small-scale industries producing for local as well as for export markets.    Small- 

scale plants were considered by some to constitute a flexible component of indus- 

trial development and,  in many cases, did not require substantial amounts of foreign 
capital. v 

66. Th. 3jn.po.ta wa. info•* of th. important work of th. Unit«! Nation. COMí«.. 

for D.v.l0pMnt Planning »d 0f it. g.n.ral co-ortinaUng roi, „Uhi» th. Uni,* 

»«io»,  i» r.gard to ov.r-all  planning for econome dev.lop„nt.    Tho vi• ». 

«pr....d that UNIDO aight giv. ...i.tano., upo» r„u.st, to d.v.lo,.i»g oountri.. 

in th.lr industrial planning and,  intjr aUa,  1» th. ..t.bU.h^nt of variou. «rat- 
egies of industrial development. 

67. S.v.ral d.Lgations statod that th«, wa. a g.n.r.1 „,.d for .xpandlng and 

^proving th. rang, of l„du.tri.l in.titutio»..      » ». MicmiM th.t d.v.lopi»g 

contri., .ight b«.fit gr..tly fro. th. .xi.fno. of govm^nta! ag„oi.. J^. 
call, d^ot«, „ th. pro«tion o, industry.    It ». .lt0 Uportant to d.v.lop 

».tion.1 „.«roh „d d.v.lop..»t in.ti,«t.. »o., .orle .ou!d b. olo..l, „l.t«! to 

th. actu.1 n..d. and oondition. of th. oountri.. cono.rn.4.    It ». «,. that 

rrW ln'Ut,,UOni1 WOrk « >Uo *-«*- * ">. fi.ld of ««d^iaati«,. 

r«*L"l"TMd T' lUh0U* the" - ' d""h " ***** '"»«»«on., It ». „«....r, to avoid .„...!„ pronation, both a, th. nation and Int.r- 
»ationa! l.v.1..    I, ». Wlt, thmt mm ^ ^^ ^ 

house in this area. «x««r«i» 
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68.    It vu suggeeted also that reoogaltion be given to tht complexities and diffi- 

cult its of the process of development «ad to the inévitable tlM It« between assist- 

ance «ad its yield in term« of economic growth.    This recognition should help to 

strengthen the oliaste of international eo-opersvfcion,  in particular as regards the 
promotion of accelerated industrialisation of developing countries. 
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SECTION III A.      GENERAL REPORTS OF THE COMMITTEES 

69.    Committee I held thirteen meeting;    Committee II twenty-two meeting    and 

Committee III twenty meetinge.    The discussions are reported by agenda ite« and 

«ub-item in Annex 1 of this report.     In addition, each Committee prepared a gen- 

eral report;    these were adopted in plenary and are presented in the following 
paragraphs. 
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COMMITTEE I 

70. Committee I discussed five inter-related agenda topics which could be broadly- 

described as industrial services: 

(a) Industrial manpower (Agenda item 3c) 

(b) Administrative machinery for industrial development (Agenda item 3e) 

(c) Industrial research and other technical services (Agenda item 3f) 

(d) Promotion of industrial exports and of export-oriented and import 
substituting industries (Agenda item 3g) 

(e) Small-scale industry (Agenda item 3h) 

71. The Committee recognized that the establishment and growth of industry depend 

upon the interplay of many different factors, including such obvious ones as basic 

resources, capital, markets, qualified and skilled manpower, planning and manage- 

ment, institutions and technology. These factors also include very importantly 

the availability of these practical industrial services which facilitate the cre- 

ation of new enterprif.es and help to meet the special needs and problems of indiv- 

idual enterprises as they grow. 

72. Industrial services do not apply to the creation of new industries or of new 

enterprises alone. Management of existing enterprises must be in position to ant- 

icipate market trends, and to maintain and extend effective marketing, both at 

home and in export markets. It may need assistance with management or with finan- 

cial or technical problems. Production or cost problems may suggest a need to 

raise productivity, to modify products or to train personnel. A firm may need mod- 

ern patent facilities, either to protect its own innovations or to help attract 

technology from abroad. 

73. While some individual enterprises in developing countries may be able to meet 

some of these vital needs from their own resources, none can hope to provide them 

all. Depending on a country's preferences and structure, these services may be 

furnished variously by specialized private firms, by trade or professional associa- 

tions, or by the government itself. 
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74. The consente of the Committee was that great flexibility wa. de.irabl. reject- 

ing the particular ways in which theee services could beet be provided in individual 

countries. While useful observations might be made concerning the consideration, 

bearing on each subject, as set forth in the following individual reports, the ar- 

rangements and facilities suitable to each country must depend upon the circumstance, 
of that particular country. 

75. The reports on individual item, on the agenda of the Committee appear in Annex 1 
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COMMITTEE II 

76.     The taBk of Committee II was to review selected sectors of industry   in order 

to appraise their potential growth  m developing countries within  the  framework of 

the world-wide development of each  industry.    Characteristics of demand,   trendB  in 

productivity,  capital requirements and international  trade were surveyed  for each 

of these sectors,   together with a consideration of technological  and economic  fact- 

ors affecting industrial  feasibility.    The Committee's review waB under the  follow- 

ing major sub-divisions:     iron and  steel,   non-ferrous metals,  engineering,  basic 

chemicals and petrochemicals,   synthetic fertilizers,   food processing,   textiles, 

building materials and wood products,  construction and standardization.     The Com- 

mittee's work was considerably  facilitated by  the preparation of documentation by 

the secretaries of UNIDO,  the specialized agencies and the regional economic com- 

missions, as well  as by detailed submissions of member countries.     The Committee 

particularly appreciated the  series of papers  "Issues for Discussion" which had 

been prepared for it for each of the sub-items of its agenda.    In the course of 

its deliberations,  the Committee noted a number of characteristics which were com- 

mon to many of the  industrial  sectors under review.    The Committee felt   it useful 

to   indicate these common points in a general  introductory note (paragraphs 77  to 

85 below). 

77«    The selection of industrial sectors for development might be  facilitated by 

better information on the short-term and long-term supply and demand influences, 

both domestic and international, affecting each industrial sector.    Attention 

should be focused on the inputs envisaged for use by the particular industrial sec- 

tor as well as on the markets in which output was to be sold.    It was recognised 

that each sector of industry made its own contribution to economic and social ad- 

vance.    In some cases,  the output of one sector represented an input into another 

industry sector or into agriculture.    In other cases,  the output of an individual 

Bector primarily assisted general invest-nent activity or directly helped in advanc- 

ing    the levels of final consumption.    It was suggested that the opportunities pre- 

sented by some industries had not always been fully appreciated.    The degrees of 

complexity of production within a sector was considered;    in some oases it was 

felt preferable that sectoral development might proceed, by stages, from the less 

to the more complex. 
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78.     It was indicated that careful attention should be given to the nature of charg- 

ing demand for the products of an industrial sector.     Industrial  planners should 

take  into account   fully the sometimes rapid changes in demand that occur m a dy- 

namic  economy.     Substitution of industrial  products may occur  in  the  interest  of 

lowering the cost  of consumption, or because of supply problems.     While the prime 

consideration in  some cases was the cost  element,   in other cases  it was to meet 

and improve quality standards and functional suitability.     If demand was to be met 

efficiently,  the precise condition in, and requirements of,  the purchasing sector 

had to be appropriately evaluated.    Measures for stimulating demand should be con- 

sidered:    such measures might  include improvements m distribution, marketing, pro- 

vision of credit  facilities and education of purchasers. 

79.    Many industrial sectors in developing countries were hampered in their expan- 

sion by the limited size of their domestic markets.    In addition to generally low 

internal levels of ¿er capita income, many countries had small populations.    Among 

the means of exploiting economies of scale in production, attention of some indus- 

trial  sectors was centred on increased domestic substitution of imported industri- 

al products and expansion of exports of such products,  particularly to regional 

markets.    In working towards regional co-operation, an endeavour should be made to 

achieve complementary specialization by partner countries.    There was the essen- 

tial problem of equitable distribution of industrial projects.     In the case of some 

industrial sectors,  co-operation might take the form of regional efforts in the 

development of raw materials required for the industry. 

80.    It was recognized that industrial sectors had different capital requirements 

per unit of output.    The assessment of capital requirements should take into ac- 

count the direct needs for fixed and working capital as well as the capital for ne- 

cessary infra-structure and other integrally related productive sectors.    Opportun- 

ity should be taken to reduce  capital requirements through the use of larger 

scale operations having lower capital costs per unit of output, provided these 

were Justified by the size of the market.    A reduction in the capital requirements 

of an industrial sector was sometimes possible through increased utilization of 

capacity already installed.    This required assessment of causes of current under- 

utilization, e.g.   lack of skilled manpower or of adequate raw materials and unexp- 

loited markets.    Markets might be expanded in several ways,  including increased 
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recourse to sub-contract in« and mors determined export efforts.    A reduction in 

capital  requirements was also possible through improved maintenance and repair and 

ensuring the ready availability of spare parts,  with the resulting reduction of 

lost capacity and  tied-up capital. 

81. In order to secure adequate finance for industrial expansion,   some delegations 

felt that special attention might bo given to assistance from relevant international 

finance  institutions.     Foreign finance might be deployed selectively  to give prior- 

ity to key sectors of industry,  and such sectors,  particularly,  mipht be favoured by 

advantageous terms and conditions.     It was suggested that,  **or each sectoral project, 

a proper assessment might be made of the appropriate mix of foreign and domestic cap- 

ital as well as of complementary inputs.    The success of ventures involving foreign 

capital might be enhanced by an equitable distribution of profits and by striking 

the right balance between national and external  interests. 

82. The discussions of the Committee gave particular attention to  technological 

problems.    In some  industrial  sectors a special  effort might be directed towards use 

of technologies which reduce the size of minimum economic capacity.     It was suggest- 

ed that the unwarranted use of highly sophisticated machinery and technology should 

be avoided.     It was also suggested that care be taken,  when considering the employ- 

ment of used machinery,  to see that  it was the most economic, having regard to all 

indirect as well as direct costs and benefits.    The view was expressed that obsoles- 

cent    technologies should not be foisted on developing countries.     Care might be 

taken by developing countries not to engage unduly in pioneering of processes of 

production in their industrial sectors.    Rather,  emphasis might be given at the 

start to the application and development of existing well-proved processes.    As re- 

gards the use of imported technologies,  it was stressed that they should be approp- 

riate to local conditions.    In the transfer of such technologies,   it was often adv- 

visable that close contacts be established between technicians in the exporting and 

importing countries.    Individual assessments were advisable when choosing between 

turn-key plants and split contracts involving optimal use of skills,  products and 

machinery of the developing country.     It was stressed that the employment of the 

most appropriate technology would be facilitated by increased recourse to feasibil- 

ity studies and demonstration and pilot projects. 
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83.    The success of each industrial sector in its effort*, at expanded activity de- 

pended on  the ready availability of industrial  raw materials,   including fuel.     It «as 

suggested  that the quality,  cost  and continuity of supply  required that attention be 

given  to  the production and transportation of such raw materials as well as to their 

use.    The view was expressed that  there should be an efficient dependence and utiliz- 

ation of local raw materials.    Particularly in cases where foreign exchange scarcity 

impelled a limited use of imported raw materials,  it might become necessary to give 

special attention to the use of less conventional domestic raw materials.    It was 

also suggested that manufacturers endeavour to use both basic primary products and 
their by-products. 

84. The Committee recognized that the most effective use of capital,  technology and 

raw materials by each industrial sector required an adequate programme of training of 

managers and professional and technical workers.    Apart from the expanded use of 

training institutions,  «on the job» training was regarded as highly desirable.     Such 

training of skills was time-consuming and therefore required advance planning.     It 

was suggested that a dynamic industrial policy might advantageously influence the 
presently observed "brain drain". 

85. In addition to the above requirements for advance, each industrial  sector re- 

quired its special pattern of organization and of institutions.     In addition to the 

conventional organization of industry,   some industrial sectors might benefit from 

increased resort to producers' co-operatives.     In other cases,  it might be deemed 

appropriate to develop producer organizations,   involving both the public and private 

sector.    Special emphasis was given m the discussions of the Committee to the need 

for standardization at all stages - from raw material, through to finished product, 

of industrial sector. - at a. early a stag« as was feasible.    T»e lack of adequate 

attention to quality control could have serious and long-term consequences in term, 

of the acceptability of the products of an industrial  sector.    The committee took 

note of the detailed discussions m Committee  I regarding the desirability of an 

appropriate institutional framework related to industrial development m developing 

countries,     it was indicated that both local and international consulting service, 

should be fully exploited.    Meeting, on these and other problem, of individual  in- 
dustrial  sectors would also be highly beneficial. 
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86.    In Addition to an exchange of views,  the Committee noted a number of recommend- 

ation! which were submitted either by an individual delegation or by a number of del- 

egations.    Moreover, the Committee approved a number of recommendations by general 

consent.    The emphasis of these recommendations was on operational activities and on 

supporting studies and research required for such activities.     These recommendations, 

together with a summary of exchanges of views, are contained in the reports on the 

individual iteaa of the agenda of the Committee appearing in Annex 1. 
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87. 

COMMITTEE III 

The Third Committee had as its task to discuss: 

(a) General issues of industrial  policy and its implementation (Agenda Item 

(b) Formulation and implementation of industrial programmes (Agenda Item 3b); 
(c) Regional  co-operation (Agenda  Item 4a); 

(d) Financing of industry (Agenda   Items 3d and 4b); 

(e) Technical  co-operation  (Agenda Item 4c). 

88. All of the  topics considered by Committee III were concerned in one way or an- 

other with the international aspects of industrialization,  and, in the stimulating 

context of the Symposium,  constructive  proposals were made in regard to many of the 

subjects under discussion.    The various agenda items could not, of course,  be dis- 

cussed in isolation.     The discussion on  industrial policy m the general plenary de- 

bate had already introduced a number of themes which were explored in more detail 

under various items of the agenda before  the Committee.     Discussions in other Com- 

ptées of agenda items which bore  some  degree of relationship to these subjects were 
also kept in mind. 

89.    The Committee's discussions revealed a strong determination on the part of the- 

developing countries to achieve industrialization and universal recognition by de- 

veloped countries that such development  was essential.     It was stressed that  indus- 

trialization programmes must be formulated in the context of over-all development 

Plans;    and that planning must take  into account the changes in the »ocial  structure 

«hxch are inevitably brought about by  industrialization and which themselves exert 

an mfluence on the progress of industrialization, as well as such dynamic factors 

as population trends.     The Committee recognized the necessity of developing a mini- 

mum level of economic,   social and physical infra-structure as a basis for industri- 

alization, and the need to establish stable economic and   political conditions condu- 

cive    to the   acceleration of industrialization.    The respective roles of the public 

and private sectors were discussed,  and the Committee recognized the importance of 

each sector's playing its appropriate part in the over-all industrialization 
programme. 
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90. The Committee discussed the various obstacles to the acceleration of industrial- 

ization in the developing countries, including in particular the scarcity of financ- 

ial resources and of technical and managerial skills, and the limited size of nation- 

al markets.  It considered how these obstacles might be reduced through such means as 

regional co-operation and international assistance;  it was strongly emphasized that 

whatever outside assistance might be available, a major effort must be made by the de- 

veloping countries themselves to overcome these and other obstacles. 

91. Planning for mobilization of the necessary financial resources was recognized as 

an integral part of programming for industrial development. The Committee discussed 

ways and means of increasing available domestic financial resources and examined in- 

stitutional and other measures which might contribute to this end. In considering 

the use of foreign resources, while some delegations noted with appreciation the for- 

eign assistance which had already been provided, disappointment was expressed by some 

delegations that the flow of external assistance to the developing countries had not 

yet reached the United Nations target of 1 per cent of the combined national incomes 

of the developed countries, although some of them individually had exceeded this tar- 

get. 

92. The Committee noted that a valuable contribution to the industrialization of the 

developing countries could be made by foreign private investment. It was emphasized 

by both developed and developing countries that there must be a suitable investment 

climate in the developing countries. The means by which the developed countries 

could help to increase the flow of private foreign capital to the developing coun- 

tries were also discussed. 

93. The human factor was in the forefront of all discussions of the Committee, wheth- 

er on programming, financing or technical co-operation. While the question of in- 

dustrial manpower was the subject of debate in another committee, the problems for 

the developing countries of securing a sufficient supply of skiUed manpower were not- 

ed and, especially in the discussion of technical co-operation, considerable atten- 

tion was paid to ways of increasing the supply of skills, and particularly of entre- 

preneurial skills.  In this connexion it was recognized that foreign investment is 

a valuable source for the provision of industrial skills and that training programmes 
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undertaken by foreign-financed industrial enterprises in developing oountriee are 

of considerable value in increasing local resource« of skilled manpower. 

94.  It was recognized that new industrial technology is normally found in the in- 

dustrially advanced countries. Where it was suitable for their requirements, the 

developing countries should be able to obtain it against reasonable payments. 

95- The Committee agreed that regional co-operation among developing countries of- 

fered opportunities for improved markets for their industrial and other products, for 

achieving economies of scale and for some degree of rationalization of industry. It 

was recognized that differences in economic systems might introduce difficulties and 

that there could be disadvantages in sectoral co-operation, but the«« disadvantages 

would be reduced if sectorial co-op«ration formed part of the over-all development 

plan«. Possible methods of achieving harmonization of development plan« and «quit- 

able distribution of production facilities among the participating countries through- 

out a region were explored. 

96. In discus.ing regional co-operation, the Comittee noted th*t co-op«rative 

activities among countries not in the «am« r«gion could also b« valuabl« to th« coun- 

tries concerned and were worthy of encouragement. 

97. The report« of th« di«cu««ion«, prepared by the «p«cial rapporteur« for each 

it«m and approved by th« respective Committee«, ar« pr«««nt«d in Ann«* 1. In addi- 

tion to a summary of the main points made during the debate, they include a number of 

recommendations. Th. recommendation, contained in th. r.port. were «ith.r approved 

by g«n«ral consent or not«d a« having been mad« by group« of delegation«. 
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SECTION III  B.     RECOMMENDATIONS ON ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL COMMITTEES 

98. A recommendation on the establishment of national committees was introduced in a 

plenary meeting by representatives of Dahomey,   India,   Iran,  Kenya,  Syria and Trinidad 

and Tobago.    This recommendation was preceded by the considerations reviewed in the 

following paragraphs. 

99. During the last  three years many Member Governments had taken a keen interest 

and participated actively in the regional and international  symposia on industrializ- 

ation.    They had formed,  for that purpose,  official delegations,  prepared documentat- 

ion and followed up resolutions and recommendations of these meetings.    This work of 

necessity entailed close contacts between public authorities and private institutions 

and organizations interested because of their activities in the programme and activ- 

ities of UNIDO.     Particularly in connexion with the   organization   of the Industrial 

Promotion Service,  a large number of representatives of public institutions and pri- 

vate industrial establishments had come to realize the potential  interest of closer 

relations with UNIDO. 

100. The International Symposium witnessed the presence of a large number of minis- 

ters of industry and other high officials from the developing countries concerned 

with industrial development and with international co-operation in that field.    In 

all countries,  the need was increasingly felt for a permanent arrangement under 

which the various public and private bodies interested in co-operation with UNIDO 

could meet and co-ordinate their activities,  including that of serving in advisory 

capacity to the government in UNIDO matters.    In certain countries governments had 

already established national committees for the purpose of preparing for the Sympo- 

sium;    in some cases such committees were entrusted with the task of continued co- 

operation with UNIDO. 

101. It was thus suggested that the Symposium recommend to all governments that 

they give consideration to the establishment of national committees for UNIDO.    These 

committees would comprise representatives of government ministries, departments and 

agencies dealing with industrial development,  and of academic and research institut- 

ions, professional associations and private and public business communities.    The 

members of the committees would act in an advisory capacity and the structure and 

functions of the committees would be adapted to the structure and situation in each 
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particular country.    The structure of the national committees should not be unneces- 

sarily rigid,  and their functions might well be discharged in certain cases through 

existing institutions with certain adaptions as might appear appropriate. 

102. After discussion in the plenary,  the following text of the recommendation on th< 

establishment of national committees was adopted: 

Recommendation on the establishment of national committees for UNIDO 

It is recommended   that Member States consider the establishment of National 

Committees for UNIDO, composed of representatives of government departments 

and agencies as well as representatives of academic and research institut- 

ions and public and private industrial and business establishments concerned 

with industrialization.    The National Committees would serve in an advisory 

capacity to the governments and to the member institutions in regard to ill 

questions related to the activities of UNIDO.    Member States might assign 

the functions of National Committees to already existing organizations in 

their countries with any additional mandate as may be appropriate to enable 

them to perform their functions in an adequate manner. 
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SECTION IV     FINAL ACTION OF THE PLENARY 

103.  In its final meeting,  the plenary had before it two sets of recommendations, 

one submitted by the developing countries and the other by the  industrially advanced 

countries participating in the Symposium.     After discussion,   it  was decided by con- 

sensus to incorporate both sets of recommendations in this section of the report. 

The plenary also reached unanimous agreement on the statements contained in para- 

graph    104 below. 

Recommendations presented to the International Symposium 
on Industrial Development by the Developing Countries 

The first International Symposium on Industrial Development, 

Considering: 

The need to accelerate the industrialization of less developed countries 

as the strategic factor of a sound economic development for the achieve- 

ment of world economic and political  security; 

That sound industrial development calls for rational programming leading 

to the adoption of simultaneous and co-ordinated international, regional 

and national policies; 

The need to ensure that adopted industrial development policies lead to 

a new and equitable international division of labour between the sophis- 

ticated anrt incipient industrialized countries and guarantee to all de- 

veloping countries the possibility of attaining progressively higher 

levels of industrial development and living standards; 

The need to narrow the gap between developed and developing countries in 

the economic and technological fields; 
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Recommends the following guideline» for action: 

A.  National 

1) That the developing countries base their policy of industrial development 

on long-range plans and programmes,  which will take into consideration 

particularly the following: 

The specific conditions existing in each country and the human, 

technical and natural resources; 

The new vistas opened up by modern science and technology} 

The opportunities offered by the domestic and international markets; 

The scope of mobilisation of domestic resources and the flow of foreign 

capital, public and private. 

2) That developing countries give high priority on measures which aim at the 

developaent of an adequate infra-structure and which seek to remove obstacle* 

in the way of rapid economic growth; 

3) That the developing countries take due note of the need to build up indus- 

tries,  the products of which will in due time be internationally competitive; 

4) That developing countries, as a part of the total research effort, give 

priority to programmes of scientific and industrial research which shall 

help in adapting foreign technology to local needs; 

5) That developing countries give adequate attention to the formulation and 

implementation of industrial projects so that they represent the most econ- 

omic use of available resources; 

6) That developing oountries give due impórtanos to the development of saell- 

soale and medium-• i sad industries as an intafral part of their over-all in- 

dustrial development programmes; 

7) That developing oountries establish or improve programmée for the training 

of industrial manpower in order to meet higher productivity and efficiency 

oriteria; 

II 
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8) 

9) 

That developed countries in their external financing programmes make adequate 

provision for industrial development projects of developing countries,   whether 

in the public or the private sectors, and that developing countries,   in their 

turn,  ensure an adequate climate for the investment of foreign funds consist- 

ent with over-riding national interests, and that the developed countries on 

their part should provide adequate incentives to investors of their own 

countries in developing countries.     In particular,   they should endeavour to 

harmonize their policies in regard to incentives and guarantees for foreign 

investment; 

That developed countries make available to developing countries  industrial 

development loans (including working capital when necessary) and assistance 

on the best possible terms, offering whenever possible the possibility of re- 

payment in local currency or through the products of the recipient countries, 

and that re-scheduling of debt servicing should be encouraged as far as poss- 

ible; 

10) That the developed countries encourage the flow of private capital to the 

developing countries,  specially by offering fiscal exemptions for enterprises 

which intend to invest their profits in the developing countries; 

11) That a reasonable proportion of the profits realized by foreign capital in- 

vested in a developing country by mutual agreement be reinvested in the 

country where the investment has originally been made; 

12) That the removal of obstacles to access by the developing countries to the 

markets of developed countries should be considered an indispensable  condi- 

tion for the suocess of export promotion and export-oriented industries} 

B.  Regional 

13) That efforts towards closer economic oo-operation between countries are 

given due attention, with a view to enlarging the size of the market,  whioh 

in the case of many countries constitutes a limiting factor on the possibi- 

lities of industrial development; 
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14) That co-operation between countries within a region or in different region« 

be based on mutual advantage and that developing countries utilize to the 

fullest extent the experience gained not only by industrially advanced coun- 

tries but also by other developing countries m the course of their économie 

development; 

15) That  the regional economic commissions and other appropriate bodies keep 

under review the possibilities for regional and  inter-regional  co-operation 

including exchange of information,   experience and technological  know-how,  and 

designs and prototype agreements} 

C.   International 

16) That  international organisation« co-ordinate their activities in the indus- 

trial field m the lignt of the conclusions of the International fymposiua on 

Industrial  Development; 

17) That the strengthening of thi central role of UNIDO as the co-ordinator of all 

activities of the United Nation« system in the field of industrial development 

encure a higher and more efficient degree of co-ordination and operation; 

18) That measures be taken by the concerned international organisations in the 

fields of trade m commodities and manufactures,  shipping and international 

financing,  with a view to achieving a higher rate of economic development; 

and that studies pertaining thereto as well as UNCTAD recommendations be duly 

considered and implemented; 

19) That,  in view of the need for foreign currency to accelerate industrial devel- 

opment, measures be taken with the co-operation of other international organis- 

ations to remove tariff and non-tariff obstacles to trade on commodities, 

especially raw materials exported from the developing countries; 

20) That, in the field of trade in manufactures and semi-manufactures, measures 

be adopted,  both on the removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers on exports 

of developing countries, and on the negotiation and implementation as soon as 

possible of an agressent on a tariff-preference system of a general non- 

di ser isinatory and non-reo i prooal basis,  in conformity with the principles of 

the Charter of Algiers; 
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21) That every possible advantage be taken of the Second UNCTAD to be held in New 

Delhi early in 1968, which will provide an exceptional opportunity to review 

the trade and development world situation, to negotiate concrete measures and 

to advance studies and encourage further consultations on specific questions; 

22) That UNIDO be financially strengthened through tha provision of adequate and 

independent funds as a prerequisite of efficient United dations action to ac- 

celerate industrial development and to allow for concrete and useful imple- 

mentation of the conclusions oí' the International Symposium on industrial De- 

velopment.  In this connexion, all developed and developing countries are 

urged to do their best to attend the Pledging Conference, convened by the In- 

dustrial Development Board of UN'IDC, to be held in 1968; 

23) That all developed and developing member countries of the United Nations and 

its specialized agencies be given the opportunity to exchange experience, 

discus» measures and participate in the elaboration of guidelines for United 

Nations activities in the field of industrial development; 

24) That UN! DO assist the develoDing countries in the formulation and implementa- 

tion of industrial projects and in securing a systematic and permanent trans- 

fer of industrial information of new technology, production pattern, designs 

and prototype agreements. That UNIDO should establish within its programme 

of industrial information a suitable advisory service that will help the dev- 

eloping countries in getting the necessary information about the prices, 

assigns and other factors that would lead to the best choice of industrial 

equipment ; 

25) That UNIDO formulate its work programme, specifically keeping in view the 

priority needs of developing countries, expwcially those whioh ars lsast de- 

veloped amongst them in industrialization and orientating its activities to 

meet the needs of developing countries in crucial fields; 

26) That the programme of work of the UNIDO, while providing for collection and 

dissemination of industrial information and analytioal research, emphasise 

the need for concrete action, and for this purpose give greater impórtanos to 

action-oriented field programmes; 
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Recommendations presented by the industrially advanced countries 
participating in the International Symposium on Industrial Development 

The  first International Symposium on  Industrial Development,  considering 

the importance of industrialization of the  less developed countries  in  their 

economic development and the need to  create policies aimed at efficient,  bal- 

anced and profitable industrial development which will be of mutual benefit to 

the developing countries and the industrialized countries;     and the urgency  to 

provide to all developing countries  the opportunity of attaining progressively 

higher levels of industrial development and living standards; 

Recommends the following guidelines for action: 

A.    National 

1) That the developing countries base their policy of industrial development 

on long-range plans and programmes which will take into consideration the 

following: 

The specific conditions existing in each country and the human, 

technical and natural resources; 

The new vistas opened up by modern science and technology; 

Tli« opportunities offered by the domestic and international markets; 

The scope of mobilisation of domestic resources and the flow of foreign 

capital, public and private. 

2) That developing countries give high priority to measure« which aim at the 

creation of an adequate infra-structure and which seek to remove obstacles 

in the way of rapid economic growth; 

3) That the developing countries take due note of the need to build up indus- 

tries,  the products of which will be internationally competitive; 

4) That developing countries, as a part of their total reeearoh effort, give 

priority to programmes of scientific and industrial reeearoh which shall 

help in adapting foreign technology to local needs. 
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5) That developing countries give adequate attention to the formulation and im- 

plementation of industrial projects so that they represent the most economic 

use of available resources; 

6) That developing countries give due importance to the development of small- 

scale and medium-size industries as an integral part of their over-all in- 

dustrial development programmes; 

7) That developing countries establish or improve programmes for  ihe training of 

industrial manpower in oraer "0 meet higher productivity and efficiency 

criteria; 

8) That developed countries in their external financing programmes make adequate 

provision for industrial development projects of developing countries, whether 

in the public or the private sectors,  and that developing countries,  in their 

turn, ensure an adequate climate for the  investment of foreign funds;    and 

that the de/eloned countries on their part should provide such incentives as 

are feasible to investors of their own countries in developing countries; 

B.  Regional 

9) That due efforts are made towards closer economic co-operation between coun- 

tries with a view to enlarging the sise of the market, which in the ess« of 

•any countries constitutes a limiting factor on the possibilities of indus- 

trial developaent; 

10) That oo-operation between countries within a region or in different regions 

be based on mutual advantage; and that developing countries utilize to the 

fullest extent the experience gained not only by industrially advanced coun- 

tries but also by other developing countries in the course of their eoonoaio 

developaent. 

11) That the Regional Economic Cosaissions and other appropriate agenoies keep 

under review the possibilities for regional and inter-regional oo-operation 

including exchange of information, experienoe and teohnologioal know-how, and 

designs and prototype agreements; 

rifl. 
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C.   International 

12) That the UNIDO be  developed to become an effective  instrument for providing 

the necessary support  for the formulation and implementation of long-term 

industrial plans and programmes in  the developing countries; 

13) That international  organizations co-ordinate their activities in the indus- 

trial field,  taking  into account  the  central role of UTHDO as the co-ordinator 

of all activities of  the United Nations system in the  field of industrial  de- 

velopment; 

14) That UNIDO assist  the developing countries in the  formulation and implement- 

ation of industrial  projects and in  securing a systematic and continuing 

transfer of new technology on appropriate terms and in co-operation with 

competent international bodies; 

15) That UNIDO formulate  its work programme,  specifically keeping in view the 

priority needs of developing countries, especially those which are least 

developed amongst  them,  in industrialization and orientating its activities 

to meet the needs of developing countries in crucial fields; 

16) That the programme of work of the UNIDO, while providing for collection and 

dissemination of industrial information and analytical research, emphasize 

the need for concrete action, and for this purpose give greater importance to 

action-orientated field programmes. 

104. As indicated above,  unanimous agreement was reached on the following statements: 

"The Symposium notes with satisfaction that these two sets of recommend- 

ations disclose agreement in certain areas.    However,   there remain areas of 

great r oncern to developing and developed countries alike, particularly in- 

dustrial financing and commercial policies relating to  industrial develop- 

ment, in which consensus has not been achieved.     It  is the earnest hope of 

all participants in the Symposium that continued discussion between the de- 

veloped and developing countries,   with the framework of UNIDO and other ap- 

propriate bodies will enlarge the area of common understanding and result  in 

substantial progress  in the industrialization of the developing countries at 

an accelerated rate. 
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NWt remain oonaitted to th» development of UNIDO at an effective inetru- 

Mnt of international 00-0 Deration to further industrialisation in the de- 
veloping oountriee." 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE I 

Agenda item 3   Policies and measures in developing countries 

(c)    Industrial manpower 

Introduction 

1. The Committee had before it documentation prepared jointly by the United 

Nations Industrial Development Organization and the International Labour  Organis- 

ation.      In addition, there were background doouments prepared by Governments 

and international organizations. 

2. The Committee discussed the following specific issues and problems: 

(a) Determination of goals, quantitative and qualitative,  to be aohieveo 
in the education and training of skilled industrial manpower; 

(b) The development of coherent and efficient systems,  including provision 
of adequate legislative and administrative support, and the establish- 
ment of national  Industrial Training Organizations,  for attaining 
these goals; 

(c) The special role of industry in development of skills; 

(d) Measures to ensure the best possible use of available skilled manpower; 

(e) The contributions that international action can make to enable the 
developing countries to formulate and implement effective training 
programmes for industrialization. 

3. Underlying the Committee's discussion of these issues and problems was the 

general consideration that it was urgent for industrial manpower to be given the 

same careful attention that has traditionally been accorded to natural and 

financial resources.    The following is a brief summary of the Committee's 

deliberations. 

Determination of goals 

4. The need for systematic advanoe assessment of skill requireisents was reoog- 

nxzed as a basis for planning of industrial training and eduoation.    Imbalanoes 

in the availability of skilled manpower (e.g.  over-supply of oertain types of 

university graduates aooompanied by aoûts shortages of other high-level skills) 
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were quoted as evidence of the need for suoh planning.    Goals and priorities for 

training and education must be highly flexible.    Many  industrial  skill  require- 

ments change often and quickly;    they can be forecast and planned only in rather 

general  terms. 

Industrial training systems and organization 

5. The Committee noted that training systems in most developing countries suffer 

from fragmentation and lack of co-ordination.    This makes  it difficult  to formulate 

comprehensive plans  for skill  formation,  and nearly impossible to carry them out. 

The Committee therefore considered the suggestion for establishment,   in each 

industrializing country, of an industrial training organization.    The  functions 

of such a body would be to formulate targets for industrial training,   to stimulate 

training by industrial enterprises themselves, to co-ordinate training by industry 

and the vocational sector of the education system, to prepare training materials, 

and to set training standards. 

6. The Committee considered the above suggestion to be an interesting innovation, 

deserving seriouB study and thought.    The proposed objectives and functions of an 

industrial training organization were generally welcomed by a number of speakers. 

Yet several speakers stressed that +he organizational and administrative arrange- 

ments to be made for achieving these objectives and performing these functions 

should be quite flexible and pragmatic.    For instance,  in large countries,  particu- 

larly    if they had a federal structure,  it would be necessary for any machinery 

for co-ordination and planning of training activities to be more  in the nature of 

a federation of regional or local agencies than a strong central organization.    It 

was also remarked that   in   some countries a number of the above functions are 

already being performed by existing agencies, so that no more than relatively 

marginal additional machinery might be needed.    One speaker pointed out that a 

truly comprehensive framework for the co-ordination and stimulation of training 

activities should not be limited to the industrial sector but should comprise the 

economy as a whole.    Some speakers believed that the functions of the proposed 

industrial training organizations should be limited to co-ordination between the 

sohool system and training by industry itself.    One delegate suggested that UNII» 

and ILO convene a meeting 0* experts to examine the best organization and working; 

•Ü 
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SECTION I      INTRODUCTION 

1. At its thirty-ninth session in    July 1965»     the Economic and Social Council 

approved the organization of an International Symposium on Industrial Development, to 

be preoeded by regional symposia in the developing countries, and, on the recommen- 

dation of the Committee for Industrial Development, adopted resolution 1081 B (XXXIX), 

requesting the Secretary-General of the United Nations to take all necessary steps 

to ensure the holding of an international symposium on industrial development, in de- 

veloping countries early in I967. 

2. Economic and Social Counoil resolutions II80 (XLl) and II85 C  (XLI) of 5 August 

and 17 November I966 respectively recommended that CfOvernments establish appropriate 

national machinery to prepare for their participation in the International Symposium, 

and decided that it would be held in Athens (Greece)  in December I967. 

3. The General Assembly,  in resolution 2178 (XXI) of 9 December I966, endorsed the . 

deoision of the Economic and Social Counoil to convene the Symposium at Athens, and 

invited the Governments of States Members of the United Nations and members of the 

specialized agenoies and of the International Atomic Energy Agenoy to participate in 

it.    It also expressed its belief that the Symposium was likely to play a significant 

role in focusing attention on policies and measures aimed at strengthening interna- 

tional oo-uperation in the field of industrial development and accelerating the in- 

dustrial development of the developing countries. 

Opening oeremony 

4*     The International Symposium on Industrial Development held its first plenary 

meeting at the Panteios School, Athens, on 29 November I967.    Mr.  Abdel-Rahman, Exeo- 

utive Director of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization and Executive 

Seoretary of the Symposium, took the chair pending the election of the President of 

the Symposium and on behalf of the Seoretary-Gsneral of the United Nations declared 

the Symposium open. 
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5. On behalf of all the participants, the Executive Secretary of the Symposium 

welcomed HíB Majesty, King Constantino I of the Hellenes, who gave an address of 

welcome to the Symposium,   followed by a statement  by the Greek Minister of Co- 

ordination.-^    Mr.  Abdel-Rahraan then read a Message from the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations expressing the opinion "that the many blessings that technology be- 

stowed on those who have been able to make early use of it have also resulted in a 

new international barrier which  increasingly separates  'North'   from  'South';    devel- 

oped from developing countries."    He added that  "in providing an opportunity for 

discussing in depth the many complex problème which must be dealt with in the proc- 

ess of industrialization,    the  Symposium will contribute to a better understanding 

of the underlying problems and to the creation of conditions for co-operative 

approaches to their solution."-^ 

6. In his opening statement,  the Executive Secretary of the Symposium observed 

that "the era of political transformation from a world of colonialism to one of sov- 

ereign independent states is largely behind us  ...    This situation has generated 

among peoples and governments of all developing countries new operations for economic 

development,   in order substantially to improve the standards of living and levels 

of welfare in the poor regions of the world.     Tn this period of awakening to new 

opinions,    the relationship between international economic assistance and co-operation 

and the economic yield thereof is sometimes obscure and in a number of instances the 

apparent reward from the co-operative effort has been diminisned through mistakes, 

miscalculations and waste.    All see the need for remedial measures."    The  Executive 

Secretary of the Symposium was nevertheless convinced "that the long-run relations 

between co-cperation and benefit therefrom will be very different from this short- 

run   situation"  and "that the distribution of gains from increased international co- 

operation for the economic development of developing countries,  in addition to being 

vastly more equitable, will be ultimately to the advantage of all.'«/ 

1/   The text of these statements is reproduced in Annex 2. 
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2' 
Attendance -/ 

7. The following States Members of the United Nations or of the United Nations 

specialized agencies and of the International Atomic Energy Agency were present at 

the Symposium: Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, 

Burundi, Cameroon, Canada, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chile, China, 

Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic of), Costa Rica, Cyprus, Dahomey, 

Denmark, Ethiopia, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, Greece, Guinea, 

the Holy See, India, Indonesia, Iran,  Iraq, Israel, Italy,  Ivory Coast, Japan, 

Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Malta, 

Mauritania, Mexico, Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger, Nigeria,  Norway, 

Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, the Republic of Korea, the Republic of 

Viet-Nam, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, South Africa, Spain, Sudan, 

Switzerland, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Uganda, 

United Arab Republic, United Kingdom, United Republic oi' Tanzania, United States 

of America, Upper Volta, Venezuela, Yugoslavia and Zambia. 

8. The following mter-governmental organizations were represented: African Devel- 

opment Bank, African Institute for Economic Development and Planning, Asian Produc- 

tivity Organization (APO), Commission du Fleuve Niger, Comité Permanent Consult&tif 

du Maghreb, European Economic Community (EEC), Fonds d'Entr'aide et de Garantie 

du Conseil de l'Entente, Inter-American Development Bank, Latin American Institute 

for Economie and Social Planning, League of Arab States, Organisation Commune 

Africaine et Malgache (OCAM), Organization for Economie Co-operation and Develop- 

ment (OECD), Organization of American States (OAS), United International Bureaux 

for the Protection of Intellectual Property (BIRRI), ""*<>" Douanière et Economique 

de l'Afrique Centrale (UDEAC). 

9. The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat 

(UNDESA), the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the Economic Commission for 

Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), the Economic Commission for Europe, the Economic 

Commitision for Latin America, the United Nations Eoonomic and Social Offioe in 

Beirut (UNESOB), the United Nations Conlerence on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), 

2/ The list of representatives registered at the Symposium is presented in Annex 3d. 
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the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the World Food Program (WFP) 

were represented at the Symposium.    The United Nations Office of Public Information 

was al~n '••«preBentpd. 

10. The following specialized agencies sent representatives: International Labour 

Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Culture Organization (UNESCO), World 

Health Organization (WHO) and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

(IBRD). The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT) were also represented. 

11. The following non-governmental organizations were represented by observers: 

Afro-Asian Organization for Economic Co-operation (AFRASEC);    Carnegie Endowment; 

International Association for the Promotion and Protection of Private Foreign 

Investments?    International Chamber of Commerce}    International Organization for 

Employers (IOE);    World Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA). 

Rules of procédure 

12. After informing the Symposium of the reservations expressed by the representa- 

tive of Cuba at the first meeting of the Industrial Development Board with respect 

to rules 4 and 8, the Aoting President invite! the Symposium to adopt the draft 

rules of prooedure.    No oomment being offered, the draft rules of procedure, as pre- 

sented in document ID/C0NP.l/A.2/Rev.l, were adopted unanimously. 

Election of officers 

y 

13.    At ita firet meeting on 29 November 1967, the Symposium unanimously elected the 

following officers: 

President 

Vice-President 

Vice-President 

Vice-President 

General Rapporteur 

J. Paraskevopoulos (Greece) 

Amin Heiray Kamel (United Arab Reputi io) 

N. N. Wanohoo (India) 

Ricardo Samaniego Davila (Mexioo) 

Mohammed All Aghassi (Iran) 

¿/   The roles of prooedure are presented in Annex 3c 
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14. Several delegates mentioned that their governments have had not only successes 

in their industrial activities but also failures. They stressed the need for the 

evaluation of performance. Some elaborated on the various criteria to be adopted in 

Buoh an evaluation. 

VI.  Special arrangements for industrial property 

15. A few delegations expressed their disappointment in the existing international 

arrangements for industrial property, including the cost of registration of inven- 

tions worldwide, the acquiring of licenses and inadequate recognition by agencies in 

some industrialized countries of rights acquired by nationals of developing countries. 

They stressed the need for strenthening the machinery for industrial property in de- 

veloping countries. One delegate stressed the fundamental importance to developing 

countries of creating machinery for their patent legislation so as to take advantage 

of the benefits to be obtained from the patent system which was the source of most 

technology. He also pointed out that, while royalties for licences might appear to 

be an initial burden, the advantages to be gained for a developing country might be 

substantial. 

B. THE ORGANIZED PRIVATE SECTOR AND ITS POSITION IN THE 
PROCESS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

16. Most delegations stressed the importance of the organized private sector and 

its role in the process of industrialization. In their illustrations, they referred 

to such organizations as Chambers of Industry, trade unions and industrial co-opera- 

tives. They emphasized the possibility of partnerships between the government and 

the private organizations in the provision of industrial services. They would like 

to see measles for including such organizations in the process of industrial 

planning, trairin^ and consultancy services as well aB other activities. 

17. The potential of Chambers of Industry and Commerce was stressed and specific 

reference made to a number of functions they could perform to promote rapid ìndue- 

trialization. These include improving industrial relations through co-operation 

between management and labour; supplying business information, data, and advice; 

encouraging wider and better use of available technical assistance; and spreading 

knowledge and understanding of the industrialisation process among the looal business 

community. 
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C. MACHINERY FOR SUB-REGIONAL AND REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

18. Some delegates expressed the view that regional and sub-regional organizations 

are tied, in the first instance, to political problems.  It was stated that regional 

activities are particularly suited to such regional functions as training and indus- 

trial property legislation. 

19. While one delegation endorsed the idea of formation of industrial development 

corporations on a sub-regional basis, another delegation questioned the legal aspect 

of such multi-national organizations and requested further studies before taking any 

action. 

20. It was stated that national organizations have an important contribution to make 

towards regional functioning. National institutions could assume regional responsi- 

bility for some of the different specific functions on an exchange basis. 

Recommendations 

21. Developing countries should review the present administrative machinery for 

industrial development, its structure, functions and potentialities. UNIDO is 

quested to assist developing countries in this task. On the basis of this review, 

the countries would be in a position to modify their civil service systems to suit 

the requirements of industry and/or consider the establishment of autonomous indus- 

trial development agencies. UNIDO should assist governments in this connexion if 

requested to do so. 

22. UNIDO should undertake a comparative survey of administrative machineries for 

industrial development in order to see if it is possible to distile therefrom a set 

of general principles and establish a world inventory of institutions and organiza- 

tions for the administration and promotion of industrial development in the patterns 

most suited to the specific needs of each country. 

23» UNIDO, in co-operation with other oonoerned organizations, should assist in the 

training of personnel needed for the administration of industrial services, including 

industrial property. 
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24. UNIDO,  in co-operation with other international and national organizations, 

Bhould study present arrangements for industrial property with regard to the special 

situations and problems of the developing countries.    Upon request UNIDO should 

assist developing countries in securing advice in the administration of industrial 

property.    UNIDO should assist requesting countries in locating sources of patents 

and know-how and advise on the terms for acquiring such patents. 

25. UNIDO should undertake - at the request of national chambers of industry and 

similar institutions submitted through their governments and in co-operation with 

regional and international organizations concerned - studies of the present status, 

activities and capabilities of these institutions with a view to assisting them to 

play their indispensable role in the field of industrialization at both national and 

regional levels. 

26. UNIDO is also requested to respond favourably, as appropriate, to requests sub- 

mitted to it by national governments for assistance in improving the efficiency of 

these institutions. 
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Agenda item 3   Policies and measures in developing countries 

(f)    Industrial research and other technical services 

PART 1      INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH 

I«    Levels and fields of research most appropriate for developing countries 

1. Many delegations stressed the importance of institutional research in develop- 

ing countries.    Its services should be as closely related as possible to practical 

requirements of industrial development. 

2. A few delegations expressed the need for planning research as an integral part 

of the over-all development programme allowing for better distribution and utilisa- 

tion of resources. 

The general consensus of the Committee was that trained manpower and financial 3. 

resources in developing countries being limited, the research projects should be 

carefully studied in their cost-benefit relations. Therefore, the fields of researt 

to be covered should cater to the most immediate needs of those countries and should 

be concentrated in the fields of applied, developmental and adaptive research. Thii 

should not prevent the countries going as far as they can justifiably go in basic 

research. 

4.  The Committee noted that, depending on the stage of industrialisation as well 

as on the socio-economic conditions, research institutes should concentrate on carrj 

ing out one or several of the following activities: 

(a) 

(b) 

Investigations and development of raw materials and natural resources witt 
a view to their better utilisation and the discovery of new uses for them. 

Adaptation of foreign technology to suit local conditions including the 
establishment of pilot plants as an intermediate step between discoveries 
in the laboratory and their actual commercialization. 

(c) Co-operation with individual industrial enterprises for supplying the 
services that may be required to solve and identify problems, including 
quality control, management services and productivity studies, trouble 
shooting and general technical assistance. 

(d) Promotion and assistance in standardisation activities both at the nations 
and the company level. 
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(e) Industrial economic studies,  such as market surveys,  techno—economic 
feasibility studies,  surveys and statistics  of industrial sectors. 

(f) Training at the technician and craft level. 

3.      Several delegates pointed out that when a specific natural resource or raw 

material of    national  interest exists,  fundamental research into the nature of this 

material may be required. 

II.    Organizational arrangements for research institutes 

6. It was the consensus of the Committee that the conditions of a country should 

determine the arrangement under which a research institute is established.    A few 

delegates pointed out the desirability of establishing suitable R and D functions 

within large industrial enterprises,   thereby clearly identifying the fields of work 

and the possibility of direct application of results and findings.    In this connexion, 

the possibility of co-operative research within industry as well as between industry 

and institute was raised. 

7. The majority of the delegates agreed that, whatever the organizational arrange- 

ments,  a research institute should enjoy a reasonable degree of administrative 

autonomy.    One delegate mentioned the desirability of setting up a Committee with 

as broad a base as possible to advise and assist the institute in the formulation 

of research policy and reviewing of programmes. 

8. Several delegates expressed the opinion that, owing to the desirability of co- 

ordinating regional research efforts,  the establishment of industrial research 

institutes on a regional basis may prove to be of great advantage to a region. 

III.    In-house initiated research projects versus contractual activities and 
services 

9. A large number of delegations stressed the necessity of close contacts with 

industry so that results of research can be applied.    Consequently, the importance 

of supplying services on a contractual basis was recognized as one of the major roles 

of a research institute.    However,  a balance between such activities and long-rang« 

research projects and investigations,  in line with national goals of industrial 

development,  should be established.    Such a balance is a matter to be determined in 

each case. 
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10. It was the consensus of the Committee that in supplying services to industry 

special care should be given to the needs and requirements of small-scale and medi un 

sized industrial enterprises.  In this connexion the technologies best suited to 

withstand competition while being labour-intensive should be carefully investigated. 

IV» Sources of financial support for research institutes 

11. Many delegates recognized that the government or other national sponsoring 

bodies have a leading role to play in the financing of research in developing coun- 

tries. The assistance provided by United Nations and bilateral aid programmes, boti 

in kind (equipment, books) and in manpower (experts, fellowships), could greatly 

contribute to lightening the initial financial burden of developing countries. Som* 

of the delegations from developed countries expressed their readiness to Bupply a 

variety of technical assistance to research institutes in developing countries. Ont 

delegation recommended that institutes have the goal of becoming self-supporting as 

soon as possible. In addition to the income derived from specific contracts, incorni 

should derive from royalties as a result of the self-initiated research programmes. 

It was pointed out that this would have the meritorious effect of assuring the most 

fruitful programme of work. 

V. Personnel policies 

12. It was generally recognized that since the success of a Research Institute 

depended to a large extent on the quality of its professional staff members, they 

should be remunerated on a scale that could balance the attraction from private 

industrial enterprises. A delegate commented on his country's success in re-hiring 

researchers who had left the country through adopting higher salary scales and pro- 

viding a more stimulating professional atmosphere. Many delegates stressed the need 

for a sustained training programme for professional personnel in order to increase 

and update their skills. One delegate suggested that increased availability of 

research workers in developing countries could be achieved if they and the indus- 

trialized countries could agree on measures to limit the long-term employment in 

industrialized countries of trained scientists and technologists from developing 

countries. 

atti 
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Recommendations 

i1,.    In view of the necessity of co-ordinating the industrial research activity of a 

country with its over-all industrial development goals, governments of developing 

countries are urged to clearly define their research aims,  requirements and pro- 

grammes, both in terms of objectives and co-ordination in the use of scarce resources 

for research, and to incorporate them in their over-all economic national development 

schemes. 

14. Taking into account that   in developing countries there is not always sufficient 

interest  in the services of  industrial research institutes,  it  is recommended that 

Governments of developing countries try to create "research consciousness" in order 

to accelerate the full utilization of institutes'  services. 

15. It  ìB recommended that UNIDO should attach high priority to fostering industrial 

research projects and activities designed to: 

la)     Investigate all possible new uses for local raw materials, 

(b) Adapt existing technology to the prevailing conditions (human, 
capital and natural)   in the developing countries; 

(c) Devise, wherever possible,  linkages between products ana stages of 
processing as a basis for viable industrial complexes. 

16. Recognizing that the supply of experienced industrial technologists capable of 

adapting laboratory research findings to a pilot plant scale and to commercial pro- 

duction is extremely limited in developing countries,  it is recommended that the 

necessary steps be undertaken by UNIDO in co-operation with the appropriate  organiz- 

ations and institutions to promote the establishment of training facilities designed 

to adapt existing technological skills to the needs of the developing countries. 

Such steps should include the establishment of regional and international study and 

training programmes, emphasizing plant visits and field work. 

17. Because of the vital need for ex< hange of information and experience,  it is 

recommended that UNIDO be invited to consider the question of establishment of an 

international association of industrial research institutes with the objective of 

facilitating co-operation in the exchange of experiences, know-how and professional 

expertise. 
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18.    To attain better utilization of available experience and resources it  is 

recommended that UNIDO,  in co-operation with competent national, regional and inter- 

regional organizations,  should promote international collaboration between research 

institutes and organizations in developed and developing countries as well as 

regional and inter-regional co-operation and co-ordination of activities between 

developing countries.    Such collaboration could be instrumental in overcoming the 

institutional and technical obstacle to the transfer of technology. 

PART 2      CONSULTINO SERVICES 

19* The background documents which were available to the Committee discussed many 

items including the selection of consultants, the relationship between clients and 

consultants, the development of local consulting services and when to hire consul- 

tants. 

20. On the basis of the discussion which took place in the limited time available 

to the Committee, the consensus was that the role of consultants in developing coun- 

tries is indeed an important one.    A few delegations stressed the advisability of 

contracting only with reputable and experienced organizations.    One delegation pointe 

out the need for top-level consultancy services especially in the fields of accoun- 

tancy and engineering.    Such services would complement those already provided under 

the technical assistance programmes. 

21. One delegation emphasized that the present lack of facilities in some developing 

countries necessitates engaging foreign consulting firms.    However, it is felt that 

foreign consultants should devote some time to the training of the nationals as well 

as to assist in the strengthening and improvement of existing public and private 

organizations of the country. 

22. It was stated that an international service of impartial arbitration could be of 

value to those who use consulting services in the event of any contractual disputes. 

In this connexion, the example was given of the Court of Arbitration of the Inter- 

national Chamber of Commerce in Paris. 

m 
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Ree ommendat ion» 

23. UNIDO, in co-operation with other interested agencies, was requested to compile 

and maintain a roster of industrial consultants. This roster could be of assistance 

to developing countries requesting identification of sources of consulting services. 

PART 3       INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION 

A.    Supply of technological and business management information 

I. Position and function of local sources of industrial information in developing 
countries 

24.     As appropriate consulting firms should be used by the United Nations technical 

assistance programmes to supplement the work of individual international experts. 

23.     Delegates stressed the importance of adequate national counterparts to act as 

correspondents for the exchange of information.    Two delegates mentioned that the 

information their organizations supply was being channeled through central corres- 

pondents,  that is authorized national bodies, to industrial users in the countries. 

Several delegates referred to the difficulties encountered by developing countries 

in handling the enormous quantity of information referring to industrial development 

and in making it accessible for industrial use. 

II. Role to be played by advanced countries in the supply of information 

26. Some delegates voiced their support for making established information services 

available internationally.    It was stressed, however,  that copyrighted material could 

not be made available without adequate compensation and the information supplied 

should not infringe on the rights of intellectual industrial property. 

B.   Means of information adapted to the needs of developing countries 

III«    Information needs of developing countries 

27. The consensus was that while the needs of developing countries cover a very 

wide area, their practical requirements call for material judiciously selected to 

answer their specific needs.    In addition, a need exists for personnel to process 

documentary material. 

IV.    Printed material and audio-visus 1 aids 

28. It was stressed that any publications oriented towards developing areas should 
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which will lend itself to easy translation into local languages.    The value of tech- 

nical fil£8 was underlined, but it was noted that they must be prepared to satisfy 

local industrial needs and that film production is expensive. 

V. Industrial extension services 

29.    The Committee stressed the importance of industrial extension services as an 

effective means for the transfer of knowledge and experience to industrial applica- 

tion.    Industrial extension services might be attached to existing local industrial 

institutions, such as research centres or technical colleges, and serve as a two- 

way channel between industrial users and the expertise and information facilities of 

these institutions.    In conformity with the essential role played by these services, 

developing countries should give priority to the training of extension personnel. 

C    Regional co-operation 

VI. Co-operative approach and distribution of responsibilities for specific 

30. It was suggested that regional or language groups use a co-operative approach 

in documenting and distributing industrial information.    It was al BO mentioned that - 

within an area - specialization of individual countries in the coverage of infor- 

mation relating to different industrial subject fields might allow for more effective 

utilization of available means. 

D.     International liaison machinery for promoting the 
exchange of information 

31. Certain delegations supported a proposal that UNIDO establish a computerized 

documentation centre, using microfiche for the storing of information.    Several 

other delegations, however, pointed out the magnitude of the task and the prohibitive 

cost of such an undertaking.    The consensus pointed toward UNIDO acting as a clearing- 

house for industrial information by a combination of using its own resources and 

referring inquirers to appropriate sources or retrieval services. 

32. It was also proposed by some delegations that UNIDO might compile information in 

certain areas not covered by other bodies and closely linked to industrial plans and 

projects such as Bouree s of industrial and in particular technological information 

from all over the world, feasibility studies, directories to suppliers of industrial 

equipment etc. 
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methods of national agencies to perform the funotions of an induatrial training 

organisation. 

The rol« of industry 

7. For a vida range of skills, training by industry itaalf haa great advantagaa 

ovar training in the achool system.    For these skills, training in industry haa 

two «ain advantagaa.    First, it traina personnel in skills for which there is a 

olear and speoif io need.    Second,  the training oorreaponda closely to the technology 

and working practicas actually prevailing in industry.    However, the full potentials 

of training in employment are not exploited. 

8. One speaker aaid that training by industry itself may be fostered by making it 

ooapulaory for individual enterpriaes to train their own employees, aa wall aa, 

in the view of ona speaker, to provide opportunities for other young persons to 

learn a trade.    Alternately, or in addition, firms might be given inducements 

in the fora of tax exeaptions, or rebates, or preferential treatment in the allo- 

cation of scarce resources provided that they had a good training programma.    In 

thia connexion, reference was made to systems in some Latin American countries, 

France and the United Kingdom, where taxes on induatrial payrolls are levied aa 

a means of financing industrial training agencies and aa a means of stimulating 

training in individual enterprises by offering rebates or subsidies to firms that 

are operating training programmes meeting certain standards.    It was considered 

that auch a levy ay at em deserved further study. 

9. Several speaker« referred to the need for foreign induatrial enterpriaea to 

appoint local personnel, especially also to high level poata, and to asks thia 

poaaible by providing the necessary training facilities for nationals of the 

oountry of the enterprise's operations.    Referenoe was also made to ths use that 

oan be made of training faoilitiea in industriali sad countries.    Some speakers 

pointed, however, to the greater advantagaa of training at home and referred to 

the diaadvantagea such aa temporary absence, language and, sometimes, the unsuita- 

bi li ty   of training overseas in faotoriea operating on a larger aoale than in the 

home oountry. 
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Recommendations 

33. In recognition of the importance of making pertinent industrial information 

available,   it was recommended that UNIDO,  in co-operation with other international, 

regional and national agencies, give urgent consideration to the establishment of an 

international clearing-house for industrial information; this would locate sources 

of information or provide answers on specific enquiries. 

34. Developing and advanced countries should join in the exchange of industrial 

information and continue to make every effort toward extending the facilities of 

their established documentation and information services to industrial users in 

developing countries. 

35. Developing countries should make increased use of industrial extension services 

in the transfer of research results and other industrial information to productive 

application, and particular attention should, therefore, be given to the training of 

industrial extension personnel. 

36. UNIDO should consider the feasibility of compiling in certain areas directly 

related to industrial development, and where such compilation is not being undertaken 

elsewhere,  comprehensive documentation as a basis for information and advice on 

request.    Examples of areas which might be covered by such a service would be: 

sources of industrial information, feasibility studies and directories for the supply 

of industrial equipment. 
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Agenda item ^   Policiea and measures in dawinp-ing count rie • 

(«)    Promotion of industrial exports and of export-oriented 
and import-substituting industries 

1. The Committee had before it the documentation prepared by the United Nations 

Industrial Development Organization and,  in addition, background documents prepared 
by Governments and international organizations. 

2. The Committee discussed the following specific issues and problems: 

(a) The need for an export-oriented pattern of industrialization; 

(b) Means of export promotion and prospects with respect to some branches 
of industry; 

(c) Examples of practical experience. 

3. The importance of the export-orientation of industrial development in develop- 

ing countries was illustrated by the fact that the share of the developing countries 

in world exports had decreased from 32 per cent in I95O to I9.4 per cent in I966. 

At the same time their percentage share in the world exports of manufactures was 

also declining while the total world exports in manufactures achieved a considerable 

increase during the period from 1953 to I965.    This trend, which is so disappointing 

for the developing countries, has been an issue of main concern at several inter- 

national meetings during the last years.    Some delegations stated that the situation, 

was furth3r aggravated by the fact that the sum total of economic assistance, which 

is an important factor in meeting trade deficits, had not increased in recent years. 

4. In view of that situation, the importance of trade for the developing countries 

was generally recognized.    However, it was felt that the existing export capacities, 

based mainly on exports of primary products, could hardly be expected to grow suf- 

ficiently to cover the need for capital imports and to service foreign debts at the 

same time.    Additional productive capacities were therefore required which have to 

be geared to exports of manufactures or at least of higher processed raw materials. 

5. Some delegations felt that there was not sufficient experience in the developing 

oountries for embarking on the production of manufactures for exports in the initial 

stage of industrialization.    Those countries should therefore pursue a policy of 
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import-substitution which had the virtue of saving foreign exchange and at the 

time would give them the opportunity to gain the necessary skills and experience in 

production and marketing.    This would secure a higher probability of success in 

entering the highly competitive world markets as the goods produced might  already 

have achieved a higher degree of competitiveness in respect of price and quality. 

6. Contrary to that point of view,  the opinion was expressed that an export 

industry,  if it is to be successful on the world markets, had to make use of the 

advantages of economies of scale.    For this the domestic markets of most of the 

developing countries were too small.    Therefore,  the pooling of resources of a group 

of developing countries was felt to be a pre-condition for the success of the estab- 

lishment of export-oriented industries.    This would automatically require giving up 

the idea of self-sufficiency in the development plan of each individual developing 

country and replacing it by the idea of economic interdependence between countries 

or groups of countries. 

7. Other delegates considered that the setting up of export industries was con- 

ditioned not merely by the size of plants but equally by the fact that they offered 

clear advantages from the point of view of cost and price, either because labour and 

energy were cheaper or because of potential savings in transportation or because of 

an abundance of raw materials etc. 

8. However, one delegate pointed out that small countries, by definition, suffer 

from a lack of natural resources and, therefore,  that special measures must be taken 

in order to create export-oriented industries which are indispensable for their long- 

run economic survival. 

9. Many delegations felt that one of the essential prerequisites for the promotion 

of exports of manufactures from developing countries was the removal of non-tariff 

barriers and a substantial reduction of tariff barriers.    A few delegations were of 

the opinion that tariff barriers were not insurmountable obstacles to the successful 

promotion of exports of manufactures from developing countries.    However,   it was 

generally recognized that the International Symposium on Industrial Development was 

not the place where tariff problems should be dealt with sinoe this was one of the 

main items on the agenda of the second United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop- 

ment,    it was nevertheless felt by some delegations that, because of the overwhelming 
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importance of this issue, and particularly of a non-reciprocal ayate« of preference! 

the Symposium should endorsa the views asking for a prompt and positive solution of 

this problem in favour of developing countries. 

10. Although a substantial reduction >>f import restrictions in developed countries 

might improve the position of the developing countries,   it was also considered 

essential that a number of measures be taken by the developing countries themselves 

if their exports of manufactures were to be significantly increased.     It was pointed 

out that the markets of developed countries are very demanding and therefore that 

considerable efforts would have to be made on the side of the developing countries 

to take into account the market requirements concerning design,  quality, standards, 

delivery dates,  consumer habits, fashion trends, distribution systems etc. 

11. Market research, analysis and studies were considered as essential for mass 

production.    Although these activities are v*ry costly,  they are indispensable 

wherever export production is concerned,  and if it is to be based on a systematic 

marketing approach in order to avoid miscalculations and losses.    It was generally 

recognised that valuable services are provided in this respect to the developing 

countries by the International Trade Centre of GATT, which from next year will be 

operated on a joint basis by UNCTAD and GATT.    Thie was noted with satisfaction. 

Recommendations of the Commi ^tey 

12. The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(l)    Developing countries should: 

(a) Investigate the possibility of harmonizing and co-ordinating as far as 
possible the export-oriented industries in order to achieve a pooling of 
the markets and available investment resources through bilateral or 
multilateral arrangements, bearing in mind the necessity of economic 
interdependence between countries and regions; 

(b) Encourage the establishment of national export promotion councils acting 
as advisory service, clearing-houses for contacts etc.    which would 
assist their potential exporters; 

(c) Attempt the setting up of complementary industries (the output of one 
being the input for the other) which may be of particular interest where 
necessary prerequisites exist in two or sore countries in the region. 
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UNIDO, with UNCTAD and GATT and within the framework of the United Nations 

export pronotion programe, should provide technical assistance aimed at 

establishing export-oriented industries in developing countries and at pro- 

noting industrial exports from developing countries.    UNIDO's assistance should 

be especially provided in the following areas: 

(a) In identifying viable export industries,  in setting up of such industries 
and dealing with general and technical aspects connected therewith, com- 
plementary to the activities of other international organizations and in 
co-operation with them; 

(b) Studying the problems relating to the standardization, presentation and 
packaging of products; 

(c) Co-operating in studies of the evolution of supply and demand of industrial 
products on international markets. 

UNIDO should assist developing countries in finding potential investors for 

bankable projects submitted by governments. 

Other recommendations submitted by a group of delegations 

Developing countries recommended that developed countries should offer  substan- 

tial facilities for the expansion of manufactured exports from developing countries: 

(a) By progressively reducing trade barriers against the manufactures of 
developing countries; particularly a general system of tariff preferences 
for the exports of manufactures from developing countries on a non- 
discriminatory and non-reciprocal basis should be negotiated as soon as 
possible; 

(b) By accepting payment of at least fifty per cent of the value of their 
exported machinery and equipment in the form of local manufactures of the 
developing countries; 

(c) By allowing for gradually giving up their activities in excessively 
labour-intensive industries for the benefit of developing countries. 
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Agenda item )   Policies and measures in developing countries 

(h)   Saall-soale industry 

1.      In the course of the discussion, some delegates raised the question of defini- 

tion of small-scale industry.    This varied considerably from one country to another, 

both as regards the values to be assigned to the criteria of the definition - employ- 

ment and/or investment - and the inclusion of artisans, handicrafts and cottage 

industrie«.    SOM delegates felt that,  in each country, the definition should serve 

to identify that part of the manufacturing sector which was in need of special 

measures of promotion and assistance.    Others attached less importance to the questio 

of definition;    m their view, all industrial activities should be promoted regard- 

less of sise and artificial boundaries between industries should be avoided.    There 

was a consensus that the scope for the development of industries of different types 

and sizes varied according to the natural and human resources of the country;     the 

capital,  foreign and national, available for investment; the size of the market and 

its prospects of development both at home and abroad;  and other considerations, both 

economic and social.    It was suggested that the basic policy might be to develop 

smell industries side by side with larger industrial projects, and not instead of, 

or in preference to, large-scale or medium-sized industry.    Since small-scale 

industries were m need of help in all aspects of their establishment,  operation and 

management,  the various measures of promotion and assistance should be part of an 

integrated development programme, which in turn, should be part of the over-all 

industrial development programme of the country. 

2.     Some delegates pointed out that the Government's promotion policies should be 

selective.    They should not be aimed at giving rise to, or artificially maintaining, 

inefficient industries.    The Government• s role should be limited to the extent and 

time needed to help industries to stand on their own.    The identification and selec- 

tion of -uitable small industrial projects was of the utmost importance.    The role of 

feasibility and pre-inveetment studies and model schemes warn stressed in this con- 

nexion.    A number of delegates felt that  the most important criterion in project eel* 

tion wae the availability of effective management and stressed th« importance of 

eanageaent development in the promotion of small-scale industry. 
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3. It was recognized that a major element in small-industry development programme« 

was the provision of industrial extension services similar to those which have been 

successfully applied for the promotion and modernization of agriculture, and it was 

considered that efforts in the industrial extension sector should be intensified. 

Such services were ainwd both at improving the operation and modernization of exist- 

ing enterprises and at stimulating entrepreneurship in new industrial undertakings, 

a role of decisive importance in those countries where few or no modern small manu- 

facturing establishments existed. 

4. In the view of one delegate, there were often advantages in setting up, initial- 

ly, industrial extension centres for specific industries and in expanding later on, 

their activities to cover other types of manufacturing.    The same delegate suggested 

that, with the assistance of UNIDO, the regional economic commissions and UNDP, some 

of the existing national institutions providing training to extension officers might 

expand their activities for the benefit of trainees from a region or sub-region. 

5. One delegate stressed that industrial extension centres should function in an 

advisory capacity and should not encroach on the managerial responsibilities of the 

entrepreneurs.    It was recognized that the improvement of skills of entrepreneurs 

and workers of small-scale industries was one of their essential tasks.    Such centres 

should avail themselves of any relevant research facilities existing within the 

country or abroad, especially those of technological institutes and universities. 

6. One delegate stated that the difficulties of financing small-scale industries 

were due both to the general scarcity of national financial resources and to the 

relatively high risks of lending to small and weak enterprises.     It was suggested 

that one of the means of overcoming the first obstacle was to channel resources from 

international and regional development banks to national financial agencies.    It was 

also suggested that the second obstacle could be alleviated by linking technical 

assistance to financial assistance, especially in the form of supervised credit 

schemes.    One delegate pointed out that the co-operation of commercial banks to the 

financing of small-scale industries could be ensured through credit guarantee soheaes 

administered by the Government. 
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7.      A number of delegates described the advantages of industrial estates and indus- 

trial areas as instruments for stimulating entrepreneurship and modernizing small- 

scale industries, facilitating industrial decentralization and regional development 

and regulating urban planning.    Under certain conditions, industries of all types and 

sizes can be grouped on common sites, on which a variety of facilities and services - 

improved sites,  "turn-keyn projects,  standard factories, common workshops and labora- 

tories,  industrial extension services, requisite additional training facilities etc. - 

can be effectively and economically provided.    Such grouping of industries makes it 

possible to achieve economies in development and building costs, flexibility in land 

use, effectiveness in administration, and rational urban planning.    It also facilita- 

tes inter-industry relations, especially in the form of sub-contracting between large 

and small undertakings. 

6.      It was suggested in the discussion that, in many developing countries,  the pro- 

motion and counselling services of the Government could be usefully complemented by 

action undertaken by private agencies such as industrial associations,  chambers of 

commerce and industry,   co-operatives or groups of small producers, and by  large indus- 

tries engaged in sub-contracting with small-scale industries.    Subject to appropriate 

safeguards, such action deserves assistance and support. 

9. Some delegates noted with approval the projects being developed in Africa,  Latin 

America and the Middle Bast for the establishment of regional and sub-regional centres 

for the development of small-scale industries.    The purpose of such centres was to 

facilitate the adoption of co-ordinated policies and programmes and the establishment 

of industrial extension centres,  industrial estates etc.  in countries of the regions 

and sub-regions.    They suggested that such centres, which could be extended to other 

regions and sub-regions, should be set up in close co-operation between the countries 

concerned, the regional economic commissions, UNIDO, UNDP, ILO and other organizations 

concerned within and outside the United Nations framework. 

10. One delegate drew attention to the need to develop technologies appropriate for 

small-scale industries and recommended that research in this area be carried out by 

suitable institutions, including national and regional technological institutes and 

universities. 
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11. Some delegates considered that the difficulty of recruiting experts  for a growing 

number of operations  in the field of small-scale industry and industrial estates was 

one of the most serious problems in this area.    They expressed interest  in the train- 

ing programme organized in co-operation with UNIDO for French experts and French- 

speaking experts of other countries, which provided for on-the-job training in French 

promotion and servicing institutions,  and noted with approval the plans  to expand 

this programme by  including classroom training and fellowships for study tours of 

industrial estates,  industrial extension centres and other facilities abroad.    They 

suggested that similar programmes might be undertaken for English-speaking and 

Spanish-speaking experts in other industrial countries,  since these were still the 

main source of expertise in this field.    Experts from the developing countries might 

be given the opportunity of participating in these programmes. 

12. Some delegates expressed their conviction that the co-operation of large indus- 

trial establishments  in the advanced countries could be obtained both for seconding 

personnel and contributing to the financing of training programmes, since these 

establishments would,  eventually,  benefit themselves  from the field experience gained 

by their staff.    One representative suggested that certain types of operations calling 

for short-term assistance in countries at similar levels of development  or faced with 

the same types of problems could be   effectively carried out by assigning one expert 

to several countries which he would visit periodically or as often as required. 

Recommendat ions 

13.    The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(1) The Committee recommended that Governments should have recourse as they may 

judge appropriate to the UNDP for assistance in the establishment  or strengthen- 

ing of institutions for the promotion of, and assistance to, small-scale indus- 

tries, such as special departments of industrial  development corporations or 

banks, small industry service institutes,  industrial extension agencies and 

industrial estates. 

(2) International financial organizations such as the World Bank and the Industrial 

Development Association and regional financial institutions such as the Inter- 

American Development Bank and the African and Asian Development Banks should be 
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requeated to review the poaeibility of iaoreaaing their support fop finmola« 

industrial «atatoa.   They ahould alao raviair tha pooaibility of   channeling funda 

towarde nation»! credit agencies for extending Ioana to small-scale induatriaa. 

Governmenta of requesting oountriaa intending to aatabliah or strengthen national 

oradit agencies for aaall-aoale induatriaa, or to adopt supervised oradit 

schemes, war« raooiaaandad to have recourse as thay might judge appropriata to 
teohnioal aaaiatanoa in thaaa sectors alao. 

Within tha framework of national prioritiaa and aituationa, governments ahould 
consider requesting technical aaaiatanoa: 

(a)   To enable offioial induatrial associations and official ohaabera of 
commerce and industry to provida extension service« to amall-aoale 
induatriaa; 

(») 

(4) 

(5) 

To facilitate the establishment of co-operativea and other groupa of 
email producers for common programmes auch aa marketing, export pro- 
motion and other self-help aohemea, and for the eatabliahaant of aub- 
contractors' exchanges. 

Industrialised countries, in co-operation with UNIDO and other international 

institutions as appropriate, should review possible measures to increase the 

aupply and improve the qualificationa of experts in small-scale industry. 

These measures might include secondment of specialists by public agencies and 

large industries; organisation of training programmes including study toura 
abroad; and increase in the number of associate exparta. 
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10. Different categories of personnel need very special systems and Methods of 

training, such as managers and workers of small industries.   Economic and industrial 

administrators constitute another category for whom s  ecial training facilities must 
be provided. 

11. Technical education and training must be based on adequate general education, 

adapted to the needs of developing countries.    In the  improvement of general educa- 

tion and of technical education and training, priority should be given  to teacher 

training and the training of instructors.    The importance of continuous education 

and retraining was also stressed,   in view of changing technology and economic 
conditions. 

Utilisation of skilled manpower 

12. There is a growing realisation in many developing countries that  proper utili- 

zation of skills  is at least as important as the creation of new skills.    Investment 

in training and in training facilities may be wasted because trained manpower is 

either mis-directed or used inefficiently.    Means of coping with problems of this 

nature include vocational counselling and guidance,   fixing appropriate  mter- 

occupational wage and salary differentials,  incentive  systems, and education in the 
value s of the industrial society. 

13. In this connexion reference was made to the problems of the "brain-drain".    The 

developing countries are losing to the industrialised countries highly trained sci- 

entists, engineers and technicians.     It was, however,  suggested that this probità 

is not new.    There has always been a movement of talent,  e.g. from rural areas to 

cities, from on« part of a country to another.    This feature has now been extended 

beyond national frontiers.    One approach to solving this proble. consisted of main- 

taining a national register of scientists and technicians living at hoe» and abroad} 

the personnel from abroad may be induced to return, e.g. by assuring the« of a suit- 
suitable position. 

14.     With the qualifications mentioned above, the Cosssittee endorsed in prinoiple 

the proposals and suggestions contained in the concluding parts of the documents 
subsiitted by the joint Ssoretariat. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE II 

Afonda item 2   Situation,  problems and prospects of main 
industrial sectors 

(a)    Iron and steel 

1. The Chairman called attention to the issue paper (ID/GO:íí'.1/A.4).    There was 

general agreement with its contents,  including the introductory statistics given 

therein.    It was recognised that the steel industry in the advanced countries had 

been characterized in recent years by excess capacity and falling prices.    One 

delegation observed that trade among steel producers of developed countries had 

risen sc  much that the drop of the participation of developing countries in total 

imports means very little and as a matter of fact in absolute terms imports by 

developing countries have increased substantially.    Developing countries should 

start steel production whenever the combination of factors makes such development 

economic.     It was pointed out that the development of the iron and steel industry 

was not only important  in itself but also for the stimulus which it gave to the 

development of other industries suoh as engineering. 

2. There was general agreement that the size of the markets of many developing 

countries is one of the most important factors inhibiting the establishment of the 

iron and steel industry.    Three types of solutions to this problem were discussed: 

(a) The organization of sub-regional markets like those currently being 
contemplated in East and West Africa,  in which multi-national co- 
operation is obtained by an equitable distribution of different 
industrial projects; 

(b) The addition of a further dimension to the markets by envisaging 
from the beginning an excess capacity for exports:    this was 
suggested by one developing country which called attention to the 
advantage generally accruing to developing countries; 

(c) Through specialization of plants established in different countries, 
which would reduce the minimum market requirements and would permit 
complementarity through interchange of their specialized products. 
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In each of these cases,  but especially in the last one, a considerable number of 

techno—economic studies were necessary for each specific case;    and UNIDO might 

assist in this fruitful field of aotivity. 

General observations 

3*      In connexion with the above problem,  the possibility was discussed of produoing 

steel ingots or semi-finished products in centralized larger-si sed plants:    final 

rolling operations should be carried out in market-based plants, within the country 

or in a neighbouring one.    The view was expressed that such division of the opera- 

tions might result in the loss of some efficiency.    Consequently, the combined 

effect of the two factors should be carefully weighed. 

4.      It was indicated that the tying of the construction of a steel mill to the 

existence of indigenous raw materials is not always good policy.    The objective of 

a steel industry is the production of quality products at reasonable prices.    There 

are abundant examples in the world steel industry of plants operating successfully 

on raw materials which are wholly or partly imported.    There were the particular 

examples of Italy and Japan.    It was pointed out, however, that small developing 

countries could not always expect to procure iron and steel making raw materials on 

the same favourable terms as those obtained by these large advanced oountries. 

5«      It was also indicated that steel production facilities in developing countries 

should not have a capacity which assumed that any surplus production could be easily 

sold in world export markets.    At the present low prices ruling for steel in world 

markets (through surplus capacity in industrialised oountries), this would be quite 

uneconomic.    On the other hand, steel plants erected within the framework of a 

regional co-operation scheme and having an appropriate capacity for the requirements 

of their region were far more likely to prove economic. 

6.      Several delegations referred to the advantage, in small markets, of starting 

steel-making activities by stages;    first,  produoing a few products for which there 

is a greater market and adding more products later, as well as integrating the 
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operations by steps.    One of the most commonly practised procedures is to start with 

a semi-integrated scrap smelting and rolling mill producing mostly bars,  light shapes 

and skelp.    Scrap can be either of local origin or imported,  if obtainable at reason- 

able prices.    Another possibility that was mentioned was making flat products, start- 

ing from imported blooms, to roll and produce galvanized sheet, tinplate and sheet. 

There might be opportunities to buy second-hand equipment,  in some cases complete 

mills which may be discarded by the original owners when undertaking expansion of 

capacity.    The purchase of these mills may contribute to reducing the initial capital 

investment considerably.    Obsolescent technology, however,  should not be foisted on 

developing countries. 

Choice of particular techniques 

7. V.'ith reference to economies of scale in the steel industry,  it was pointed out 

that the latest technological improvements in the industry,  such as direct reduction 

processes,  top blown oxygen converters and continuous casting, all tend to reduce 

the size of the minimum economic capacity.    It was pointed out, however, that the 

selection of a direct reduction process must depend on the raw materials available, 

mainly fuel.    There had to be a careful selection in view of the fact that not more 

than about ten of the over fifty processes available have been tried in practice. 

In this respect, the opinion was expressed that developing countries Bhould endeavour 

to abstain from pioneering new processes.    This was a risky exercise and should not 

be undertaken where capital is scarce or the plant is the only one in the country. 

8. Concerning the position of the iron ore market,  it was pointed out that further 

beneficiation of the ore at its origin into concentrate and pellets - either raw or 

partially reduced - may be the answer to the problems of some developing countries 

which export ore.    On the other hand,  it was pointed out that in the blast furnaces 

of advanced countries there is an increasing tendency to use self-fluxing burden 

and, until now, this has been done by using sinter,  which has to be prepared in the 

vicinity of the blast furnace.    Considerable mis-investment may result if developing 

countries engage in the construction of pellet or direct reduction plants without 

consideration of specific markets. 
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Information and advice 

9. It was pointed out that in several developing countries, where studies for 

construction of steel mills have been oompleted, the current impediment was the 

lack of necessary capital.    It was suggested that, in such cases, UNIDO might try 

to facilitate negotiations with international lending institutions. 

10. At the various stages of planning, constructing and initiating operations of 

a steel mill, a considerable amount of transfer of technology is necessary, as well 

as training of personnel.    It was suggested that UNIDO should assist in facilitating 

such transfer and training. 

11. The role and status of indigenous design and project consultancy services were 

highlighted, particularly in relation to developing countries.    It was suggested 

that effective use might be made of international consultancy services.    UNIDO 

should provide maximum direct and promotional assistance.    IKJIDO should encourage 

developing countries to develop their own consultancy services to attain as much 

self-sufficiency as was possible in the prevalent circumstances.    These project 

engineering and consultancy services should take into consideration the latest 

advances in iron and steel production technology including direot reduction, con- 

tinuous casting etc.    They should choose the optimum methods for a country's par- 

ticular needs.    UNIDO could assist in these studies.    The subjeot of turn-key and 

paokage plants was recommended for examination vis-à-vis split contracts, which 

might make full use of indigenous machinery and equipment manufacturing potential 

in the country.    These consultancy services should also formulate the over-all 

plans for the training of plant operators and supervisory management personnel. 

UNIDO could provide assistance in these fields.    While the transfer of teohnioal 

know-how oould be speedy, the training of workers and skilled operators would take 

time and should be planned well in advance. 
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Reoommendat ions 

12. The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(1) In connexion with specific projects, UNIDO should undertake and promote 

the appraisal of the potential for manufactures of iron and steel in 

different regions in collaboration, as required, with regional bodies. 

(2) It was recommended that UNIDO collect and disseminate information on 

research and development work, including pilot plants, feasibility and 

pre-investment appraisals. 

(3) UNIDO should assist in studies relating to consultancy and project 

engineering services for the establishment of steel plants in suitable 

developing regions and also collaborate in the development of national 

consultancy services for project engineering. 

(4) It was recommended that UNIDO, in co-operation with appropriate inter- 

national organizations, should undertake studies on the international 

and inter-regional trade patterns of iron ore with a view to the 

planning of the industry's growth in developing oountries. 

(5) UNIDO should assist developing countries, upon request, in formulating 

the ohoioe of production technology for the iron and steel production 

related to appropriate product-mix. 

(6) UNIDO should assist in assessing capital availabilities as the require- 

ments for the development of steel industries in the developing regions 

and assist in negotiations of developing countries with the interna- 

tional financial institutions. 

(7) It was recommended that where domestic markets limited the establish- 

ment and growth of the iron and steel industry, governments should 

explore the possibility of regional and inter-regional groupings to 

overcome these limitations. 
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(8)   la evaluating naw ataal plant vantoraa in davaloping oountriaa, vary 
earaful oonaidaration «hould ba flvan to taa axparianoa in otter 
davaloping oountriaa.    UMIDO oould ba of aaaiatanoa in aaaaabling 
and Making availabla inforaation fro« auoh «xparianoa. 
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Afe nda item 2 Situation, problems and prospects of main 
industrial sectors 

(b) Non-ferrous metals 

1. After the subject was introduced by the Chairman, discussion covered a wide 

range of topics relating to the non-ferrous metals industry. Commenting on the 

introduction to the Issue Paper (ID/C0MF.1/A.5) , one delegate said that the 

statistical information given therein was difficult to compare with figures from 

other sources and that UNIDO would do industry a good service by assisting in the 

preparation of reliable and comparable statistics in order o avoid much of the 

guesswork in present planning. 

2. With regard to the problem of substitution of one non-ferrous metal by another, 

or by plastics, it emerged from the discussion that there are several causes for 

substitution, such as the scarcity of one metal in a given country as against the 

easy availability of another, price differences and, in the case of almost all non- 

ferrous metals with the exception of aluminium, violent short-term price fluctuations 

which make industrial planning in many branches of industry extremely difficult. 

It was pointed out that UNCTAD was making efforts to establish a mechanism to stabi- 

lize the prices of some of the most important metals; several delegates mentioned 

that UNIDO should help in this endeavour as much as possible. The example was 

quoted of one large developing country in which replacement of oopper by aluminium 

has gone a long way; information on the experience gained there was offered by 

UNIDO to assist other interested countries. 

3. Prom the statements made by various delegates, it was evident that many devel- 

oping countries were endowed with rich non-ferrous metals reserves, which they wished 

to exploit as far as possible through bénéficiât ion, smelting, refining and ultimately 

fabricating the metal into end products. In deciding whether to exploit these 

reserves, developing countries should not restrict their consideration merely to the 

mining, with domestic or foreign capital, and export of non-ferrous ores with or 

without prior bénéficiâtion. The delegation of a developed country expressed the 
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view that in BOOM caaes to sin« only nay be prejudicial to the exporting oountry and 

that UNIDO should study the effect on development of the various possibilities and 

degrees of utilisation of this type of natural resouroe by developing countries. 

The delegation of a developed country pointed out that the processing of ores and 

non-ferrous metals involved a number of different stages.    In the present state of 

technology, the early stages of processing often required a great deal of capital, 

and its amortization was highly uncertain in view of the outlook for prices.    On 

the other hand,  the stages of processing closest to final consumption could more 

easily be left to smaller undertakings;    hence in a number of oases it might be to 

the advantage of certain developing countries to begin by importing semi-finished 

products and manufacturing finished articles to meet immediate domestic consumption 

requirements, and then to see whether technical and economic conditions made it 

feasible for them to consider at a later stage the production of intermediate semi- 

finished products.    It was pointed out that private companies trading in interna- 

tional non-ferrous metal markets would not operate in a given country unless there 

was a prospect of adequate profits. 

4. If,  in a developing country producing non-ferrous metals, conditions are 

suitable for the production of semi-finished products from these metals, it was 

felt that foreign companies operating locally in this field should establish such 

industries in the developing country concerned in co-operation with local capital. 

It was felt that increases in international demand for these semi-finished products 

could be met in this way.    It was suggested that UNIDO could assist in the prepara- 

tion of studies to locate opportunities of this kind in developing countries. 

5. The successful exploitation of natural resources and their processing, suoh as 

the conversion of bauxite to alumina and then to aluminium, is dependent on the 

availability of other factors such as cheap electric power.   The world distribution 

of non-ferrous metals industries reflects the availability of all inputs as well as 

the structure of the international market for these metals.    It was stressed that 

studies of the location for new non-ferrous metals industries should take all these 
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factors into account.    Great atrasa WAS laid on the need for prudence in determining 

whether or not to construct processing plants in addition to mining.    It was empha- 

sized that a single raw material was not always in itself a sufficient base for 

bénéficiâtion,  smelting, refining,  or fabricating operations:     other factors such as 

availability of cheap power and transportation;    the existence of an adequate 

market etc.,  must also be taken into consideration.    In other words,  the developing 

country should concentrate on economically viable production. 

6. it was pointed out that the exploitation of non-ferrous mineral resources by 

developing countries could yield,  in addition to direct returns, the indirect bene- 

fit" of increased employment and tax income.    It was suggested that technical 

assistance be given, among other countries, to Iran for the copper,   lead and zinc 

industry, and to Malawi for the bauxite and aluminium industry. 

7. Progressive processing in developing countries has many indirect beneficial 

effects due to the backward linkages of the industry.    In the successive steps of 

elaboration of the resource from the ore to the end product,  many problems appear, 

such as size of markets, know-how,  training of personnel   and financing.    The 

necessity of studying each successive step carefully is apparent.    Among the prob- 

lems involved in semi-manufactures,   probably the most serious  is the size of 

markets,  if the product does not have easy access to international markets.    One 

delegate mentioned the case of a country producing non-ferrous metals raw materials 

which stimulated the internal market for final products by processing imported semi- 

finished products at the same time as it continued to export crude metal before 

undertaking itself the first transformation of the metal.    Another possibility is to 

assure a market of sufficient size by organizing a common market or other types of 

multinational co-operation.    Specifically, as regards non-ferrous metals,  examples 

of such co-operation are the Aluminium Council for Asia and the i ar East for 

aluminium,  and the East African Project,   in which Zambia will participate in manu- 

facturing wire rods, oxygen-free copper and copper wire for the associated 

countries.     In both cases there is ample need of co-operation from UNIDO to assist 

in the formulation and implementation of projects. 
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8. A considerable amount of research is neoess&ry for exploiting non-ferrous 

metals resources, ranging from geological investigation of deposits to the seleotion 

of beneficiation, smelting and refining processes.    Some delegations suggested that 

most of this research and development should be transferred from the developed 

countries to the country where the ore is found, as a means of strengthening the 

latter*s capability.     In view of the fact that in most cases the processes are well 

known and the purpose of the research is simply to select the process best adapted 

to the needs involved, one delegate suggested that UMIDO, in giving assistance to 

governments of developing countries, should make use of existing expertise in this 

field.    The need for assistance in undertaking technical feasibility and economio 
studies was mentioned. 

9. It was emphasized that full advantage should be taken of specialised technical 

consulting services available in advanced countries while at the same time stimula- 

ting their establishment and growth in developing countries. 

10. The role of UTCDÛ, the 13RD and the regional development banks in providing 

financial and technical assistance was noted.    It was considered that suoh assist- 

ance should be rendered to those non-ferrous metal projects which would make the 

greatest contribution to over-all national economic growth. 

Recommendations 

11«    The following recommendations were approved: 

I.     General recommendations 

(l)    That UNIDO co-operate with national and international bodies 

concerned with the preparation of statistics related to non- 

ferrous metals to produce data on a comparable basis, where 

appropriate. 
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International measures 

15. Many speakers, while appreciating the contributions made under existing tech- 

nical co-operation programmes,  exp-assed the view that the flow of such assistance 

- experts,  equipment etc. - is hardly sufficient and needs to be expanded consider- 

ably.    Streamlining of such assistance to make it more effective would also be use- 

useful. 

16. Training is now generally regarded an investment as important economically as 

investment  in physical assets.     International finance has been made available for 

investment  in   machines but   comparatively little for investment in men.     It was 

pointed out that general education and some national vocational training institu- 

tions in Latin America have received loans.    But  industrial training,  the yields 

of which can be direct, quick and high, has not received the attention it deserves. 

17. The representative of one donor country felt that international aid efforts 

could be expanded more easily if a suitable local organization such as an indus- 

trial training organization existed.    It was difficult to foresee cash transfer 

although assistance could be in the form of equipment,  instructors and buildings. 

It was generally felt that international finance  should in no w«y be made condi- 

tional upon the existence of an industrial training organization, and that inter- 

national assistance in the form  of   equipment and experts should be  increased.    It 

was also felt that such assistance should be made available to   countries  which would 

not yat have drawn up comprehensive plans for industrial education and training. 

18. There is considerable scope for joint action by developing countries themselves. 

Examples of useful joint action by countries sharing common problem« were given.    In 

all these cases the aim has been to provide first    for the exohange of experience 

and personnel and second   the design of new methods and techniques for tackling 

common problems of oonoept,  ourrioulus and standards of training etc 
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(2) That UNIDO should study the effect on industrial and over-all 

development of the progressive increase in the degree of domestic 

processing of non-ferrous raw materials produced in developing 

countries. 

(3) That UMIDO,  in case assistance is requested by governments for the 

implementation of non-ferrous metals production programmes involving 

use of complex raw materials or processes, Bhould make use of the 

best existing expertise in this field and assist if necessary in the 

establishment of pilot plants. 

(4) That UNIDO study the most appropriate methods of assisting countries 

producing non-ferrous metals raw materials to undertake or improve 

their own research into the more efficient utilization of these raw 

materials. 

II. Other recommendations 

The following recommendations made at the Symposium are brought to the 

attention of governments, of the Industrial Development Board and of 

those international organizations conoerned for their consideration, 

and for such action as they may deem appropriate.    It is recognized 

that their implementation, on the part of UNIDO, would, in many oases, 

call for close co-operation with other United Nations bodies or might 

benefit from UNIDO co-operation where they fall within the competence 

of agencies other than UNIDO. 

(5) That UNIDO co-operate with UNCTAD and other appropriate organiza- 

tions with a view to improving the conditions under which the 

principal non-ferrous metals (and products therefrom) are marketed, 

including price stabilization. 

(6) That UNIDO,  in oo-operation with other appropriate organs of the 

United Nations, assist the governments of the developing countries, 
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upon request, in tbs planala« of the different phases of the 

industrial exploitation of thtir non-forrous ort resouroes 

(including thtir «valuation). 

(7)    That UNIDO bo of «smistano«, upon request, in co-operation with 

UNCTAD, to go ver «santa in integrating groups of countries for 

oo-operstive smrket agraeaants on non-ferrous metal» and help in 

the organisation of appropriata production facilities and related 
studies. 

•ti 
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1. The discussion encompassed the issues raised in the secretariat document on 

Issues for Discussion (ID/CONF.I/A.6), other areas of interest to the delegates and 

a recital of the experiences and achievements of the reporting countries.    There was 

unanimous agreement on the central and vital role that the engineering industry plays 

in industrialization. 

2. The Committee called the vast field of engineering industries the measure of 

technical development.    The degree of their presence in a country indicated the stage 

of development.    The Committee considered the engineering industries as a basic 

element underlying the structure of all industry. 

3. In this connexion,  the key position of the metal-working industries was  em- 

phasized,  the proper ohoioe of machine tools being of greatest importance.    They have 

to be in accord with the volume of the demand and the available local skills and 

materials.   Used maohinery was not desirable unless it would be able to produce on a 

competitive basis under local conditions and unless it was fully reconditioned.    On 

the other hand,  expensive numerically controlled machines might also not be un- 

economic where lower-cost machinery could satisfy the need.    Co-ordinated efforts 

were recommended in machine-tool and equipment manufacturing among companies par- 

ticipating in the industry.    Here, more than in any other field of the engineering 

industries training of skilled and semi-skilled workers had great importance;   a broad 

basis of skills must be created, and this would also attract capital.    It was recom- 

mended that UNIDO study the pattern of production of machine tools in several of th* 

less advanoed countries, thus helping a machine-tool producing country to estimato 

its own short and long-term needs and to formulate its goals. 
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4. The electrical industry was oalled the driving force of industry.    Attention 

was directed to the large investment needed to achieve distribution and utilization 

of electric power,  exceeding the investment  in power-generating plants by a ratio of 

five to one.    Por this reason,  it was  recommended that the feasibility of the manu- 

facturing of distribution equipment  (distribution transformers,  cables,  switchgear 

and motors) should be carefully examined by the developing countries with the assis- 

tance of UNIDO,  taking a liberal approach towards progressive vertioalization of 

manufacture.    Regional co-operation was recommended for expanding the market of this 

industry. 

5. The electronic industry was  identified as one that offered greater opportunity 

for the less developed countries.    The oommiVcee noted with satisfaction the example 

of one of the less developed countries which had succeeded in establishing a small 

but well-functioning and Belf-supporting radio industry.    This was of extreme impor- 

tance to the country involved since radio was the sole means of communicating impor- 

tant information and education to the predominately agricultural  population.    Other 

delegates pointed  towards both the importance and the difficulties of the beginnings 

of the electronic  industry and called  for help from UNIDO and the industries of the 

developed countries in introducing sophisticated technologies and improvement of 

quality. 

6. Maintenance and repair of transportation and agricultural equipment as well as 

of the already existing industrial plants was recognized as the first stage of 

meohanical industrial development.    This would lead  into the second phase of the 

production of spare parts, culminating in complete assemblies, preferably with a 

high percentage of domestically produced components.    It was emphasized that the 

repair and maintenance of transportation equipment would lead to the skills to build 

and repair other equipment.   The first  two stages could be regarded as  a transitory 

period in which valuable training could be acquired.    Developing countries were 

cautioned not to go into the production of automobiles at too early a stage in their 

development because of the complexities of this industry and the need to produce 

large quantities and the necessity of an adequate infrastructure. 
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7. The Committee recognized that the building up of the engineering industries muet 

oe carried out with great caution and in harmony with the economic environment of the 

•cv.a'i-r/.    For this reason it was recommended that standardization begin at  a very 

early stage.    Strong emphaais was laid by the Committee on the assurance of an early 

achievement of good quality of products.     It waB shown that poor quality could impair 

che reputation of a country, make its products unacceptable in the international 

market and maice it difficult to obtain financial assistance from abroad.     In addition 

to an effective quality improvement programme,  cost control was emphasized as essen- 

tial.    Past UNIDO activities in this field were discussed and it was recommended that 

quality improvement  programmes be given continuing major attention. 

8. '¿'he Committee emphasized strongly the problem of maintenance and repair and the 

:aanufacturing of spare parts.    UNIDO was urged to give top priority to promoting 

capacity for repair and maintenance so that valuable equipment would not be under- 

utilized because of breakdowns.    UNIDC was urged to help set up pilot operations in 

this area and to concentrate its attention on repair and maintenance capacities.    It 

was recommended further that unused industrial capacity be filled by subcontracting, 

even in foreign countries,  as a way to achieve quality and efficiency. 

?.     The subject of engineering design and development as an essential part of all 

engineering industries brought several recommendations.    Optimization of design was 

called so important that parallel efforts might  sometimes be advisable for the best 

results.    The fear was expressed that because of licensing obsolete designs might 

sometimes be received by the developing   countries, and the need for establishing 

centralized design institutes in the developing countries was emphasized.    On the 

other hand it was stated that sound design would most likely come from engineers that 

have experience in manufacturing and marketing as well.    Transfer of design into 

manufacturing technology is as difficult as design and development if not more so. 

It was recommended that the less developed countries establish design capacity in- 

cluding tool design capability and engineering departments of their own in order to 

ensure that imported products functioned under varying local conditions and could 

be modified to meet requirements that might differ from those in the country of 
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manufacturo. Developing countries which have an engineering industry may consider 

the need to establish their own engineering service in order to develop their own 

creative technology. 

10. It was emphasized that the engineering industries would be facilitated by an 

infrastructure comprising roads, electric power, communication and acoess to mate- 

rials in order to function adequately. UNIDO's role in cc-ordirution, promotion, 

advice and assistance was stressed in this connexion. It was recommended that the 

shutting in of the heavy industry in national patterns should bo avoided. UNIDO's 

role in promotion of regional and international co-operation was mentioned. 

Recommendations 

11. The Committee approved the following recommandation«: 

(1) UNIDO should study the pattern of production and demand of machine tools and 

associated equipment in several of the less advanced countries, thus helping 

machine tool produoing countries to estimate their own short and long-term needs 

and formulate their goals. 

(2) The feasibility of manufacturing electric power distribution equipment (dis- 

tribution transformers, cables, switchgear, motors) should be oloeely examined 

by the developing countries with the assistance of UNIDO, taking a liberal 

approach towards the increase of manufacturing in depth. 

(3) The industries of the developed countries should be encouraged to help the 

electronic industry of the less developed countries with the assistano« of 

UNIDO to introduce more sophisticated technology and improvement of quality. 

(4) Standardisation in the engineering industri«« should begin at a very «arly 

stage. 

(5) Th« d«v«loping oountriee should pay oontinuing attention to quality improve««* 

programme«. 
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(6) In collaboration with othar interacts« specialised agendas of the Unittd 

Nations, UNIDO should gir« top priority to promoting rapair and maintenance, to 

that valuable «qui pawn t would not be under-utilised and should help to set up 
pilot operation« in this area. 

(7) The loaa developed countries should have SOM engineering produot «ad tool design 

oapaeity of their own to «MUT« the functioning of imported produot« under vary- 

ing looal condition«, with the assistano« of UNIDO. 

(8) UNIDO was called upon to racognis« th« eosnon problem of the engineering indus- 

tries in developing oountries, to acquaint those countries with th«*« probi«M 

and to ataitt in their «olutioa. 

mf. 
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Agenda item 2   Situation,  problems and prospectB 01 
main industrial sector» 

(d)    Basic chemicals and petrochemicalB 

1. The chemical  industry has  been widely recognized a» the  fastest cowing 1 adus- 

ti ial sector  in the world today.    The  total value of chemical production per annum 

in developing countries had grown at rates of 13,   16 and 13  per cent respectively 

in Africa,  Aeia and  Latin America,  during the period 1V-0-12M.     ?he United nation» 

had devoted   >n   increasing number of regional   and   inter-re-lorvil  '.-'mpoEti  to  specific 

technical and economic features of this industry-"7  and  to  technical  assistine« proj- 

ect» in the chemical sector in developing countries. 

2. Mention was made in a number of statements of the experience that experts from 

industrialized countries had had  in the planning,  establishment and expansion of  th« 

ohemical and  petrochemical  industries.     Among other subiects,   there  »as discussion 

of the  exploitation of natural gas resourcsB  in deep otrata  in Africa and recent 

developments  in the  field of petrochemicals.     It was also pointed out that the petro- 

chsBical  industry was a capital-intensive industry, requiring a relatively large pro- 

portion o;   highly qualified personnel.     In many  instances,   the industry had to 

function in close connexion with another sector of industry already highly developed. 

It was further stressed that marketing in the chemical industry was often different 

from the mere sale of products of other industries, since it must be undertaken 

with appropriate scientific technical  service advice. 

3. A number of developing countries mentioned their plans for major investments in 

the basic chemical and petrochemical sector over the next five years.    One developing 

country in Asia is planning to invest some  31.5 billion in the ohemical and petro- 

chemical industry in the next five-year period.    Such investments focus attention on 

the problems encountered in the development of this sector in the developing coun- 

tries.    One developing country mentioned the increasing world shortage of sulphur 

1/   The United   /ations Inter-regional  Conference on the Development of Petrochemical 

Development of the Chemical  Industry in Latin America (Caracas, December 1964)t 
ÌÌ*/!!."! f°f!ü*nf* 0n Indu»tri*li«*ion (Manli., December 196^)$    the Symposium 
on Industrial Development in Africa (Cairo, January 1966). y»P°«u» 
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and the need for the development and improvement of alternative methods of production 

of sulphuric acid or its substitution by other inorganic acids:     it was recommended 

that UMIDO and IKfDP study this problem and assist in the establishment of appropriate 

demonstration plants in developing countries. 

A problem of a similar nature,  stressed by a number of developing countries, 

wae  the need for a detailed analytical study of the utilization of coal as a possible 

source of synthetic organic chemicals,  particularly for those developing countries 

wfjere  coal may be aoundant and petroleum and liquified natural  gas would have to be 

imported as raw materials for  their chemical industry. 

S      Although basic organic chemicals were being produced to an increasing extent by 

petrochemical processes,  in certain circumstances  (e.g. when petroleum resources are 

non-existent or costly,  or when cheap coal is used for the iron and steel industry 

or for the production of town gas)  carbon chemical processes regarded as ancillary 

to these activities may be an economic proposition.    Detailed economic and technical 

studies should be undertaken in such cases.    The industrialised advanced countries, 

with wide practical experience of carbon chemicals,  might make their experience 

available to the developing countries.     It was recommended that  the problem oe re- 

vived by a group of UNIDO experts and their recommendations be applied under 

appropriate technical assistance programes in developing countries where conditions 

are deeaed suitable. 

6.      A problem,  stressed by a number of participants from developing countries, was 

the competition between the synthetic and natural rubber industries.    It was pointed 

out that natural rubber producing countries need U'ilDO's assistance in developing or 

acquiring know-how in the transformation and modification of natural ruboer into a 

variety of other chemioal products,   including improved rubbers and products derived 

from rubber,  by using new chemical techniques.     )n the other hand,  developing coun- 

tries which do not produce natural rubber and are establishing petrochemical  indus- 

tries may benefit  from U HDD's assistance which could furnish the« with all available 

information on the most up-to-date processes concerning the production of synthetic 

rubber. 
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7.      In connexion with the effect of substituting synthetics for natural rubber on 

the economy of a number of developing countries,  an appeal was made that major con- 

sumers take  into account the social and economic importance of natural rubber to 

developing countries in their  choice of use of rubber products.    It was suggested 

that the pro'»lem of rubber might  be carefully studied in consultation with the 

International  i'ubber ¡Jtudy   'roup. 

The question of the administrative procedures of the United Nations Developmen 

Programme vas raised uy the representative of one developing country. It was state« 

that U T> ' and l'".<F have recognized these problems and had recently formulated ten- 

tative ad hoc procedures vhereby technical consultants and engineering services cou! 

be made quickly available to developing countries under certain conditions. On the 

other hand, it vas recommended that the recipient governments of developing countrii 

ensure th">t all appropriate information available in their countries be evaluated, 

and appropriate conditions  oe  created for the  implementation of projects. 

'•).      The representative of one developing country described the economic benefits 

repultin" from   the planned development of an integrated petrochemical complex in an 

under-developed  nart of the country vith the assistance of the government.     In this 

case the rovernment provided the  necessary legislative framework and maintained 

legislative procedures rhich assured the constant renovation and expansion of the 

chemical plant  facilities.    The  industry was managed by the private sector but the 

"X>vernment was  instrumental  in creating a favourable investment climate. 

10. \nother representative of a developing country pointed out that,  in the exper- 

ience of his country, the mort  rational development of the chemical industry WAS 

achieved by the creation of mixed public and private co-ordinating authority design 

to «rive onerai economic and long-range policy direction to the industry,  but lea vii 

its day-to-day mana<?eftent and opérations to the individual enterprises. 

11. It ras  pointed out that the creation of a dynamic petrochemical industry migh 

result in * reversal of the "brain-drain" for the developing countries,  i.e.  the 

creation of opportunities for highly trained and specialised nationals of developing 

countries in their own countries. 
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Reoo—endations 

39.   The Committee, in the light of it» disoussions, reoomndid the following! 

A.     General recommendations 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(t) 

There oan be no growth of efficient induatriee in the developing ooun- 
triea if satisfactory solutions cannot be found to the key problem of 
providing an adequate supply of qualified manpower.    The term manpower 
includes personnel for production, research, consultancy and other 
industrial services, at all levels,  from the unskilled worker to the top 
manager.    Special importance should be attached to the training and up- 
grading of middle and top-level personnel,  inoluding management, of in- 
dustrial enterprise. 

Comprehensive national plans for basic and advanoed eduoation as well as 
subsequent industrial training and upgrading should be drawn up whenever 
such plans do not exist.    Countries should be enoouraged to review these 
plans continuously on the basir; of the best available indicators of future 
requirements as compared with the means likely to be available for meet in* 
these requirements. 

The possibility of establishing national industrial training organisations 
which wculd formulate and help implement comprehensive plans for industria 
education and training at all levels for small, middle and large-soale 
enterprises, should be seriously examined by industrialising countries. 
Suoh organisations should be as simple and flexible as possible;    they 
should be fully adapted to the different national institutions, needs and 
conditions of the various countries oonoerned. 

Industry itself should be encouraged to take greater responsibility for 
the training and upgrading of the national manpower of developing coun- 
tries than it has shown in the past, especially medium and high-level 
manpower.    Industry should also be given greater opportunities and re- 
sponsibilities for participation in the work done by the vooational 
sohool system.   Trade unions should also, whenever relevant, enoouram 
training for industrial development. '       •«*•• 

Governments and industry should lie enoouraged to oréate incentives, in 
the way of remuneration,    ob satisfaction and status and adapted to looal 
conditions, attitudes and sooial values, so that first, suitable trainees 
would seek to acquire the skills most neededf second, trained personnel 
would be  channeled  to the jobs where they were most neededf    third, in- 
dustrial manpower at all levels would do its work with greater efficiency. 
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12. It was recommended by one developing country that UNIDO render assistance to the 

developing countries  in seeking foreign participation in their petrochemical indus- 

tries.    This participation might not be only  in the form of capital  participation but 

also in arrangements  for acquiring technological know-hov and managerial skills,  and 

for the utilization of the marketing and distribution facilities of foreign chemical 

companies already   established in export markets. 

13. Joint venturer  with foreign companies were an important means  of financing big 

chemical and petrochemical projects  in developing countries as  it   is sometimes 

necessary to overcome the acute problem of lack of capital and knov.-nov   in these 

countries.     It  was hoped,   therefore,  that developed countries vould urge their big 

chemical and petrochemical concerns to increase co-operation with developing coun- 

tries in that direction and offer reasonable terms concerning minimum guaranteed 

profits,   licence and royalty fees,  sales commissions,  salaries and wages of foreign 

personnel, and engineering fees. 

14. Another delegate pointed out the benefits accruing from the r^ional development 

of a natural resource,   for example,  methane in Lake Kivu for Rwanda,  the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo,  Burundi and Uganda.     In connexion vith this  example it i>as 

sugi^ested that the  four countries concerned could benefit from U'IIDO'E assistance in 

planning and development and utilization of the resource in the regions  for power, 

fertilizers and  various chemicals and from assistance in the exploitation of other 

resources (hematite ore in Uganda)  by the application of nev  processing techniques 

using,  inter alia,  hydrocarbons.    It was stressed by other delegates that projects 

of this type vould require full utilization of the capabilities of the United   lations 

family, and it was recommended that close co-operation be established between U'ÍIDG, 

.'Ai, ECA and other United   fntions agencies,  as required. 

lr).    It was recommended that U'HDO,  through its field advisory services and in co- 

operation with the regional economic commissions, reviev  in depth potential indus- 

trial projects  in the developing regions which could be sponsored by more than one 

country, and which could benefit from economies of scale and could command a regional 

"virket.    The Asian Industrial Development Council was considering,   for example, a 

project for promoting the regional utilization of natural gas supplied by one country 

.•• the region.    Arrangements for the regional integration of the petrocheraioal 
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industry,   it vas stated, had recently been negotiated betv.een six countries in 

South America.    Plants for the production of some 22 cheir.ical products would be 

established in various countries under multi-national ownership vith guaranteed 

access to the combined market of all six countries.     It was further pointed out that 

discussions were proceeding on the formulation of an institutional framework for the 

general industrial integration of the entire region.     In this connexion,   it was in- 

dicated by the representative of another developing country that regional  co-opera- 

tion v;ould be particularly useful in the integration of production facilities and 

the sharing of markets in the  fields of plastics  (polyethylene,  PVO and polystyrene) 

where developing countries  can benefit from economies? of scale and develop their 

petrochemical industries by forvrard integration.    Another specific instance vhere 

iniDO's assistance vould be required vas ir. encouraging regional arrangements for th 

utilization of by-products of the chemical industry,  such as the disposal of excess 

ohlorine in the production of caustic soda. 

16.    It vas recommended that UTIL&J give priority to promoting the development of 

specific branches of the chemical and petrochemical industries in developing coun- 

tries vjhich manufacture,   in the main,  products having either backv.ard or forvard 

linkages to agricultural production.    In this connexion,  it vas pointed out that sue 

priority development of the chemical industry would benefit not only agricultural 

production but also branches of other industries,  euch as the metallurgical industry 

whioh could develop only after the establishment of some basic chemical products 

industries.    Another aspect stressed was the use of chemical industry products in 

some branches of consumer industries which were already established in developing 

countries (edible oil, soap and detergents, and textiles). 

17»    It vas recommended that UNIDO expand its activities in promoting the training 

of ttohnioal and managerial personnel for the chemical industries in developing 

countries and develop programmes jointly with organisations in the industrially 

advanced countries for "on-the-job" in-plant training.    In this connexion,  it was 

pointed out by a representative from a developing oountry that the training of tech- 

nical personnel could be undertaken in some instances in a developing country whioh 

already had an advanced chemical industry.    It vas further recommended that U'UDO 

establish services whioh would disseminate technical and eoouonio information on the 
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developments  in the chemical and petrochemical industries to the developing countries 

and convene symposia devoted to the specific issues of basic chemicals,   petrochemicals 

ar.d fertilizers. 

lC'.    It vas recommended  that,  with regard to the basic chemical and petrochemical 

industry in developing countries,  UNIDO might render assistance in making arrange- 

ments for the transfer of technology from the advanced countries to the developing 

countries,  without prejudice to any patent rights, and  in facilitating arrangements 

for credits from bilateral  or international sources. 

19. It v.as recommended that UMIDO organize a system of information which would 

enable industrialized and developing countries to exchange information on their pro- 

jects and possibilities,   thus extending the information-exchange flow begun by the 

Industrial Promotion Service. 

20. It was stressed that the chemical  industry in a given country vas at once an 

economic sector of the country concerned and a component of the world chemical  indus- 

try.    As a result,  any development of the chemical industry should be the subject of 

thorough economic study beforehand and should be placed accurately in its  regional 

and world context.     In this connexion,   it was suggested that symposia on the chemical 

industry in general or on its most important sectors  (fertilizers,  baBic chemicals, 

plastics) should be organized to enable those responsible for development  to compare 

and adjust their programmes. 

21. The need to improve the collection,  dissemination and exploitation of statistics 

concerning the chemical industries in the developing countries was stressed as a 

means of facilitating studies and the establishment of programmes.    UNIDO had an 

important role to play in this respect,   in close co-operation with bodies with expe- 

rience in the matter,  especially OECD and the regional economic commissions. 

22. Lastly,  with regard to the transfer of technological know-how, the importano« 

of the dissemination of technical documentation, of various methods of personnel 

training at various  levels,  and of adequate protection of inventions by sui tabi* 

legislation,   was recognised. 
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Recommendations 

23.     The Committee made the following recommendations: 

(1) UNIDO and UIJDP should render assistance to the developing countries in estab- 

lishing, v;here appropriate, demonstration plants utilizing improved or alter- 

native methods of production of basic chemicals and petrochemicals. 

(2) UNIDO should examine and make available  to developing countries the studies on 

carbo-chemistry and,   if appropriate in the light of this  examination,  convene 

a group of experts to examine cases v/here carbo-chemicals based on coal could 

veil be valuable. 

(3) UNIDO,  in consultation v.lth the International Rubber Study Cïroup,  should study 

the problems of the natural rubber and synthetic rubber industries and develop 

appropriate recommendations for technical assistance to both natural rubber 

producing countries and developing countries possessing petroleum and/or natura 

gas resources and desirous of developing a synthetic rubber industry. 

(4) UNIDO should assist the developing countries,  on request,   in encouraging the 

participation of foreign companies in their petrochemical  industries.    Such 

assistance should be aimed at promoting arrangements for the sharing of tech- 

nological know-how and managerial skills, and the utilization of marketing and 

distribution facilities of the foreign chemical companies whioh may already be) 

established in the export markets. 

(5) UNIDO,  in co-operation with the Regional Eoonoraic Commissions, should render 

teohnical assistance in the establishment of regional industrial projects for 

the benefit of more than a single country in a developing region, profiting by 

the advantages acoruing from eoonomies of scale and larger regional markets. 

(6) UNIir should give priority of teohnical assistance to developing speoifio 

branchée of the oheraioal and petrochemical industries in developing countries, 

linked to their agri oui turai production. 
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'7)    UNIDO,  in co-operation with ILO, should expand Ite activities for the training 

of technical and managerial personnel for the chemical and petrochemical indus- 

tries in developing countries, and where appropriate,  promote in-plant training 

programmes both in industrially advanced countries and developing countries. 

(?)    UTIITX) should render assistance to the developing countries in the transfer of 

technology, without prejudice to patent rights,  and assistance in facilitating 

arrangements for bilateral or international credit. 

(9)    UNIDO should undertake to promote the dissemination of information to enable 

both developing countries and industrially advanced oountries to exchange infor- 

mation on potential projects in the basic chemioal and petrochemical industries 

and should also encourage the dissemination of technical and economic documen- 

tation of mutual interest to these countries with regard to these industry 

sectors. 

-& 
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Agenda item 2   Situation, problems and prospects of main 
industrial sectors 

(e)    Synthetic fertilizer industry 

1. In view of the serious food situation in many developing countries,  many dele- 

gates stated that the development of the fertilizer,  pesticides and insecticides 

industries had become urgent and vital. 

2. There vas general airreement that  in intensive agriculture, although many in- 

puts are necessary, such as fertilizers,  pesticides, better seeds,  water and farm 

machinery,  the most noteworthy results are to be achieved through the use of 

fertilizers.    Others pointed out the importance of infra-structure (transportation 

and storage capacity),  professional training, education of farmers and other pre- 

requisites.    Generally speaking,  the use and production of fertilizers must be 

considered as essential factors in a comprehensive agricultural promotion plan. 

3. Several delegates pointed out  that, as stated in the United   ntions Fertilizer 

''anual,   the installation and operation of a fertilizer plant is perhaps the easiest 

part of the whole netvork.    .¡arketing, efficient distribution, the organisation of 

farmers    credit,  and the education of the farmer for the rational use of fertiliaers, 

present more complicated problems. 

4. In this context,  the need was stressed for thorough agro-econoraic feasibility 

•tudies to be mad« in advance before planning and implementing any project. 

%       .any delegates felt that throughout the world there was a serious imbalanoe in 

regard to the production, availability and consumption of fertilizers as  between 

the developing and the industrialised countries, and that the correction of this 

inbalance was perhaps the moat urgent task for the developing oountries  to undertake 

in solving the food problem. 

6.      In viev of the developing countries'  shortage of foreign exchange and their 

real need for fertiliaers over the medium term, it was olear that importa alone 

ver« not enough to oorreot the imbalanoe and that  ¿he oountriea in «Tuestion must 
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Bet up and develop a fertilizer industry on their own soil, with the backing of the 

developed countries and Kith help from the international organizations. 

7.      Stress was laid on the need for regular, adequate data on the present and 

future consumption,  production and capacity of fertilizer plants and the desirability 

for information to be made available on the measures taken to adjust production to 

requirements. 

°.      r;omc delegations supported the proposal that  international financial or.ran i sta- 

tions should treat projocte for the construction of fertilizer plants ar.  infra- 

structure investments and extend long-term oapital for the purpose on a soft credit 

basis. 

9. The necessity for effective co-operation and co-ordination betveen the various 

agencies of the United Nations  family,  especially between UNIDO and  FAO,   in studying 

the fertilizer sector and helping developing countries to promote  the use of ferti- 

>\-;AT* and implement  fertilizer projects was brought  out dunnp the discussions. 

10. It was necessary,  in so far as  it had not already  been done,   to determine  for 

any given country or region the most suitable types of fertilizer!-.,   bearing in nu id 

the soil conditions and crops now grown or to be grown.    The role ol   , V» in thie 

area vas well known;    UNUX) should handle questions relating to the production oí 

fertilizers,  in close co-operation with the regional economic commissions. 

11. The World . ood Program in its turn might provide food for the workers during 

the construction and erection of fertiliser plants. 

1?.    UN1)P,  with the co-operation of UNIDO, was at nresent considering many pilot 

projects in the fertilizer and peetioide sphere.    Preliminary studies carried out 

by UÜJP and UîîIDO on the problem of the gradual backward integration in the ferti- 

lizer industry have shown that  in an African country not possessing the raw material« 

required, an M-P-K plant could nevertheless be built at a reasonable cost.    !4any 

delegates stressed the importance of demonstration and pilot projects to be set up 

in certain areas of developing oountrie«. 
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13. AB regards new technologies, one delegate pointed out that hie country, which 

had started with plants for the electrolysis of water and for coal gasification, 

vas now basinr its output mainly on gas and petroleum productr using the reforming 

process. Approximately iiO per cent of its production of 1.2 million tons of nitro- 

gen was produced in this way. 

14. 'i.ith re,'?ard to end products, while many countries began by producing ammonium 

sulphate and superphosphate, the tendency now was to produce high-analysis products 

Ruch is urea, triple superphosphate, diammonium phosphate and high-grade multi- 

nutrient fertilizers. 

15. One delegate urged the importance of the economies of scale which could be 

made, e.g. if an ammonia plant with a capacity of 300 tons per day could be built 

for a given amount of capital, with an investment 1.8 times higher, an ammonia plant 

of 900 tons per day capacity could be built. The unit production cost of the latter 

plant was about 5O-70 per cent of that of the former. The developing countries with 

rich gas and oil resources would do well to take full advantage of these resources 

and of economies of scale as indicated above. However, one delegation explained 

that owing to the incidence of land transport costs and the limitations of the 

regional market, construction of a small-scale plant could be an economic proposi- 

tion so long as cheap raw materials were available. 

16. On the question of the substitution of raw materials and manufacturing processes 

the discussion brought out the need for adopting processes reducing or avoiding the 

use of sulphur.  In view of the world shortage of sulphur and its high prices, alter- 

native raw materials for the production of sulphuric acid, such as sulphur-oontainin« 

ores, gypsum and anhydrites should be thoroughly investigated by developing countries 

The use of ground rock phosphate directly in the soil, and the use of calcined phos- 

phates, should likewise be investigated to determine their effectiveness. Processes 

using hydrochloric, nitric or oarbonic acid for the extraction of P 0 instead of 

sulphuric acid seem also to indicate a solution. 

Ü 
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B.     Recommandations for international organisations 
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(f) International assistance in the field of industrial manpower should be 
carefully planned and oo-ordinated on both the national and the inter- 
national level.    To this end, the organizations concerned, such as UNIDO 
and ILO should arrange for the pooling and further development of country 
data and,  on that basis,  draw up a joint medium-term indicative plan, 
showing probable need» for expert assistance, exohange of instructors, 
teacher training, provision of training materials and teaching aids, and 
for training and study abroad as well as in the country, and the ways in 
which these needs could best be met. 

(g) Countries that had worked out comprehensive plans for industrial educa- 
tion, training and upgrading should be eligible for increased interna- 
tional assistance. 

(h)    When requested, UNIDO,  ILO and UNESCO should help developing countries 
to draw up plans for industrial education and training.    They should also 
study the feasibility of setting up industrial training organizations in 
individual countries, taking aooount of existing training institutions 
and programaos. 

(i)    UNIDO and ILO should increase their activities in the field of management 
development, and assist developing countries in 'he rapid transfer of mod- 
ern   industrial managerial techniques adapted to the particular conditions 
of these oountries.    Suoh activities should be fully co-ordinated with 
teohnioal assistance programmes available to these countries. 

(j) Apart from the assistance available to developing oountries, UNIDO should 
provide assistance to these countries, in particular by encouraging the 
organisation of programmes for training abroad and in the country of man- 
power for new industrial projects suoh as its in-plant training for engi- 
neers; for training of eoonomio administrators concerned with industrial 
development; and for training of entrepreneurs, including those of small 
enterprises. UNIDO, in co-operation with ILO, should also serve as a 
clearing house for information on industrial training requirements of the 
developing oountries and on sources of assistance - pubi io and private. 

I 
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Agenda item 3    Policios and measures in developing oountrias 

(e)    Administrative machinery for industrial development 

A.      PUBLIC MACHINERY AND ITS ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

I.    Location in the government machinery of the principal organ for industrial 
development 

1.      The general consensus of the Committee reflected the importance of having an 

effective administrative machinery for industrial development.    ThiB machinery, how- 

ever,  should coincide with the politioal and socio-economic conditions of each coun- 

try as well as with the policy which the oountry itself has adopted. 

2        Although it is difficult to generalize in prescribing a formula of organization 

for all countries,  one delegation suggested a general approach which received en- 

dorsement from several other delegations.    The suggestion was that governments should 

consider the advantages that may be derived  by setting up an autonomous and highly 

specialized industrial development agency.    The head of such an agency must have 

status.    He should be a men ber of the cabinet or executive council, as the case may 

be,  and should be responsible directly to the head of the government.     It is or.ly 

with this level of authority that the head oí the agency could promote industrial 

development to the fullest extent.    The functions of such an agency would include 

the implementation of the industrial development plan which had been formulated and 

approved by the proper authorities, the awarding of incentives to new or developing 

industries, the over-all responsibility for the State-owned industries, and spon- 

soring industrial development schemes. 

3.      The policy-making board of such an agency should include the ministers or per- 

manent secretaries of all the related ministries (such as Economic Planning and 

Finance) and representatives of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, banking in- 

stitution and trade unions.    This organization should be staffed by highly expe- 

rienced personnel in the fields of commerce and industry and should include indus- 

trial engineers, market researcher, financial analysts,  legal experts etc. 
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4.      Those who supported the idea of establishing an industrial development ¿»^oncy 

I    as the principal organ for industrial development based their endorsement on the 

idea that  they inherited a civil service system which was used before their inde- 

pendence and was not suited to industrial development.    Also,  such an agency would 

speed up the implementation of industrial projects and cater to the needs of the 

private sector. 

>      Some delegations were of the opinion that a country's Ministry of Industry 

should be the main organ in charge of industrial development.    Some felt that  when 

ministries concerned with industrial development exist,  there is no room for an in- 

dustrial agency to be established, as this would only create confusion, duplication 

of efforts and an extra burden on financial and personnel resources of a country. 

One delegation mentioned that encouraging the establishment of autonomous organi- 

zations  in the industrial field outside the regular departments of government might 

encourage the copying of this idea in many other areas of activities, such as mining 

and agriculture, and thus fragment the whole machinery of governmental structure. 

Another delegate mentioned that instead of establishing autonomous organizations, 

countries should adjust their civil service systems to the needs of industry,  a task 

which is relatively easy since many developing countries,  especially those which 

have gained their independence recently, have had no time as yet to form deep-rooted 

civil service systems.    One delegate expressed the view that the nature and role of 

the various bodies responsible for industrial organization and promotion were not 

among the most important  issues.    What was important, he said, was to have a co- 

ordinating body which would harmonize the various activities and thus avoid a dilu- 

tion of responsibilities,  duplication of work and conflicting areas of competence. 

One delegation mentioned that countries with low production capacity should not 

establish an administrative machinery which is out of proportion whith this capacity. 

II.   Relationship to   various levels or functions of the public or private sector 

6.      Some delegates stressed th^ir concern with the duplication of functions and 

activities inside the government departments because of vested interests and de- 

partmental  loyalties.    They wished to see a streamlining of activities within such 

departments and between ministries.    They recognized that certain specialized activi- 

ties,     such as research,   laboratory testing and standardization, would merit speoial 

units. 
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7. Some delegates supported the concept of separating the promotional function 

from the regulatory function. By keeping the policing function separate, the ad- 

visory services would gain the confidence and trust of the industrialists and ent 

preneurs. 

8. It was stated that concerned departments of government as well as business and 

labour should be adequately represented on boards of industrial development organi- 

zations or of departments. 

III. Sources of revenue 

9. One delegation stressed that although the regular budget of the government forms 

the main, if not the only, source of finance for industrial services, some way must 

be found to adjust the budget Bystem so that it will unsure the continuity of pro- 

jects in the following fiscal years. If this is adjusted, the argument for engaging 

regular governmental departments in industrial development activities would be 

strengthened. 

10. It was stated that some of the industrial services may be offered to the poten- 

tial users at a certain cost, thus ensuring their serious use and appreciation of 

the servie*. 

IV. Personnel policies 

11. Some delegations mentioned that extra care should be taken to recruit personnel 

on the basis of their proper qualifications and not on political patronage. Both 

experience and formal training must be considered. 

12. It was stated that various incentive measures should be adopted to encourage 

national managerial and teohnical personnel to stay on the job. These incentives 

may include having a part in the doc i s ion-making process in order that they may iden- 

tify themselves with the organization. 

V. Control and evaluation of performance 

13. Some delegates stated that the industrial development machinery of the govern- 

ment should be answerable to a legislative authority, such as a parliament. Accor- 

dingly, the minister concerned with industrial development would be in a better po- 

sition if he were the supreme head of many, if not all, of the government's industrial 

|II|       development activities 

¡Lü 
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7. Many examples wore given of successful industrialisation. Most delegates from 

developing oountries mentioned several food produots which they are now success- 

fully producing either for local consumption or export markets, or both. In 

addition, delegates from several developed countries described successful projects 

which they had helped to establish in a number of developing countries. They 

stressed that the success of these and other projects, particularly where foreign 

oapital was involved, depended greatly on maximum participation of looal manpower 

and resources and a fair return to all, combined with the utmost frankness between 

looal and external interests. 

8. On the other hand, many delegates gave examples of the difficulties encoun- 

tered in trying to establish food-processing industries in developing countries, and 

many references were made to the way in which UNIDO and other international organi- 

sations could help solve these problems. 

9. While reoognising the important part that UNIDO should play in this field, 

delegates emphasised that there should be the fullest co-operation with existing 

international organisations who are already working on food processing, particu- 

larly PAO, in order to avoid duplication and overlapping. 

10. In view of the importance of the food-processing industry to the economies of 

developing oountries, many delegates affirmed their country's willingness to 

support the efforts of the de-eloping oountries to establish or expand such indus- 

tries by contributing information, know-how, technical assistance, capital and 

financial aid, either direotly or through UNIDO and other international agencies. 
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11. 

Recommendations 

The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(1) That increased attention be given to the problems of establishing 

food processing industries in developing countries in view of to« 

importance of suoh industries to the eoonomy, social structure, 

and nutritional level of these countries; 

(2) That more information be systematically disseminated about food 

processing, including, where foasible, model projects for various food 

processing industries which would show: 

(a) The most economic equipment layout; and 

(b) ¿or eaoh type of equipment, its specifications, oosts 
and supplying companies; 

(3) That developing countries be assisted in finding the right typ« of 

food-processing equipment to suit their individual market require» 

menta; 

(4) That feasibility studies be undertaken for the establishment of varióos 

food-prooessing industries in several countries and regions; 

(5) That assistance be given upon request to help developing countries 

establish training and technical institutes for food processing; 

(6) That UNIDO, in response to requests from developing countries with 

the necessary marketing, industrial, agricultural and other eoonoate 

oonditions that favour additional processed food production through 

agro-industrial complexes, should provide assistance in establishing 

and implementing suoh projects in co-operation with other interna- 

tional orgaiiitations, in particular PAO, as appropriate. 
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Agenda item 2 Situation, problems and prospects of main 
industrial sectors 

(g) Textiles 

1. The Committee had before it the follovring documents. 

(1) ID/COW.l/A. 10 (Issues for Discussion) 

(2) ID/cO^.l/21 (Textile Industries;    Sectoral Studies prepared 
for the Symposium) 

(3) ID/COW.i/o.59 (Textile Industry in dreece) 

(4) ID/co:í7.l/l7 (industries Processing Agricultural Commodities 
other than rood). 

The discussion centered around the main issues raised in the Secretariat paper 

(ID/C0:ir.l/A.lO) and other areas of interest to the delegates. References were 

made to experiences and achievements of the reporting countries in the field. 

2. The different and sometimes conflicting views expressed during the discussion 

reflect the apparently different problems facing the textile industry in the 

folloving four categories of countries: 

(a) Developing countries in the process of establishing a net; textile 
industry to substitute imports and to utilize domestic resources, 
labour and raw materials; 

(b) Developing countries with an existing but obsolete textile industry, 
requiring modernization and reorganization aiming at lower production 
oosts and prices and an expanding demand, primarily on the domestic 
market; 

(o) Developing countries which already supply the domestic market and 
which could enter foreign markets if aooess could be facilitated 
and if production for export could be designed to meet the 
specialised requirements of these foreign markets; 

(d) Industrialised countries with high ¿er capita consumption of tex- 
tiles, a specialised market and a high wage level. 

3. The opinion was expressed that while the textile industry was rapidly moving 

towards higher capital intensiveness, it still employs - particularly on the con- 

ventional technological levels - more labour per unit of output than many other 

industries and that this labour force can relatively easily be trained. These 
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facts, combined with local availability of raw material and the relatively small 

economic plant Bises that characterize the industry often make the textile industry 

seem an attractive starting point  for industrialization in countries of the first 

category mentioned above, 

4. With reference to the apparent ease of training of the labour force,  it was 

stressed, however, that appropriate training must be provided for at all levels 

including management, and in this connexion it was suggested that UNIDO together 

with regional economic commissions should survey existing training institutions for 

textiles and make recommendations regarding their strengthening and expansion.    An 

experience was cited which clearly illustrated that modern equipment alone does not 

ensure satisfactory productivity if there is maladjustment between the degree of 

machinery sophistication and the calibre of the labour and management. 

5. It was also recommended that UNIDO and other agencies working in this field 

finance training institutions on a regional,  sub-regional or national basis.    The 

possibility of combining teaching and training with research and advisory services 

should also be explored. 

6. It was recognized that the prerequisites of available labour, capital, raw 

material and a domestic market are not solely sufficient for a successful develop- 

ment of the textile industry.    It was also pointed out that world productive 

capacity at present exceeds the demand and that developing countries should bear 

this in mind when considering the establishment of a new textile industry.    The 

infant industry may not be able to compete with cheap imports from other developing 

areas which already possess an efficient textile industry and fiscal protective 

measures may have to be employed to support the industry.    This protection, however, 

if it leads to higher prices, may ultimately result in a contracting market. 

Neither is it always advisable to enoourage large-scale capital flow into the 

industry by means of tax incentives and tariff protection in the hope that the over- 

capacity thus created would automatically result in successful export of the goods 

or in price competition and bring about failure of the least efficient enterprises. 
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There ìB usually not room for this kind of competition in developing countries 

because they can afford neither the consequential loss of capital, nor the un- 

employment of a specialist labour force.    An example of the development of the 

textile industry was cited in which the industry was obliged to operate at high 

levels of efficiency as a result of reduced level of protection.    This facilitated 

the substitution of imports and nade it possible for the industry to oompete in the 

world market.    It was felt that UNIDO should study this experience with a view of 

its applicability to other countries. 

7.      '»Ihen discussing the available technological levels and the seleotion of equip- 

ment it was mentioned that the use of second-hand equipment could seldom be justi- 

fied and could not be advocated generally.    While its use in individual oases might 

be feasible,  purchase of such equipment required careful examination and safeguards 

for the purchaser.    Wit!; ¿reference to the interchangeability of spare parts and com- 

ponents of textile machinery it was suggested by one delegate that the possibility 

of introducing international standards in this field be examined.    The choice betweei 

conventional modern and ultra-modern automated equipment depended on the cost and 

availability of capital and labour respectively and the availability of technical 

knowledge.    The fact that spinning in tropical climates often necessitated costly 

air-conditioning installations should also be borne in mind.    It was stressed that 

capital-consuming automatic devices should not be employed if they resulted only in 

unjustified savings in labour force without contributing to a.i improvement in 

product quality or reduction of costs.    Furthermore,  in developing countries with 

relatively high capital and low labour costs, the increased capital charges might 

not neoessarily be offset by savings in the cost of labour as in the case of the 

industrialised countries.    In this connexion, the need to bear in mind the economio 

and social objectives of the developing countries was stressed.    The possibly con- 

flicting needs to increase the standard of living and to provide additional employ- 

ment as veil as the import substitution effeot are elements whioh should b* 

considered together with those related to profitability.    With regard to the question 

of provision of employment attention was drawn by one delegate to the labour inten- 
si veness of the garment industry. 
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8. The importance of economies of scale was emphasized.    The optimum size for a 

cotton textile mill might be found in particular cases, as was recently shown in 

studies conducted by the United nations Economic Commission for Latin America. 

It was pointed out that an increase in size beyond that optimum unit would not 

result in further economies of scale but would on the contrary,  lead to diminishing 

returns owing to problems of management, supply, maintenance etc.     Such an increase 

in size would also increase the financial risk attached to business decisions and 

would,  in a small domestic market,  lead to restrictive business practices.    UNIDO 

was expected to assist in providing guidelines in specific cases regarding the 

appropriate plant sizes for the types of products contemplated. 

9. Attention was drawn to the importance of using raw materials that fully 

correspond to the types of products to be manufactured.    U'JIIO was asked to assist 

in selecting appropriate raw materials for the types of products to be manufactured. 

It was also considered important for the developing countries to bear in mind the 

world-wide trend of increasing usage of man-made fibres.    The production of those 

fibres involved distinct economies of scale, and the minimum economic size might 

well be too large to justify production in most developing countries unless the 

production is planned to meet the requirements of several countries in the region. 

Regional co-operation should, therefore,  be encouraged and it was recommended that 

UNIDO in collaboration with regional economic commissions conduct feasibility 

studies in this field. 

10. The trend towards increasing the substitution of synthetics for certain natural 

fibres - in particular hard fibres for technical end-uses - was stressed by one 

delegate.    He referred to the serious social cons eque noes of a decline in the pro- 

duction and processing of such natural fibres and recommended that UN I LO give 

attention to this problem in co-operation with the various international agencies. 

11. The possibility of programming the world textile production aiming at a 

rational specialisation was discussed and it was felt that up-to-date information 

and forecasts on the expansion of production capacity were needed.    The question of 
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increasing exports of textiles from developing countries to industrialized countries 

was discussed.    During the debate on this point the divergent positions of the indus- 

trialised countries and the developing countries in the light of present world pro- 

duction over-capacity became evident.    The question was raised to what extent   .he 

developing countries could expect to count on an increasing share of the market in 

industrialised countries.    However,  it was considered that this problem should be 

examined in more depth by the appropriate international organs such as U/JCTAD and 

OATT.    Nevertheless, UMIDO could assist governments in developing specialized lines 

of production for export whioh would complement those of the importing countries. 

It was observed that there is a substantial flow of trade among the industrialised 

countries of Western Europe, reflecting to a certain degree a trend that may be 

extended to inolude developing countries as well. 

12. It was felt that efforts to achieve complete self-sufficiency for all types of 

textile produots would not be recommendable on economic grounds.     It was envisaged 

that industrialized countries could specialize in the production of higher priced 

goods and import some of the simpler types - as already ìB the oase in certain 
countries. 

13. Referring to previous United   iations studies on the subject,   it was recommended 

that a modernization programme of the textile industry should be part of an over-all 

investment policy which considered not only the installation of nev equipment but 

also the destruction of old equipment and the re-organization of the industry,  taking 

into account the need for national production programmes,  adequate sizes of plants 

and efficient management.    Such a programme should be undertaken at a national level, 

and it should also take into account regional co-operation.    The possibility of 

joint ventures v.-as also mentioned in this context.     It was felt that UNIDO could 

usefully assist governments of developing countries at the operational level,  in 

the programming of the development or re-organization of the textile industry and 

in the establishment of policy guidelines bearing in mind criteria designed to make 

the most rational use of available resources, such as labour, capital and raw 

materials.    In this oonnexion existing studies regarding the textile industry (suoh 
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as for instano« those prepared by ECLA for the Latin Amerioan oountries) should be 

taken into aocount,  to provida a at art in« point for concreta action on epecific 

problems. 

14. To co-ordinate the actions by government and private industry in their efforts 

to increase the productivity of the textile industry, the establishment of national 

textile development councils or similar bodies with representation of all interested 

parties might be considered.    The function of these bodies should be to collect and 

disseminate statistical information on production, productivity, sales, trade and 

prices, and to establish production and quality standards and specifications.    They 

would also prepare forecasts of market requirements and trade trends and work out 

long-term plans for the development of the textile industry. 

Recommendations 

15. The Committee made the following recommendations to UMIDO and, where appro- 

priate, to other international organizations: 

(1) To survey, upon request and in co-operation with the regional economic 

commissions,  the existing training and research facilities for textiles 

with a view to increasing the effectiveness of present institutions and, 

in collaboration with other agencies Buch as ILO, promote the establish- 

ment of such institutions on a regional, sub-regional, or national 

basis. 

(2) To assist in advising on adequate plant sizes and characteristics for 

the types of products to be manufactured and in selection of appropriate 

raw materials and machinery. 

(3) To undertake feasibility studies for the production of man-made fibres, 

with particular reference to the availability of basic raw materials 

required, and its influenoe on th • production of natural fibres. 
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(4) To study certain special aspects of the textile industry, «.g. printin«, 

with special reference to small runs, utilisation of waste, and, in co- 

operation with othsr agencies, the possibility of introducing inter- 

national standards in textile machinery components and spare parts with 

a view to their interchangeability, and the problems of the hard fibre 

industry, especially those arising from the substitution of natural 

fibres by synthetios. 

(5) To assist governments upon request in the programming of the development 

or re-organisation of the textile industry. 

(6) To undertake studies on the textile industry based on the latest avail- 

able data and forecasts of expansion of production capacity both in 

industrialised and developing countries. 

(?) To draw again the attention of U.VC TAL and QATT to the question of aooess 

to world markets for the textile products of the developing countries, 

taking into aocount the situation of those developing countries which 

are less advanced in the development of their textile industry. 

,  ,,, A i, . 
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Agenda item 2   Situation, problème and prospecte of 
main industrial eeotore 

(h)    Building material and wood producta 

Building materialet  including wood producta 

1. In introducing the discussion, the Chairman drew attention to Xh% wide range of 

building materials industries.    It was suggested that the dieoussion oonoentrate on 

non-metallic minerals and wood products and other inputs not previously disoussed 

under other items* 

2. It was felt generally that the problems and policies relating to the development 

of the building materials and components industries had been well stated in the issue 

paper under discussion (ID/C0NP.1/A.11).    Several delegations expressed their support 

for the recommendations made in this paper and stressed the urgent need for action to 

increase the efficiency and output of the building materials and componente sector. 

The rational production of building materials and components, using locally available 

raw materials and waste products to the maximum extent, was recognised as a pre- 

requisite for meeting the enormous demands for construction works of all kinds pre- 

vailing in developing countries.    The representatives of the ECA and the UNDP remarked 

that governments had not  hitherto given a higher priority  to  the field of build- 

ing materials and components in their requests for technical assistance.    Assistance 

in this field would be particularly valuable.    It offered important possibilities 

for economic and social development as well as of achieving savings of scarce foreign 

exchange. 

3. Although several examples were given of the suooessful use of locally available 

raw materials, it was strongly felt that the opportunities in this respeot had been 

far from exhausted.    It was pointed out by several delegations that recently  devel- 

oped techniques of processing and preserving local raw materials offered new possibil- 

ities of producing building materials and components of improved quality and dur- 

ability.    The dissemination of accurate information on these new technologies should 

be made more effective and further research    should be encouraged.    Delegations 

expressed their   concern about the lack of   surveys of natural resources suitable 

to serve as a basis    for expanded production of building   materials.    It was 
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stressed that such surveys provided    a necessary background for the preparation 

of long-terra plans for    the development of    the building materiaJ s    and components 

industries.    On  the other    hand,  it was    realized that long-term   .Lans    and fore- 

casts of needs were not  alone    sufficient  for determining investments    in new fac- 

tories.     Feasibility studies must be carried out  for each specific  project,   other- 
wise misinvestments, high production costs and idle capacity of installed machinery 

could result.    Several developed countries  expressed their willingness  in co-operat- 

ing with developing countries  in the carrying out of pre-investment surveys and mar- 

ket studies.    In this connexion,  it was suggested that each country study carefully 

its own sources of raw materials rather than rely uncritically on building materials 

of foreign origin.    It was also noted that direct cost comparisons between various 

materials could be misleading without taking into account durability and other 

requirements. 

4.      It was stressed by several delegations that one of the major reasons for the 

retarded development of the building materials and components sector was the lack or 

weakness of the institutions required to support their industries in the developing 

countries.    One delegation noted that,  in his country,  it had proved necessary to 

establish a specialized Ministry for the development of the building materials and 

construction industries.    Several representatives pointed out the need for setting 

up centres or institutes,  partly or entirely financed by governments, to deal, with 

testing and quality control, research, dissemination of information and standardiza- 

tion.    The importance of using uniform measurements and quality standards was em- 

phasized.    In this connexion,  attention was drawn to the recommendations issued by 

the International Council for Building Research, Studies and Documentation (inter- 

national Modular Group), and by the International Organization for Standardization. 

One delegation suggested a world-wide consultation on the problems of standardization 

of building materials and components. 

$.      It was suggested that special attention should be paid by governments and by 

the industries concerned to the organization of suitable education and training of 

skilled personnel.    The need for operatives skilled in the maintenance of machinery 

and equipment and in the management of factories was particularly singled out. 
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Education and training centrée should be set up, where appropriate, based on regional 

co-operation. UNIDO should play an important role in helping to establish such cen- 

tres. One delegation particularly emphasized that local languages be used in these 

centres. 

6. The issue of préfabrication of building components in developing countries was 

raised by some delegates. In the opinion of one delegate, préfabrication had been 

introduced in industrial oountries as a means of reducing labour requirements and 

would thus not be justified or advisable in countries facing serious unemployment or 

under-employraent. Other delegations pointed out that préfabrication methodB could 

thus substantially help to diminish the requirements of skilled labourers. Préfab- 

rication methods would help to speed up the building production process in general. 

One delegation proposed that UNIDO should provide assistance and disseminate infor- 

mation on préfabrication methods suitable for the conditions prevailing in developing 

countries. 

7. In connexion with a discussion of suitable policies aimed at increasing the 

capacity and efficiency in building materials and components production, one dele- 

gate drew attention to the importance of the modernization of existing factories, 

the organization of maintenance and of taking measures to ensure the full use of 

already installed capacity. 

8. Several delegations also stressed the necessity of developing transport facili- 

ties as a major means of reducing on-site costs of building materials and components 

and facilitating regional oo-operation and international trade. As regards regional 

co-operation, however, it was stressed by one delegate that such oo-operation could 

only be achieved if a positive attitude were taken by the governments ooncerned. 

The regional economic commissions oould play an important role in promoting a better 

understanding of the importance and economic advantages of regional co-operation, 

specialization and sharing of potential markets for building materials and components« 

9«  As regards the development prospects for specific building materials, there was 

a consensus that the demand for oement would continue to increase very considerably 

in the future. It was stated that the establishment of further plants for the pro- 

duction of oement should therefore be enoouraged, in particular in oountries or 
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ragions where the price of imported cement is at present high, mainly due to trans- 

port cost.    As regards the eoonomio advantages of large-soale in the production of 

cement,  it was stressed by several speaker« that, although these advantages were con- 

siderable, modern machinery is now available for comparatively modest capacities 

which enables the economic production of cement for domestic markets of comparatively 

small sise.    One cement expert expressed his views oonoerning the feasibility of even 

smaller scale oement plants.    One speaker drew attention to the special difficulties 

arising in connexion with production and use of oonorete in hot climates.   He reoom- 

mended that UNIDO colleot experience and information relating to this problem for 

dissemination to oountries oonoerned, even by the establishment of appropriate 

research facilities of regional oharacter. 

10. There was a comprehensive discussion on the possibilities of using timber, and 

wood-based products for the purpose of building and construction.    It was generally 

agreed that these products should be considered as basic inputs for the oonstruotion 

industry and that there was a wide range of so far unutilised possibilities.    These 

produots offered favourable opportunities for satisfying domestic needs and held out 

prospects for exports, although a severe competition would be faced«    It was pointed 

out that a number of species, whioh had not so far been used for oommeroial purposes, 

could serve as raw materials for the production of sheet materials for oonstruotion. 

Reoent research and development in this field has opened up new possibilities, infor- 

mation on which should be widely disseminated.   One delegation drew attention to the 

possibilities of the establishment of multi-purpose board plants under limited market 

oonditions.    It was also indicated that developing oountries intent on expansion of 

their forest produots industries should start from an uncomplicated base by manufac- 

turing and selling relatively simple products.   Some delegates suggested that more 

significance be given to wood produots as building materials than indioated in 

para. 55 of document ID/CONP.1/23.   One delegation suggested studies on the effeote 

of increasing land prioes on oonstruotion activities. 

11. On« delegate suggested that a small special working group be set up to develop 

a programme of action for the establishment of pilot and demonstration plant« based 

on the use of local raw «at«rials. 
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Reoo—sndations 

12.   The Committe« made the following recommandations: 

(1) Developing countries should, where appropriate, give higher priority to the 

development of the building materials industries in order to achieve greater 

efficiency in their construction activities, better utilisation of local raw 

material resources and savings in foreign currency. 

(2) UNIDO, on request, should assist in drawing up national and regional long-term 

programmes for the production of building materials having regard to plans for 

their construction industries and surveys of their relevant natural resources. 

(3) UNIDO, on request and in oo-operation with other organizations, should promote 

studies and oollect and distribute information on the economics and production 

techniques of competitive building materials, having regard to the function and 

durability of the constructions. 

(4) UNIDO, on request and in co-operation with other organizations, should assist 

in the development of production techniques based on the use of local raw 

materials, including agricultural and industrial waste products, by promoting 

the establishment of pilot and demonstration plants in different regions and 

by other measures. 

(5) UNIDO should assist in the establishment of testing and training centres for a 

more effioient use of traditional and modern building materials and the setting 

up of   reeearoh facilities to promote the application of modern production 

techniques to specif io olimatio conditions (as, for example, in concrete pro- 

ducts handled in large quantities). 

(6) UNIDO should examine the feasibility of smaller scale looal oeaent plants having 

regard to high transport oosts for imported cement. 

(7) UNIDO was asked to promote the implementation of projects based upon pre- 

investment studies already available either on regional or national bases. 

(8) UNIDO, in oo-operation with other bodies, should assist in the development of 

oo-ordinated systems of standards relating to the dimensions and proparties of 

building materials and components as well at to methods of testing and quality 

ooatrol. 
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Agenda item 2   Situation, problème and prospects of 
"ftta Museal sectors 

(i)    Conetruotion industry 

1. The discussion encompassed the issues raised in the Secretariat document 

(ID/OONP.I/A.12),  and other areas of interest to the delegations.    Several speakers 

also made reference to the study prepared for the Symposium by the United Nations 

Centre for Housing, Building and Planning (ID/C0NF.I/24). 

2. There was unanimous agreement on the central and vital role that the construc- 

tion industry play« in industrial development.    It was pointed out that,  since more 

than half of the investments in virtually all countries are made in construction, 

even small improvements in skill and efficiency produced a considerable  leverage 

effect in increasing economic growth. 

3. The problems, difficulties and results of direct government participation in 

low-cost housing projects was discussed by many delegations.    It was pointed out that 

there was great need for thiB kind of construction and it offered especially favour- 

able possibilities for adopting mass-production techniques.    The improvement of the 

housing situation on a wide soale was a primary target of a country's social policy 

and helped to achieve stability and higher productivity of the manpower employed in 

the whole industry. 

4. Regarding the close links between the construction industry and other branches 

of the economy,  it was emphasized that the construction industry's capacity to 

absorb inputs from other industries was increasing and diversifying along with 

general economic development and improving living standards.     It was pointed out 

that a determined government policy to achieve co-ordination and continuity in the 

services related to the construction industry, combined with effeotive planning, 

were means for achieving lower costs and higher efficiency in the construction in- 

dustry.    Moreover, long-terra plans of construction activities were essential as a 

bas i s for the development of the building materials and components sector. 

5. The relative merits of various kinds of building materiale were discussed with 

the general agreement that locally available materials should l>e utilised where 

possible.    In this regard, the problems of standards and quality oontrol were con- 

sidered as a vital aspect of the construction industry and were deserving of detailed 
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regional and local study.    AB regards wood as building material, one delegation 

pointed out that extensive use of wood for permanent structures was not advisable 

in view of the fire hazard.    Other delegations did not share this opinion, drawing 

attention to the modern techniques available to make wood fire-resistant, although 

recognizing the considerable additional costs of such techniques.    They further 

stated that the fire hazard had not been regarded as an obctacle to the use of 

wooden structures in many of the most highly industrialized countries. 

6. Some delegations held the view that industrialization of the construction 

industry should be achieved in stages,  along the lines outlined in paragraph 32 

of document ID/cONF.l/24,   i.e. by improving handicraft methods; rationalization of 

manual operations, supplemented by on-Bite préfabrication using traditional materials 

and simple assembly methods and equipment;    increasing use of factory-made building 

components, mainly based on reinforced concrete;  the extensive use of factory-made 

building components of a great variety of origins,  including light metals and 

plastics. 

7. Other delegations pointed out that the extensive use of prefabricated building 

components produced on site or, where appropriate,  in factories was  advisable since 

such a policy would considerably shorten the time of implementation of individual 

projects.   The utilization of low-skilled (more easily trained) labour,  in the 

absence of higher-skilled site labourers was noted as an incentive to préfabrication. 

Problems of transport, quality control and design were discussed in this regard. 

8. As regards the use of meohanical equipment and advanced technology in con- 

struction, it was emphasized that no general recommendation could be made.    It was 

also noted by one delegate that no radical change in the structure and general 

characteristics of the construction industry could be implemented in a very short 

time. 

°*      The subject of manpower brought several recommendations.    It was emphasised 

that on-the-job training by the established apprentice method brought excellent 

results.   The closely related and complementary vocational (or trade) school system 

was strongly recommended to provide semi-skilled and middle level professional 

personnel rapidly and effectively.    The need of training in safety measures was 

emphasized having regard to the high rate of accidents in the construction industry. 
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It was pointed out that th« utilization of experienced foreign firms for highway, 

utility, port, and similar building projects, would,  in addition to efficient com- 

pletion of such a project, provide as a by-product opportunities for   upgrading 

local skills and techniques for subsequent application to other local construction 

projects. 

10. The need for national standards was emphasized by many delegations regarding 

the qualities and basic dimensions of building materials and components, performance 

specifications,  tender documents etc.    One delegation noted that the use of the time- 

tested oontract document, prepared by the Federation Internationale des Ingénieurs- 

Conseils (F.I.D.I.C.) jointly with the Fédération Internationale du Bâtiment et des 

Travaux Publics  (F.I.B.T.P. ),  improved efficiency and performance and provided an 

important basis for standardization.    The working out of type designs for recurrent 

projects by qualified institutes and private firms was also mentioned as a means of 

rationalizing construction.    It was proposed by one delegate that national bureaux 

should be s et up by governments to ensure adequate progress in the fields of   stan- 

dardization and type design.    One delegation pointed out that, since work in this 

field was costly and time-consuming,  sharing of experiences between developing coun- 

tries and assistance and advice from UNIDO would be highly desirable and useful.    One 

delegation presented elaborated ideas on how to educate and organize complex teams 

to develop type designs to meet specific conditions. 

11. Some delegations stressed the need for more research and development work re- 

garding the construction industry.     It was emphasized particularly that more research 

should be made on the input requirements for construction work under different con- 

ditions of climate and living standards and having regard to local supplies of raw 

materiale.    One delegation proposed that governments should establish and make avail- 

able to interested parties cost standards for various types of construction works. 

Recommendations 

12. The Committee recommended that: 

(l)    Construction,  especially as part of public investment (dams, roads, irrigation 

Bohèmes, large industrial and residential projects) should be the subject of 

planning in respect of both demand and supply within the framework: of the 

economic plans of the developing country. 

mÜ 
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(2) UNIDO, in co-operation with other international organizations, should advise 

developing countries regarding the organizational, administrative and contrac- 

tual set-up in their construction industries in order to improve performance 

and efficiency and to promote standardization. 

(3) UNIDO should, on request, assist developing countries in the establishment of 

design organizations, in setting up working groups to promote designing 

activities in accordance with local conditions. 

(4) In all fields of construction activities UNIDO should promote the exchange of 

experience between the developed and developing oountries and among developing 

countries themselves in order to avoid duplication of effort. 

(5) UNIDO should assist in the establishment of institutes responsible for collect- 

ing, evaluating and disseminating technical information, and as required supple- 

menting compiled information with research.    These institutes should also draft 

bylaws and regulations valid, as far as possible, for the country as a whole, 

and prepare standards for performance specifications, tender documents and con- 

tractual procedures. 

(6) UNIDO should collect and disseminate information as well as promote studies on 

the economics of competitive building methods, in particular préfabrication 

methods suitable for use under the conditions prevailing in developing oountries. 

(7) UNIDO, in co-operation with FAO and other appropriate United Hâtions bodies, 

should organise a study group to evaluate the role of wood-based products as 

building materials under the specific conditions prevailing in developing 

oountries. 

(8) UNIDO should assist developing oountries in the training of supervisors and 

technicians for the construction industry in oo-operation with ILO. 
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item 2   Situation« probi— «ad prospects of 
•min lMtoff*rl«; *w*°T9 

( j)    Standardization 

1«     In the course of discussion on standardization in Committee II, no delegation 

expressed views conflicting with those expressed in the relevant papers. 

ID/CONF.I/A.13,  ID/OONF.I/G.4 and ID/CONP.1/8. 

2.      There was general agreement that it was urgent that developing countries 

initiate or accelerate the process of organising institutional machinery to formulate 

national standards and. in a general manner, to exeroise or co-ordinate on the 

national level all the activities related to standardisation.    If developing coun- 

tries could benefit from the industrial experience of technically developed oountriesi 

such experience was acceptable nowhere with less reservation than in the field of 

standardization.    Standardization was of equal importance to both developing and 

developed countries. 

3«      It seemed appropriate to emphasize the deoisive importance of the proper initial 

ohoioe of oertain fundamental standards (e.g. measuring units) in order to eliminate 

at the outset the difficulties and costs inevitably associated with a later change-over. 

4*     Standardisation was closely connected to quality control.    Its importance had 

already been stressed at prior meetings of Committee II during discussions on, e.g. 

food processing, engineering industries «to.   One delegate pointed out that quality 

control helped developing oountries during the stage of industrialisation to ensure 

and maintain the quality of locally manufactured product« enjoying tariff protection. 

The usefulness of issuing certification marks to promote exports as well «a to in- 

crease the confidence of local oonsumers of national product«, suoh «• construction 

materials for example, was mentioned. 

5.     The importano« of appropriate testing facilities for the development «ad imple- 
mentation of standards was pointed out. 

BBSS«««! 
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6. Information submitted by one délégation that in their oountry it was the «etting 

up of standards oovering oomplete production plant - such at sugar and oement - that 

encouraged local companies to take up the manufacture of componente was considered of 

practical interest.    In this way standardisation served as a means of industrial 

pronotion. 

7. The nain difficulty la implementing standards seemed to centre around the problem 

of training.    In this connexion, several delegations endorsed proposals oited and made 

in paragraph 7 of the issue paper, ID/OONF.I/A.13.    It was stated that the Asian 

Standards Advisory Committee of ECAFB had discussed the establishment of a regional 

training centre and that the IS) was strengthening its own machinery to assist in 

such promotion work. 

,*        í;l 
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17. Developing and developed countries must give high priority to the development 

of new sulphur resources, and especially for the recovery of sulphur from sour gases 

and petroleum products. It was proposed that * world study should be made of short 

and medium-term demand, supply and prices of sulphur. 

18. Several delegates expressed great anxiety about under-utilization of existing 

capacity in developing countries. It was pointed out that this was due mainly to 

non-availability of sulphur, spare parts, suitable markets, and skilled personnel. 

Studies should be undertaken to determine the causes of this under-utilization of 

existing capacity and suggestions made for remedial measures. 

19. Many delegates pointed out the importance of regional and inter-regional co- 

operation for the development of the fertilizer industry. As an example, it was 

stated that in the ECkFE region there are countries with large available resources 

of gas and oil but only small markets. Neighbouring countries have very large 

populations and market potentialities but do not possess cheap and abundant raw 

materials. Efforts were now being made to bring these countries together so that 

the former can develop a basic chemical and fertilizer industry and supply inter- 

mediate products like ammonia and phosphoric acid to the latter for conversion into 

fertilisers. One delegate expressed the view that since one ton of ammonia could 

be produced from one ton of hydrocarbons, and since transport and the storage of 

hydrocarbons was cheaper and easier, this solution might also be investigated, 

bearing in mind, however, the factor of economies of soale in ammonia plants. 

20. A discussion took place regarding the production of organic fertilisers from 

city refuse and waste. The consensus was that such organic fertilisers could be of 

interest to city suburbs, but that the process was feasible only if the fertiliser 

was considered as a by-product in the renoval and processing of city refuse. 

21. Representatives drew attention to the importance of the manufacture and use of 

licpiid fertilisers. According to some, the use of high-analysis liquid fertilisers 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE III 

Agenda Item 3   Policies and measures in developing oountrle* 

(a)   Penerai issues of industrial policy 
»ad ite implementation 

PART 1      ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

1. The discussion centred around the issues raised in the Secretariat document on 

Issues for Discussion (ID/C0îJF.1/A.14) » together vit h other issues presented by the 

delegations.    With respect to the rate of industrial growth in developing countries, 

the meeting noted the progress attained in recent years.    However,  it was pointed out 

that the over-all picture was far from satisfactory and the need for an aocelerated 

rate of development of the industrial sector ivas emphasised.    The view was expressed 

that the promotion and strengthening of capital formation, both domestic and foreign, 

was of paramount importance.    Certain delegates, however, were of the opinion that 

the moat important factors in the process of industrial development were skills, 

teohnioal know-Low and entrepreneurship. 

2. As regards capital formation, discussion focused on fiscal incentives and 

measures for promoting higher rates of capital formation, private and public, and 

conditions for encouraging the flow of capital, particularly foreign capital, into 

the industrial sector.    The role of government in increasing domestic savings and 

the need for an efficient revenue service were also emphasised.    It was the opinion 

of one delegation that savings should not necessarily be sought through a large 

reduction in local consumption.    The necessary capital could also be obtained by an 

increase in foreign loans and grants.    It was pointed out that tax incentives are 

only one of the measures available for the promotion of industries.    It was suggested 

by one delegation that in some circumstances cash-grants may be a preferable alter- 

native as their precise cost is known.    They are more likely to be subject to 

periodio review and scrutiny, and the benefit is equitable to all concerned, whereas 

tax concessions can be discriminatory. 
* 
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3. Certain delegations maintained that tariff protection aa a means for attracting 

capital should be granted only for a Halted period of tine, say five years.    The 

Committee agreed that fiscal incentives and measures should always be harmonized 

with changing conditions and the level of industrial development. 

4. AB regards the flow of foreign investment, a number of points arose during dis- 

cussion particularly with regard to the kind of favourable climate and policy meas- 

ures necessary for attracting foreign investment.    Two opinions emerged.    The devel- 

oping countries felt that existing policy measures were sufficient.    It was suggested 

that there was a need for a more equitable distribution of profits between foreign 

and domestic investors and that there was at present an imbalance in favour of the 

developed countries.    Delegates from some capital-exporting countries considered 

that further measures could be taken to improve the climate for foreign private 

investment. 

5. As regards more effioient employment of resources now existing in developing 

countries, improving the productivity of industry vas discussed.    It was suggested 

that productivity units composed of experts in the respective fields be established 

in developing countries to look into problems of low productivity and to suggest 

solutions or measures for improvement.    In this connexion, some countries felt that 

problems related to the development of skills and technical know-how were of para- 

mount importance, and urged that more experts be made available from developed 

countries. 

6. AS regards economies of soale and the problem of limited markets in developing 

countries, the discussion focused on policies of self-sufficiency, expansion of 

markets through regional integration or co-operation and increasing exports of manu- 

factured products to developed markets,  including further processing of raw materials 

at present exported.    While recognising that no uniform policy of industrial develop- 

ment could be adopted as regards certain developing countries, in particular small 

and medium countries,  the opinion of the meeting was that more self-sufficiency 

should not be pursued as the main basis for industrialization policy.    Instead, an 

appropriate mix of import substitution and exports should be established.    This 

required also that ohoice be made of an appropriate technology for the available 

resources.    It was felt that developed oountries when called upon should assist 
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developing countries in the prooess of industrial development in the selection of 

the type of technologies that would ensure the viability of projects in small coun- 

tries with limited markets. 

7. As regards struotural unemployment the Committee ooncluded that modern industry 

offered only a limited opportunity for employment in proportion to the amount of 

oapital invested.    In the longer run, however, modern industry contributed to the 

solution of employment problems to the extent that it promoted rapid economic growth. 

8. In oonnexion with the parallel development of industry and agriculture,  the 

Committee oonsidered that in developing countries agriculture should be indus- 

trialised in order to achieve a high level of productivity, taking into account the 

interdependence of the two sectors. 

9. In addition to the above issues raised in the secretariat document on Issues 

for Disoussion (ID/CONF. 2/A.14), the meeting discussed the role of the private and 

public seotors and marketing and distribution problems.    As regards the role of the 

private and public sectors certain developing countries felt that industrial develop- 

ment, as distinct from the provision of infrastructure, should be entirely the res- 

ponsibility of private enterprise.    Many of these countries, however, having mixed 

economies with a varying degree of emphasis on the role of private and public sectors 

in industrial development, placed greater stress on the importance of the public 

seotor. 

10. A number of participants expressed the opinion that the area of marketing and 

distribution of industrial products has been neglected by the United Nations and 

other international organisations.    It was felt that an industry was bound to fail 

if the distribution problem was not solved.    Therefore the organisation of distribu- 

tion channels was one of the conditions for industrial development.    Although invest- 

ment required for the formation of distribution channels often exoeeded that of the 

manufacturing prooess itself, the distribution ohannels offered extensive employment 

opportunities. 
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Recommendations 

11. The Committee mad« the following recommendations: 

(1) The developing countries should base their policy of industrial development on 

long-range plans and programmes which would take the following into considera- 

tion: 

(*) The specific conditions existing in each country - natural, material 
and human potential; 

(b) The new vistas opened up by modern science and technology; 

(c) The possibilities offered by the domestic and international markets; 

(d) The scope for mobilisation of domestic resources and the flow of 
foreign capital; 

(e) The need to diversify industry; 

(f) The advantages to be derived from regional co-operation. 

(2) Developing countries should aim to build up industries, the products of which 

would be internationally competitive. Developed countries should give manu- 

factures and semi-manufactures from developing countries reasonable access to 

their markets and thus reduce the unfavourable impact of tariff and non-tariff 

barriers. Furthermore, developing countries should strive to increase trade 

among themselves.  In this regard it was noted that these issues were being 

dealt with by UNCTAD and were on the agenda for its second session. 

(3) Developed countries should assist developing countries in research and develop- 

ment in order to adapt types of technology to the scales and types of production 

which would be economically feasible. It was further suggested that developing 

countries should b« helped at a later stage to produce the capital goods or 

équipaient needed for industrial projects. 

(4) The developing countries, while enoouraging labour-intensive industries, should 

also work towards establishing industries that are increasingly sophisticated and 

automated in order to attain a higher level of industrial development. To this 

end, the developed countries and the international organisations, in particular 

UNIDO, should assist the developing oountries, especially the lesser developed 

among them. 
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(5)    Recommendation« for UNIDO and other United Nations Organi eat lona:    Co-operation 

of international organizations with developing countries was deemed most useful 

and necessary to the process of industrialization of the developing countries. 

UNIDO should therefore: 

(aj    Be developed to become an effective instrument for providing the necessary 
support for the formulation and implementation of long-term industrial 
plans and programmes in the developing countries; 

(b)    Assist the developing countries in the formulation and implementation of 
industrial projects, and in securing a systematic and continuing transfer 
of new technology and extend technical consultative services, in co-opera- 
tion with the appropriate international bodies; 

(o)    In co-operation with regional commissions and other appropriate inter- 
national agencies,  provide facilities for the collection and dissemination 
of analytical material and other industrial information.    Within that 
framework, systematic and continuous assistance necessary for adequate 
analysis of economic possibilities and effectiveness of industrial pro- 
jects and plans,  programmes and policies would be more adequately rendered. 

(d) In oo-operation with regional commissions and UNCTAD, render assistance 
in exploring industrial investment opportunities on a regional basis; 

(e) Investigate,  in co-operation with the United Nations Department of Eoonomic 
and Social Affairs and the regional commissions, the question of fiscal 
incentives and similar measures for industrial production with a view to 
formulating a pattern of incentives appropriate for general application 
by developing countries; 

(f) In oo-operation with FAO, study the various aspects of complementarity of 
agriculture and industry, approaching the problem from the agricultural 
input side as well as from the output side, including aspects of dis- 
tribution (marketing) of processed agricultural products and infra- 
struotural requirements of industrial products for agricultural develop- 
ment; 

(g) Formulate prototype agreements which might be required by the requesting 
oountries in connexion with bilateral, multilateral, and joint-venture 
negotiations; such formulated agreements should be aooompanied by exten- 
sive notes on definitions, terms and conditions as well as alternative 
possibilities.    Senior interregional advisers should be made available by 
UNIDO on short notice to assist requesting developing countries in the 
evaluation of their joint-venture projeots. 

i • 
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(6) Developing countries recommended that due weight should be given by the seoond 

UNCTAD to the problem of a general system of preferences on a non-discriminatory 

and non-reciprocal basis for the exports of manufactures of developing oountrioa 

on which the views of the developing countries had already been expressed in the 

Algiers Charter and which has also been considered by OECD. 

PART 2  SOCIAL ASPECTS 

1*  The Committee recognized that industrialization required an adequate social 

structure. It viae stressed that many developing countries lacked the appropriate 

means to create such a social structure and that their process of industrial growth 

was consequently restricted to a serious extent. It was felt that in many oases 

appropriate legislation in the social field would be needed. More consideration 

should be given in programming and planning industrial development to the social 

consequences of industrialization and experts in social questions should collaborate 

in the provision of technioal assistance in this field. In turn, the impact on 

industrialization of social phenomena, such as rising population pressure and meas- 

ures designed to alleviate such pressure, needed to be taken into account. 

2. It was strongly felt that in many countries the educational systems should be 

re-oriented to better serve the technioal needs of the industrial structure being 

developed. Also, the problems of retaining trained personnel in the social fields 

in the developing countries were considered. 

3. It was suggested that in order to achieve adequate levels of productivity and 

the necessary social requirements for industrial development, it would be desirable 

to establish procedures or institutions designed to ensure that satisfactory measure« 

regarding collective bargaining, minimum wages, social security, health and safety, 

labour mediation and oonoiliation, housing, vocational training and other amenities 

and incentives, are provided. It was widely felt that more foreign co-operation 

was required for financing the establishment of such services as part of the social 

infrastructure, and also for the training of looal personnel. It also emphasized 

that private industry had a responsibility in many of these matters and should 

assist in establishing suitable conditions and providing necessary services. It 
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xas stressed that whenever possible foreign investment should pcrooeed in step with 

the provision of appropriât3 technical assistance in the social field by the bodies 

and organisations concerned. 

4. Attention was drawn to the highly unsatisfactory working conditions in many 

developing countries, particularly as regards health, safety, social security and 

housing. Attention was also drawn to the problems of adaptation of the worker to 

new conditions. It was therefore in the national interest that labour unions and 

employers' organisations exercise an important role in the social aspects of 

industrial development. It was urged that the appropriate United Nations agencies 

render teohnical guidance and assistance in these fields. 

Recommendations 

5. Regarding the social aspects, the* Committee made the following recommendations: 

(1) The appropriate United Nations agency or agencies should consult with UNIDO 

in the formulation of technical assistance policies for the developing coun- 

tries in matters relating to social infra-structure designed to serve the 

requirements of industrial development. 

(2) In the formulation of their recommendations arising from teohnical assistance 

activities, UNIDO experts should include consideration of the social aspects 

of industrial development. This should be done in co-operation with the 

appropriate United Nations agency in the field. 

(3) UNIDO should publish a list of international or national institutions and 

organizations in the developed countries which are capable of rendering teoh- 

nical assistance regarding the social and health aspeóte of the establishment 

of specific industries. 

(4) By  means of seminars, meetings and technical working groups, the appropriate 

United Nations agencies should, in consultation with UNIDO, examine and dis- 

seminate pertinent data regarding the social aspects of the various stages of 

the industrialization process. 

IÉAIéÍ 
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(5) TS« davalopin« oountri«« should, «ter« QMMM17, rairiaw thair «ducational 

ijrctaaa with th« ©bjaot of improving ih« training of inda«trial technician« 

and workara in ordar to attain a aora adäquat« social infra-«tructur« for 

industrialisation. 

(6) A nuabar of dal agata« raooaaandad that in all aattars ralatiag to right« of 

works» and aooial legislation in fanaral ILO «tandarda «hould ba obearvad aa 
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¿tejj   PQliol- and ——uros in developing oountrloo 

(b)   Formulation and implómentation of industrial programmes 

1«     The débat« concentrated on the nain items of the secretariat document on 

"Issues for Discussion" (m/C0IIP.l/A.l6)t and on the various documenta submitted to 

the Committee.    The Commit tee oonsidered that the points raised in the issue paper 

ware well arranged and facilitated the discussion considerably.    The discussion 

related to the practical aspecta of the main problens and of the measure» and meana 

to be reoosjasnded in that area. 

2. Several delegates noted that in most of the developing countries industrial 

plans were only a simple aggregation of projects;    there was a lack of the correla- 

tion which was essential from the operational point of view between the expenditure 

plans envisaged for the over-all development of an economy and their industrial com- 

ponents, as well as between the industrial components themselves.    Mention was made 

of the role of macro-economic plans which, in their nature, should be complementary 

to the detailed sectoral studies by product and by project.    It was suggested by one 

delegation that it was necessary to work out a system of "feedback" by means of 

appropriate control procedures or ex post facto analysis at all the relevant levels. 

Because of the immensity of the tasks and the changes which inevitably take place 

during the working out of plans, some delegates insisted on the necessity of working 

out flexible programmes whioh could be constantly adjusted to accord with current 

conditions which were of course continually changing. 

3. It was noted that the planning organ had to be adapted to the special conditions 

of each country;    it was stressed that it was important for these organs to seek the 

participation of both public and private services in the elaboration of industrial 

plans and programmes.   At the same time many delegations recognized that the decision- 

taking at the project level placed a very heavy burden on the local industrialists 

who were lacking in experience and that it was necessary to increase the technical 

services provided by the national and international financial institutions in order 

to facilitate their task. 
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4.     SOM delegations were of the opinion that it would be desirable if an inter- 

national organisation such as UNIDO had a special servioe responsible for keeping 

under constant review the policies and programmes of industrial development being 

implemented by the developing oountries.    The dissemination of this information 

would enable the oountries providing assistance and the financial institutions to 

understand the situation better and would also help the oountries to work out better 

plans and to do so more confidently.    A delegation expressed the fear that these 

studies might well tend to be too general, and thus be of little value for the 

solution of specific probi« 

5. The delegations were in agreement that the developing oountries lacked much 

essential data, that is, a synthesis of statistical, economic and teohnical data 

required for any elaboration of an industrial programme.    It was recommended by soma 

delegations that a "data bank" be formed to which any recognized development organ 

which carries out industrial surveys should be asked to furnish a copy of its report. 

The "data bank" would be responsible for its indexing and inclusion  in the catalogue; 

the same procedure should be applied to a large volume of potentially useful infor- 

mation which also existed in the files in the various organizations, both national 

and international, but which were almost completely unknown to the people who needed 

them. 

6. Other suggestions were made as to the types of information which could be serv- 

iced   through the proposed "data bank".    Mention was made in particular of data 

relevant to quantities and prices whioh would make it possible to evaluate the market 

potential of the new industries of the developing oountries.    In this connexion, 

mention was made during the debate of the possibility of using in an adapted form 

certain essential parameters, such as income electicity of demand as derived from 

the experience of developed or developing oountries, for the purpose of projections 

of less developed countries.   One delegation recommended that the "data bank" should 

serve as a clearing house for information relating to export industries, so as to 

assist developing countries to avoid installation of exoessive production facilities 

in ignorance of each other*s intentions. 

7. It was noted that it was more and more necessary to initiate common aotion at 

the multi-national level with respect to research, pre-investment studies and plan- 
ning; it was consequently felt that the efforts whioh the oountries themselves ere 
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and anhydrous ammonia would enable farmers to obtain the fertilizer elements at the 

lowest cost. At the same time, since the use of liquid fertilisers implies storage 

and distribution arrangements, and special facilities for their use, it would be 

necessary to set up demonstration projects in this field in developing countries. 

Several areas of the underdeveloped world seem to be strategically suited for such 

pilot installations. 

22. The discussions brought out the importance of the manufacture and use of pesti- 

cides to reduce food losses, and also of other auxiliary chemicals employed in 

agriculture such as grovrth-control agents. A demonstration project (DDT and 3HC 

production) in a developing country was quoted as an instance of the interest dis- 

played in the problem by UÍDP and UMIDO. Reference vus made to the irradiation of 

cereals as a means of preventing insect damage. Although this method had been 

approved and put into practice by one industrial country, the first pilot plant set 

up in a developing country had given rise to a number of problems to which solution» 

were being sought. The opinion was expressed that this method of cereal conserva- 

tion had a promising future. 

Recommendations 

23. In summing up, the following recommendations were made: 

(1)  In order to establish national development programmes for the 

fertiliser and pesticides industry, those responsible for these 

sectors at the national and international levels must possess 

up-to-date information about the vorld market and trends in the 

fertiliser industry. Tor this ,«rpoee, it is desirable that 

UNIDO take action: 

(a) To improve and extend the collection, distribution and 
utilisation of statistics concerning production and 
existing or planned productive capacity; 
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making to improve data and technique» of industrial programming should take into 

aocount the problem of inter-oountry comparability and that UNIDO should participate 

actively in the development of international co-ordination in this field. 

3.  Many delegates underlined the great importance of having "entrepreneurs" who 

were well qualified to envisage, initiate and implement industrial projects. It 

appeared necessary for the developing countries to encourage foreign companies to 

participate in the management of the new industries in order to accelerate the train- 

ing of local oadres. In this connexion it was suggested that a good way of economiz- 

ing in the use of scarce talent would be for a group of local industrial enterprise« 

engaged in similar activities to share the services of a team of specialists who 

would undertake management functions in various fields (finance, production, pur- 

chasing, maintenance and personnel). 

).      Several delegates recognized that it was advisable to use "shadow" prices for 

working out the projects but it was noted that few countries are equipped to use 

this method satisfactorily. The view was expressed that the cost-benefit method, 

which took the social factors into account might give a distorted result if it was 

applied without taking into account the linkage effects, that is to say, the effects 

that a given project might have on the profitability of other sectors. In this 

connexion it was suggested that it would be useful and even necessary in the develop- 

ing countries to make an inventory of the various studies that have been made of the 

pattern of growth of industries that offer a very considerable degree of inter- 

dependence with other industries. 

10. Many delegations were in agreement that it would be necessary to ino lude in pro- 

ject programming all the considerations and actions relating to the phase following 

the implementation of the projects. It would be necessary to review and re-evaluate 

suoh projects continually in order to be sure that they were adjusted in step with 

the fluctuations in the economic situation, and to take measures to ensure the par- 

ticipation of private and public institutions able to carry out such projects. The 

organization of training courses on project programming and follow-up would be most 

useful in order to develop specialized personnel. At the same time, the need was 

recognized for setting up project bureaux specialized in the creation and elaboration 

of realistic industrial projects and in their following-up and implementation. 
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RecomnHimdat ions 

11. The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Having regard to the complexity of the problème of programming data which call« 

for concerted action at both the national and international levels, UNIT» should 

immediately explore, in consultation with the United Nations Department of 

Economic and Social Affairs and the UNDP, the possibility of putting into effeot 

a "data bank" service, in order to create a permanent effective machinery for 

systematic centralization and exchange of information to be available at the 

national, regional and international levels; to this end, UNIDO should take all 

necessary measures and steps to ensure the best possible co-ordination between 

its activities and those of regional economic commissions, UNESOB and other 

regional and international organizations concerned with development. 

In oo-operation with these organizations, UNIDO should assist in improving and 

rationalizing methods and means for compiling and evaluating industrial pro- 

gramming data for developing countries. 

UNIDO should continue and expand its technical assistance activities consisting 

in the dispatch of special experts with the task of helping the developing coun- 

tries in project planning and in working out programmes for their implementation. 

(4) UNIDO, in co-operation with the regional institutes for economic development and 

planning, should develop a sustained programme of training courses for personnel 

in the developing countries in the fields of industrial plans, preparation and 

evaluation of identified projects and in programming of the implementation of 

such projects and their follow-up. 

(5) In the formulation of national industrial programmes, governrtents should, in 

the widest possible measure, consult with private industry that is able to 

participate in such programmes* 
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Agenda it— 4   International asoeots of industrial development 

(a)    Regional oo-oporatlon 

1«     The Committee considered what way« and means oould appropriately be adopted at 

the ragionai» sub-regional or inter-regional levale for promoting industrial co- 

opération.    It recognised the importance of such oo-operation as an essential factor 

in achieving rational industrial promotion and expansion.    Such co-operation was of 

decisive impórtanos to the developing countries, especially for the joint exploita- 

tion of available resouroes and knowledge at the regional level.   Over and above 

such resouroes and knowledge, the extension of local markets through regional 

liberalisation of trade would help not only to enlarge the capacity of the indus- 

tries thus created to increase savings and capital and reduce costs and prioes 

through economies of soals, specialisation and internal competition, but also to 

their products compétitive on the international market. 

2.     The Committee recognized that regional oo-operation might take several forms 

and raise various problems both economic and politioal.    In this connexion, some 

delegates emphasised that regional co-cperation could be effectively promoted 

through existing regional or sub-regional consultative bodies.    It was for each of 

the countries conoerned to follow whatever path was best suited to its degree of 

economic development and its political systems.   Attention was drawn, however, to 

the fact that development plans aimed at national integration sometimes oréate un- 

intentionally obstacles to regional oo-operation. 

3«     It was pointed out that the most far-reaching form of regional oo-operation was 

the development of free trade areas, customs unions or common markets.    A number of 

delegations observed that in certain situations seo toral regional oo-operation oould 

be benefioial though it oould involve risks for other activities unless it took 

account of their priority oharacter from the point of view of the general and har- 

monious development of the economies of the oountries concerned. 
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4. In the opinion of several delegation«, auch sectoral co-operation should be in- 

cluded in an over-all long-term plan embracing all the objectives to be achieved in 

the region by joint action.    Such plans, without being mandatory, could nevertheless 

provide some foundation for proposals for the co-ordination and harmonization of the 
activities of the participating States. 

5. Furthermore, some delegations suggested that geographical proximity and ethnie 

or historical affinities should not be regarded as the only criteria for regional 

co-operation.    Similarity in degree of economic development might provide valid 

grounds for initiating co-operation between States from different geographic regions, 

6. Some delegations expressed concern at the risk that developing oountries might 

run if they were included in a system of regional integration along with more deve- 

loped  oountries.  In that connexion, the Committee recognized that the objectives of 

regional oo-operation could not be fully attained unless the partners in such co- 

operation were genuinely anxious to work together for their mutual benefit. 

7. A number of speakers pointed out that regional co-operation could not be fully 

effective if it did not provide for an equitable distribution, both short and long- 

term, of profits and losses - both in the initiation of joint projects and in the 

utilization of the resources and communications of the region. 

8. With a view to identifying appropriate opportunities for promoting regional co- 

operation between developing countries, the Committee stressed the importance of 

such regional facilities as research institutes, statistical centres and promotion 

services.    In this connexion, co-operation between UNIDO, the Regional Economic 

Commissions, UNESOB and other bodies concerned would be desirable, 

9. The importance was stressed for oountries co-operating at the regional level to 

reaoh agreement on customs, monetary and fiscal matters. In that connexion speoial 

mention was made of the role which the regional economic commissions, UNESOB, UNIDO, 

UNCTAD and other United Nations bodies should play in encouraging regional co-opera- 

tion. The Committee felt that, without interfering with any measures already taken 

in that respect by any United Nations body or regional commission, UNIDO should lend 

its assistance in helping the countries concerned, should they so request, to estab- 

lish research institutes or statistical oentres, or carry out feasibility studies. 
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Reoommendat ione 

10.    The Committee made the following recommandât i one: 

(1) UNIDO should be enabled to strengthen its relationship with the Regional 

Economic Commissions, UNESOB and inter-governmental organisations, whioh are 

recognized as the most suitable bodies for promoting regional co-operation in 

the field of industrial development among developing countries.    In order to 

develop projects  jointly with the Regional Commissions, UNESOB and inter- 

governmental organizations, and to avoid duplication of efforts UNIDO, in 

addition to its field advisers in individual countries, should appoint regional 

liaison officers in the headquarters of the Regional Commissions, UNESOB and 

inter-governmental organizations. 

(2) UNIDO should participate actively in the industry survey missions, action 

groups, feasibility studies etc., as may be recommended by the Regional Com- 

missions and UNESOB, or as may be requested by inter-governmental organizations. 

(3) UNIDO should assist in the preparation of regional symposia or regional con- 

ferences on industrialization, as may be organized by the Regional Commissions, 

UNESOB and inter-governmental organizations. 

(4) The Executive Director of UNIDO should submit periodic reports to the Indus- 

trial Development Board on the progress made in the above undertakings. 

MMM^ 
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Agenda item 3    Policies and measures in developing countries 

(d)    Domestic financing of industry 

Savings and the increase of savings 

1. A number of delegations stressed the fact that developing oountries would have 

to rely largely on their own savings to finance industrial development.    Foreign 

capital could not be a complete substitute for domestic savings.    Both the eduoation 

of the general public into industrial mindedness and the habit of savings and the 

establishment of general confidence are necessary.    In some countries, over-emphasis 

on investment in trading ventures or real estate or mere hoarding of jewellery and 

precious metals would call for modification.    Inflation might harm the confidence 

necessary for stimulating savings.    Conspicuous consumption might also undermine the 

readiness of the people to save. 

2. A savings target of 20 per cent of national product in the long run seemed 

realistic.    However, questions of optimal savings and growth rates entered the pio- 

ture,  and decisions on the balance between the need for capital formation and the 

meeting of the essential needs of the population involved difficult political 

decisions. 

3*      It was pointed out that changes in relative incomes could cause changes in the 

distribution of savings.    Thus, relatively higher agricultural incomes might make it 

necessary to put more stress on mobilization of savings in the rural seotor. 

4»     Different sources of savings were distinguished.    In the case of household 

savings mention was made of the possibility of bonuses in the form of company shares 

or bonds as part of wage increases.    School children and sooial clubs oould be 

stimulated to save, thus creating a savings habit.    Government guarantees were sug- 

gested as a possibility to induce small savers to bring their savings to savings 

institutions.    In addition to direct government guarantees, it was suggested that 

uniformity in reporting and high accounting standards could be furthered by govern- 

ments to increase confidence. 
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5. Another possibility would be tax exemptions for small savers, e.g. those in- 

vesting in unit trusts.    Different forms of compulsory savings could also be en- 

visaged in some circumstances. 

6. In the case of business savings, again,  it was pointed out that tax measures 

could induce companies to re-invest profits.     It was felt that savings by businesses 

would be worth stimulating as an important source of industrial expansion by means 

of self-financing.    In one case a government had introduced a system of compulsory 

reserves by companies. 

7*      In a number of cases industrial enterprises had grown out of trading firms 

which had started to process products they were already accustomed to trading.    It 

was suggested that it might be possible to persuade commercial banks to use part of 

their resources for the financing of industry.    It was pointed out, however, that 

commercial banks usually borrow at short term and might find difficulties in financ- 

ing long term. 

8. Industrial financing is an activity that might produce profits only in the long 

run although eventually it might be no less profitable than the quicker-return 

activities of trade and real estate.    In order to stimulate the flow of finance to 

industry,  profit opportunities in that sector should at least equal the opportunities 

in other sectors of the economy. 

9. It was agreed that government savings could be important.    Such savings oould 

be used where private savings were insufficient, or where there was no interest in 

the financing of a certain project.    Industrial enterprises financed by the govern- 

ment,  once they were fully installed and operating successfully,  could contribute to 

the flow of re-invested profits.    It was pointed out that net government savings 

could only be produced if total government finances showed a surplus.    This required 

a close scrutiny of government administrative machinery and restiaint in salary 

policy.    In one country the president set the example by a vc I uitary reduction of 

20 per cent  in his salary. 

10. It was agreed that  in view of the limited scope of domestic savings in the 

developing countries,  the prevention of waste was essential.    Waste might take many 

forms:    investment in prestige projects, non-co-ordination of projects, wrong 

if' 
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selection of projsots leading to wastage in the use of tha human factor.   The right 

selection of projeots and tha provision of good management were essential in order 

to conserve soaroe capital.    The outflow of private funds or assets from developing 

countries for investment or deposit abroad should be discouraged to avoid a drain 

on the savings available for industrialisation. 

Industrial aspects 

11. A number of suggestions were made as to the institutions which oould assist in 

providing capital for industrialisation, and whioh might be set up by developing 

countries if they did not already exist.    Suoh institutions should perform the 

following tasks: 

(»)   mobilising savings, e.g. looal savings banks, life insurance and pension 
funds, post office savings, commercial banks, and other financial institu- 
tions; 

(b) bringing funds from savers to investors - i.e. the intermediary function; 

(c) oreating security, so that savings can be stimulated, and those in need 
of funds (e.g. entrepreneurs beginning operations) can take up money for 
investment. 

12. A number of institutional provisions were mentioned by the delegates taking, 

part in the discussions.    It was felt that institutional provisions would necessaarily 

differ according to the stage of development.    In all cases they would have to be 

close to the public - both rural and urban - and therefore their staff would have to 

consist of local people who know how to take the right approach. 

13. Institutions oould be (a)    government-owned and financed;    (b)    private-owned 

and finanoed;    (c)    based on a partnership between government and private interests; 

(d)    private-owned but government guaranteed. 

14. For smaller savers unit trusts were often formed»   The spread of commercial 

banks oould also do a great deal to stimulate savings. 

15«    It was pointed out that monopolies inorease the risk of mistakes in investment 

decisions and that therefore more than one institution of the various types was 

advisable.    Financial institutions might serve certain sectors.    Industrial, agricul- 

tural and even tourist investment banks were mentioned in this connexion. 
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16. International organizations such as the IBRD and IPC were already contributing 

to the improvement of financial institutions in many developing countries.    Financing 

institutions in industrialized countries were also providing technical assistance and 

training. 

17. It was recognized that in many developing countries a money and capital market 

could only develop as  industrialization itself gathered pace.    Stock exchanges could 

only be fury effective when a large number of shares could be traded.    Small divi- 

dends declared,  and a lack of openness   in reporting by many companies, were other 

reasons which might limit stock exchanges. 

Id.    It was suggested that  the creation of a money market might take place on a 

regional basis.    Such co-operation between countries could spread risks.    Regional 

Development Banks had already been created as a result of co-operation between local 

governments and private investors and governments and other investors outside the 

region. 

Reconamendat ions 

19.    The Committee made the following recommendations: 

(1) Governments of developing countries should develop policies designed to stimu- 

late savings and to induce a better understanding of the advantage of household 

savings and to strengthen the savings habit. 

(2) Governments of developing countries should take appropriate action to dis- 

courage hoarding and to seek ways  and meane of employing the hoarded resources 

in industrial and other economic development. 

(3) Governments of developing countries should, wherever necessary,   encourage 

through appropriate measures, the retention within industry of a reasonable 

percentage of profits and an adequately high level of depreciation provisions 

and their re-investment in local  industry. 

(4) Governments of developing countries should promote efficient domestic financial 

institutions both for the collection of private savings and for channeling 

savings into domestic industrial  investment. 

I' -§   • 
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(5) 

(6) 

'7> 

Governante of developing countries should, wherever appropriate, consider 

of fari»« guarantees to comercial banks, inaurano« and other financial organi- 

sations on part of their industrial risks. 

Central banks should consider offering advantageous discounting facilities to 

financial intermediaries in industrial investment. 

Branchas of foreign banks in developing countries should be encouraged within 

the Unita of sound banking praotioe to direct as auoh as possible of their 

funds to industrial development within those count ria«. 

UN'ITX) should,  as requested by governments, oo-operat« with the appropriate 

international finanoial institutions la giving assistano« to developing coun- 

triee in the above tasks. 

t 
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(b) To organize an efficient system for the exchange of 
information between developing and developed countries 
concerning their respective needs and possibilities; 

(c) To provide opportunities ¿or those ooncerned with the 
development of these industries to meet at regional or 
world sectoral symposia to compare their programmes for 
possibilities of co-ordination. 

(2) In order to guide further developments in the fertiliser iidustry, UNIDO 

should endeavour to draw up a strategy on a world scale for the pro- 

duction and use of fertilizers based on the food and agricultural 

requirements in accordance with the recommendations made by FAO 

and WHO in this field. 

(3) In view of the magnitude of the capital investment required in the 

fertilizer industry and the consequent need to make the best 

possible use of available capital: 

(a) Thorough and exhaustive techno-eoonomic studies should be 
carried out before any funds are invested.    UNIDO, upon 
request,  should assist in carrying out these studies as 
appropriate. 

(b) Every advantage must be taken of economies of scale and 
all the pertinent conclusions must be drawn, especially 
in so far as regional co-operation is concerned.    ŒIIDO, 
in co-operation with the relevant economic commissions, 
should assist and promote activities in this field. 

(o)    A high rate of utilization of productive capacity is 
desirable.    A study should be made by UNIDO of the causes 
of the under-utilization which is too often a feature of 
developing countries, and of the means of correcting it. 

(d) A study should be made by UîUDO of the causes of the vide 
differences in total capital costs of fertilizer projeots 
between developed and developing countries. 

(e) The World Dank and other appropriate international insti- 
tutions should oonsider the possibility of treating the 
fertiliser industry, from the credit standpoint, as infra- 
structure on a par with irrigation projects, trans portât ion 
projects etc.    UNIDO should take follow-up action for the 
implementation of this reooowendation with the World aank. 

"fi ' 
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Agenda i tin 4   International aspects of industrial development 

(b)    External Financing 

1. The Committee noted the important role which external capital must play in the 

financing of industrial development  in the developing countries.    Although the 

estimate was given that a small increase in their export earnings could add more to 

the foreign exchange resources of the developing countries than a doubling of pre- 

sent  external aid,  nonetheless it was recognized that external financing would con- 

tinue to be required for the purchase of machinery and equipment as well as for 

materials and for services such as know-how and management.    The Committee examinad 

three aspects of external financing - foreign private investment, bilateral finan- 

cial ase ist ance and multilateral financial assistance. 

Foreign private investment 

2. It was pointed out during the discussions that private foreign capital accounted 

in 1966 for about one third of the total capital flow to developing countries from 

countries members of the OECD Development Assistance Committee.    Of the total foreign 

technicians working in developing countries, about one third were expatriate staff 

of foreign private enterprises domiciled in DAC member countries who also form the 

biggest source of industrial expertise. 

3. On the other hand,  it was suggested that the quantitative importance of the pri- 

vate capital flow to developing countries should not be overrated.    Since total 

exports of the developing countries amount to some 37 billion dollars, as against 

BOM  3 billion dollars in private capital inflow, a 10 per cent  increase of those 

exports would contribute core to the balance of payments of the developing countries 

than a doubling of that flow. 

4. A number of delegates pointed out that in the longer run private investments 

would bring net advantage to the balance of payment« owing to their import-replacing 
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and export-creating effects.    Three different types of enterprises were distinguished: 

Pirn» specialising from the start in doing business in developing countries, 
such as extractive industries producing for export; 

Trade oompanies which had been doing business for a considerable period already 
and were now often involved in redeploying their capital from trading into 
industrial activities; 

Enterprises that formerly exported to the market of developing countr_es and 
were now increasingly setting up industrial enterprises.   Such enterprises also 
increased the know-how of local businesses dealing with them. 

5. Notes of caution were sounded about the possible monopolistic influence of some 

foreign enterprises in some countries and their possible lack of co-operation with 

governments.   The fact that foreign investments might  involve political pressure 

was also mentioned, with a warning against over-dependence upon foreign economic 

interests which sometimes invested in factors yielding quick results and high 

returns.    It was also suggested by some delegations that in some cases private capi- 

tal might not be adaptable to long-term aspects and criteria which were of the great- 

est importance for the achievement of the main targets contained in the national 

plans and development  programmes of the developing countries. 

6. As regards the incentives for private investment,  the IBÎF Convention on the 

Settlement of Investment Disputes was noted.    Some donor countries stated that they 

already provided investment guarantees for their nationals.    In this context the 

Draft Articles prepared by the IBRD on multilateral investment insurance against 

non-commercial risks were mentioned.    The possibility v>as suggested of so-called 

"threshold financing" for feasibility studies and other activities to interest 

foreign investors.    Special mention was made of the advantages of tax incentives 

by donor countriep and of avoiding double taxation,  and relieving frora taxation 

enterprises whose profits are to be invested in the developing countries.    Invest- 

ment laws which strike a balance between the interests of foreign enterprises whioh 

seek to avoid expropriation and discriminatory treatment and the independence of the 

host country were stressed as an appropriate legal  instrument.    It was suggested 

that model clauses for such a law could be drawn up.    It was stated that  important 

elements stimulating foreign investment were multilateral or bilateral agreements 

on the promotion of private foreign investment in developing countries,  thus in- 

creasing the security of the transfer of earnings and payments for know-how.    Phe 

desirability of developing oountries o resting or modernising patent  legislation so 
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as to encourage private foreign investments and the transfer of teohnology was also 

mentioned. Attention was drawn to the model law on patents drawn up by a oonmittee 

of experts from developing countries under the auspices of BIHPI. 

7. It was pointed out that the right psychological attitude of host governments 

was also a most important factor.    In this context political and eoonomic stability 

was mentioned as an important factor in a good investment climate.    Where private 

investment might create difficulties for national enterprises,  it was suggested that 

joint ventures between local and foreign partners could often provide a solution. 

8. To alleviate the balanoe-of-payments problem of developing countries and to 

stimulate the flow of private investments, a number of delegations suggested that 

an increased amount of loan capital should be provided on easy terms by developed 

oountries for industrialization purposes.    It was also suggested that for balanoe- 

of -payments reasons measures should be taken to lower the cost of know-how and 

training. 

9«      A number of remarks were made about the need for adjustments on the part of 

foreign investors.    It was considered vital that foreign enterprises should adjust 

to local aspirations, so that they do not become "enclaves".    It was thought essen- 

tial also for foreign investments to be guided by the objectives of the national 

plans and to be directed into fields deemed suitable by governments.    Many delega- 

tions stressed the necessity to stimulate the employment of local people and to 

train them for higher posts.    Increasing readiness to form joint ventures was noted 

as a favourable development.    Where big investments were being made in remote areas - 

as in extractive industries - arguments were advanced for a contribution in some 

oases by the foreign investor to the cost of infra-structure. 

10. International investment trusts consisting of groups of financial enterprise« 

in several countries were mentioned as an interesting development which could be 

increasingly important for useful private investment in the developing oountries. 

11. In the osse of loans for infra-structure and industry, bilateral finanoing plays 

an important role.    A number of delegations stressed that although their oountries 

favoured untied aid in principle, a number of oiroumstanoes made tied aid inevitable. 

4*1   ' 
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la order to »void excess i ve ooete for equipment bought with bilateral aid, one 

delegation expressed the hope that a method could be found to combine it with inter- 

national tendering.   One advantage mentioned with regard to bilateral aid was that a 

country, once it was responsible for a certain project, must follow it up in order 

to make a success of it.    In some cases heavy debt servicing obligations of develop- 

ing countries had already brought a shift in the policy of donor oountries from a 

major stress on infra-structure financing to greater stress on the financing of 

more directly productive and profitable projects, such as industries.    It was ob- 

served that the advantage of soft loans might be cancelled out by the higher prices 

of machinery financed with such loans.   Stress was put on the need for a greater 

proportion of official aid to be extended in grant or grant-like form for the lower- 

ing of interest rates and lengthening of grace and repayment periods in view of the 

debt burden of developing oountries.    The system of international financing in 

general should be adapted so a« to be more in keeping with the special features of 

growth in the developing countries and with the situation in individual branches of 

industry. 

Multilateral financing 

12. The World Bank Group as the main source of multilateral finance was considered 

a very useful instrument by »any delegates.    It had shown a high adaptability to 

changes in conditions in reoent years. 

13. An aooount was given to the Committee by the UN/FAQ World Food Program (WFP). 

During the five years of its existenoe it had already started 262 projects in 66 

oountries, involving a total of SUS 243*8 million.    Two hundred projects were now 

in operation or had been ooapleted.    The programme stressed infra-struoture works 

of a labour-intensive oharaoter, of which up to 50 per cent of labour oosts oould 

be covered with food assistance.    It was suggested that this programme oould be of 

interest in relation to the oreation of industrial estates and other infra-struoture 

works for industry.   WFP food almo offered the opportunity to partially finanoe the 

training of unskilled industrial workers before they become productive or retraining 

if they have to specialise further or transfer to aaot'¿er industry. 
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14*    Some negativ« characteristic» of the present system of international financing 

were mentioned, such as the unpredictability of amounts available and the inflexi- 

bility in terms and conditions.   One delegate deplored the fact that currently the 

World Bank whioh was able to extend loans to the IFC oould not on the other hand 

replenish the resources of EDA;    he also expressed misgivings about oertain attitudes 

of the World Bank group towards public undertakings in developing countries. 

15«   Many delegations expressed a preference for channeling finance through multi- 

lateral institutions.    Other delegations preferred bilateral finanoe. 

16.   A number of delegates expressed regret that the 1 per cent target for inter- 

national assistance had not yet been realised by all developed oountries, and that 

even a relative deoline had taken plaoe.    Moreover, the relatively high oost of 

finanoing had in some cases led to heavy debt-servicing burdens that some delegai ions 

thought would make multilateral efforts for rescheduling of debts necessary. 

17«   Regional development banks were considered effective instruments for finanoing 

industrial operations.    The Inter-Amerioal Development Bank had put 21 per oent of 

its loans into industry, totalling 98 loans, thereby also mobilizing considerable 

funds from local souroes.    It was noted that IBB loans were never smaller than 

tUS 500,000, smaller loans to medium and small-scale industries being left to looal 

development banks.    A pre-investment fund for Latin American integration was expected 

to produoe considerable results in the ooming years. 

18. The Afrioan Development Bank, of more reoent origin, with oapital of $250 mil- 

lion, had a membership of 29 oountries.    It oould attract foreign public and private 

investment.    Its role in providing investment guarantee« was stressed.   One of the 

explioit aims of the Bank was the finanoing of projeots of a regional interest. 

19. The Asian Development Bank had started operations.    Its function« were broadly 

similar to those of the other regional development banks.    Provision was mad« for 

special opération« finanoed from speoial funds.   In this connexion one delegation 

expressed the inteatioa of its government to make a contribution for suoh speoial 

operations on a matching basis with other developed oountries. 

\f,¿ 
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Recommendations 

20.   The Committee approved the following recommendations: 

(1) Developing countries, while mobilizing to the maximum their own resouroes for 

financing the process of their development,  should endeavour to foster a climate 

which would encourage foreign investors,  and to that end should keep under 

review the operations of their economic ministries, taxation departments and 
machinery for negotiation. 

(2) Governments of developing and developed countries should, to the extent consis- 

tent with the laws and regulations prevailing in their respective oountries, 

enter into agreements which promote and guarantee foreign investments. 

(3) Beoause the flow of foreign capital through investment in developing countries 

is normally accompanied by a systematic and continuous transfer of technology, 

management and skills, developing countries should in their own interests enaot 

patent legislation or modernize existing legislation so as to be in a better 

position to benefit from discoveries made in other oountries. 

(4) The methods of external financing of industrial development of developing ooun- 

tries should be adapted to the fullest possible extent to the development pro- 

cesses of each country or group of countries.    Particularly favourable and 

flexible conditions should be made available whenever possible to the least 

developed oountries.    In the same spirit,  finance should be provided on the 

conditions appropriate to the various types of industries and the system of 

external financing should be co-ordinated with national plans and methods of 

industrial programming. 

(3) International steps to promote foreign investments should be supported by the 

appropriate international bodies, and might include the promotion of methods, 

oriteria, organisational forms and conditions for the financing of industrial 

programmes and projects, and in particular: 

The extension of teohnioal assistance to developing oountries in Baking 
feasibility studies for industrial projects, or groups of projeets, and 
in preparing teohnioal outlines to be submitted with requests for external 
finanoing; 
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The extension of assistance to developing countries in establishing or 
consolidating investment promotion agencies for industrial development, 
and in securing for developing countries a continual flow of information 
on trends in the foreign capital markets and possibilities for attracting 
foreign capital; 

Assistance in establishing contacts between the financial institutions of 
developing countries and corresponding institutions in developed countries 
as well as between domestic and foreign investors. 

(6) UNIDO should consult with appropriate international financial institutions and 

governments with a view to undertaking as soon as possible a study aimed at 

defining objective and equitable conditions for stimulating the flow of capital 

to developing countries. 

(7) The developed countries should take any action feasible to assist the efforts 

of the developing countries to encourage reinvestment of profits by foreign 

investors. 

(8) A number of delegations recommended that developed countries should consider 

guaranteeing investments by their own nationals in developing countries against 

non-commercial risks and taking suitable measures to eliminate double taxation. 

They should at the same time endeavour to make it possible for financial 

institutions to make resources available as soon as projects prove feasible and 

profitable. 

(9) A number of delegations recommended that the developing countries take other 

measures aimed at improving the climate for investments, such as:    allowing 

reasonable profits;    facilitating remittances of such profits and salaries; 

payment for the factor know-how;    tax measures, including the prevention of 

double taxation;    investment laws;    and adherence to the IBRD Convention for 

the Settlement of Investment Disputes. 

(10) llany delegations recommended that the developed countries make available, bi- 

laterally and through multilateral channels, larger amounts of financial aid to 

assist industrialization of the developing oountrie», in accordance with the 

targets set in United Nations resolutions.    Pinanoial arrangements for the 

requirements of industrial development should preferably be based on a long- 

term approach and oover the development programme« of individual countries, or 

groups of countries, for a number of years. 

i, 
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Aprenda item 4 International aspects of industrial development 

(c) Technical co-operation 

1. The Committee was invited to consider four main issues in the field of technical 

co-operation: 

(a) The flow of technical assistance to industry in developing countries; 

(b) Questions of priority in assistance needs; 

(c) Improving the effectiveness of assistance received; 

(d) Co-operation with the industrialized countries in the provision of expert 
manpower. 

2. A total of 26 delegations took part in the debate. Contribution» to the pro- 

ceedings were also made by representatives of the IIJO and UIÍCTAD on matters of 

reciprocal and common interest and on possibilities for collaboration. A representa- 

tive of the UNIDO secretariat made a statement regarding procedures of the organiza- 

tion, with particular reference to recruitment. 

a' r'he flow of technical assistance to industry in developing countries 

3. The importance of an adequate flow of technical assistance to the industry of 

the developing countries was generally acknowledged and it was widely recognized 

that the success of projects or programmes of industrialization often depended on 

the proper use of available funds and technical assistance. 

4. During the discussion frequent references were made to the sources and uses of 

technical assistance. Some delegations stressed the need for more technical 

assistance; some emphasized the need for more multilateral technical assistance; 

others for the increase in bilateral technical assistance. Others again insisted 

that there was room for both. Several roles were suggested for UNIDO, including 

that of assisting in promoting viable technical assistance projects and of co- 

ordinating and harmonizing the technical assistance activities in the field of 

industry of the United Nations family of organizations. 

% Consideration of the many problems of providing experts was given close atten- 

tion. Delegations said that in some cases the experience gained in one developing 

country could be very usefully applied in another.  Experts Bhould appreciate their 

responsibilities and act aooordingly. Some delegations complained that certain 
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experts appeared to show greater concern for their own welfare than for the work 

they were supposed to do.    Other delegations urged that experts should act in a 

managerial as well as an advisory capacity.    One delegation felt  that the level of 

qualifications demanded was sometimes high. 

6.    Etaphaeis was placed by others on the need to select experts of the right quality 

and experience.    Stress was laid on the need for a proper inventory of requirements 

and preparatory work before an expert arrived,   in order to ensure that the developing 

country could reap the greatest benefit.     It would be helpful if a briefing manual 

could be prepared for experts going into  the  field.     It would also be helpful, 

another delegation suggested,  if UNIDO could compile a list of experts in the field 

of industry who had already successfully completed projects and were available for 

subsequent service.    More use should be made of consultant firms,   it was strongly 

urged,  as these firms could be expected to have experts readily available. 

(b)    Question of priority on teohnioal assistance needs 

7. This aspect of the agenda item was not taken up as a separate topic    Although 

delegations indicated, by drawing specific problems to the attention of the Committee 

the relative importance they attached to individual problems, no attempt was made by 

the Committee to arrive at any agreed list of priorities.    It was suggested that it 

should be left to governments of developing countries themselves to deoide on priori- 

ties in implementing industrial development projects. 

(o)    Improving the effectiveness of teohnioal assistance reoeived 

8. A number of the comments on the need for improving the effectiveness of technical 

assistance reoeived were related to the supply of experts as noted above.    In addi- 

tion, some comments were made regarding the adequacy of the present system of recruit 

ing experts.    At the request of the Chairman, a representative of the UNIDO   secre- 

tariat described practices and procedures in this regard.    He said that there were 

many difficulties.    The system was cumbersome and needed streamlining.    Although 

continuing efforts were being made to ensure that the seleotion was as effeotive as 

possible, there were still serious handioaps. 
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(4)  Regional, and indeed inter-regional, co-operation is even more necessary 

in the fertilizer industry than elsev.-here, and should be encouraged "by 

all means. It is particularly feasible between countries producing 

intermediate products (ammonia, phosphoric acid, etc.) cheaply and 

countries which consume large quantities of fertilizers. 

^5)  The role of mineral raw materials is decisive. It is therefore necessary: 

(a) To continue and extend geological surveys of sulphurous material, 
phosphate rock and potash deposits; 

(b) To follow closely movements on the sulphur market and moke a 
careful study of the short and medium-term trends of that 
market; 

(c) To study the economic possibilities of any techniques calcu- 
lated to reduce the consumption of sulphur. 

UNIDO should undertake, assist or promote ch^se activities. 

(6) Equally important is the training of farm and factory workers and the 

task of accustoming them to the new produots and methods. It is 

therefore desirable: 

(a) To continue and expand training programmes; 

(b) To install pilot plants and equipment, particularly for the 
production and application of liquid fertilisers, pesticides 
and formulation plants for pesticides and growth-control 
agents. 

UNIDO, UJPP and other appropriate bodies should assist and promote such 

activities. 

(7) It is recognised that there may be »any obstacles to the extension of 

the fertiliser and pesticides industry in developing countries - their 

custom« and fieoal policies, lack of qualified staff, insufficient 

markets, inadequate infra-structures etc. u:iID0 should co-operate 

with U ÎCTAD, GATT and other appropriate organizations for syst« 

tie étudies of these obstacles. 
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(8)    In so far u the above-mentioned aotivities, studies and measures fall 

within the responsibility of international organizations: 

(a) It is essential that these bodies should work in close co- 
operation and co-ordinate their activities in aooordanoe 
with their respeotive technical and regional spheres of 
competence.    Since fertilizers are of importance to both 
agriculture and industry,  it is particularly important 
that UNIDO's activities in regard to this industry and 
the industrial production of fertilisers should be 
oonducted in full co-operation with PAO, UNDP and ether 
appropriate international bodies. 

(b) It is no less essential that full, effective and systematic 
use should be made of all projects and studies carried out 
at present or in the recent past so that the appropriate 
conclusions may be drawn and duplication avoided.    UNIDO 
should consider this question and issue an annual "Digest*1 

of all the papers issued, work carried out and developments 
in the fertiliser sector by all United Nations agenoiea and 
other international  organisations. 

'.Oí: 
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Agenda item 2 Situation, problema and prospecte of main 
industria] sectors 

(f) Food-processing industries 

1. The importance of establishing or improving food-processing industries in 

developing countries was generally accepted. It was stressed in particular that 

such industries might increase the export earnings of developing countries, and 

reduce the need for imports of processed foods. At the same time, an expansion of 

markets, through processing, would lead to the growth of agricultural production. 

In addition, food-processing industries might lead to nutritional benefits for the 

local population and serve as a basis for further industrial growth. It was 

accepted, however, that there was no magic formula for industrialization, and that 

each region, perhaps each country, although it could learn from the experience of 

others, would nevertheless have to face its own particular industrialization 

problems. 

2. Theee problems included the need for a oufficient and continuous supply of 

good-quality, reasonably priced raw materials produced specifically for processing. 

Among the difficulties, delegatea mentioned the fact that in many developing 

countries a large part of the crop is consumed by farmers themselves, so that in- 

sufficient surplus remains as a basis for a processing industry. In many ragion* 

also, there were considerable difficulties in transporting the raw material from 

the farm to the place of processing. 

3. Many delegates stressed the particular problems of establishing food-process- 

ing plants. These included the lack of finance, trained manpower, technical know- 

how and research facilities in developing oouniries. In many cases it was felt 

that a solution to some of these problems should be sought on a regional basis. 

The problem of adjusting the products to the needs of the markets was also 

mentioned by delegates. Where processing was for local markets, the prime need 

was for a low-cost product which would compete with the local hand-produced foods, 
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and in   this way  be oheap enough for local consumers to buy.    Where, however, the 

product was to be sold on export markets,  it must often meet the requirements of 

international standards, and this might involve greater costs. 

4. This dependence of food processing on the conditions of raw material supply 

and of distribution and marketxng was generally reoognized.    Many delegates 

produced examples to show how the organizational difficulties of ensuring an 

efficient flow from farm to housewife had been overcome.    These examples included 

the working of private companies, of producers' co-operatives for the collection, 

processing and distribution of the products, and of agro-industrial complexes,    it 

was stressed that each country must choose that form of organization which would 

best suit its economic, social and political requirements. 

5. The particular type of processing operation would depend upon the conditions 

in the country or region,    In this connexion,  it was pointed out that a great 

problem was often the application and adaptation of existing processing methods to 

suit local conditions, and in many cases, waste resulted from inefficient drying 

and storage methods, which could be greatly improved by simple means.    On the other 

hand, the necessity of research into nev; processing methods was stressed and dele- 

gates favoured the establishment of agricultural processing industries on a raw 

material baais,  to ensure that each raw material was used to the fullest possible 

extent, including the production of new and improved products from by-products and 

offal. 

6. In vi*w of the chronic shortage of protein in many developing countries several 

delegates and special guests referred in detail to recent developments in the pro- 

duction of proteins and protein-enriched foods.    It was also suggested that the 

order of priorities should be:    improvement in the production, processing and market- 

ing of existing protein foods,  the development of new protein foods,and the synthe- 

sis of protein by mioro-biologioal means. 
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countries to bridge the gap that has been keeping more than two thirds of humanity 

in chronic poverty. It is my sincere hope that the results of this Symposium will 

give a new impetus to the efforts of the industrialising countries and further 

contribute to the effectiveness and scope of the activities of the United Nations 

Organisation for Industrial Development. 

I wish to express to you my best wishes for the suooess of your endeavours. 

*J 
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b)    Statement by His Majesty King Constantine of the Hellenen 

It gives me particular pleasure to welcome you here today. 

The United Nations  Industriel  Development Organization provides a very useful 

instrument  for the realization of one of the fundamental objectives of our inter- 

national community - the raising of the standards of living of the developing 

countries.     And the swiftest and surest way of doing that is by  industrial  develop- 
ment. 

Reduced to its basic fundamentals,  the problem can be expressed quite simply: 

some countries have the raw materials which industry requires but do not have the 

technical equipment and know-how to exploit them.    Other countries which are highly 

developed industrially do not possess the raw materials.    The problem, then, is to 

reconcile these two basic considerations to the benefit of all  concerned. 

Great progress has of course been achieved in that  fiel J,   especially in post- 

war years.    But  the partial solution of the problem has  itself created problems 

because the rapid pace of industrialization of underdeveloped areas has created new 

demands and new markets which only an over-all increase of industrial  productivity 

can satisfy.    And this can only be achieved through a constant   stepping-up of indus- 

trial production and the fur .her industrialization of developing countries. 

Certainly the narrowing down of the differences between the developed and 

the developing countries must constitute a basic assumption for the peaceful 

existence and the economic co-operation of the peoples of this earth. 

This will reqvire negotiations between nations, which is always the best way 

if any benefits are to be derived and if evils are to be averted,    ^or our part,  we 

have always been in favour of peaceful negotiations. 

I therefore wish to stiess the importance of the United Nations  Industrial 

Development Organization to the developing countries, which include Greece.    In 

this context,  I am confident that this gathering will afford a splendid opportunity 

to the participants to establish not only the necessary official contacts but also 

those personal links which are so valuable in international oo-operation. 
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C) Addra,8 lar H.E. Mr. Nichols M^arezos. •iM,tM. of Co^rdin<tt^n 
Government of Greece 

On behalf of the Greek Government I would like to greet the first United 

Nations Symposium en Industrial Development. I wish you all full success in your 

efforts and I hope that you will justify the expectations of humanity. In fact, 

what the peoples of the world expect from your deliberations is new forms of inter- 

national co-operation for the purpose of obtaining a substantial rise in their 

living standards. 

It is beyond doubt - and this has been widely accepted by all United Nations 

organs - that only through industrialization can the above purpose be achieved in 

the shortest period possible, and this is the reason why your Symposium is of 

particular importance. 

Already, developing countries can show considerable achievements in industrial- 

ization. These achievements are mainly due to the perseverance, the hard work and 

the sacrifices of their peoples. 

However, the road ahead is a long and difficult one. In similar conferences 

of a more regional character both the achievements and the purposeful efforts of the 

developing countries have been clearly pointed out. Concrete proposals have also 

been put forward for the speeding up of industrialization. Those proposals, as 

far as they refer to international co-operation, should be debated in this 

Symposium and, if they prove to be constructive, they should be carried to the stage 

of implementation. 

There is no doubt that the industrialization of developing countries poses new 

problems even for the already developed countries. The inflow of the necessary 

capital, under favourable terms, to help the industrial effort of the developing 

countries, and also the enlargement of possibilities for the export of manufactured 

goods to the markets of economically advanced countries - which necessitate«» a 

change in the structure of industrial production on an international scale - these 

are some of the topics on which you will concentrate. 
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AB becomes evident fro« the voluminous preparatory work accomplished so far 

both by individual delegation» and by the Secretariat of the United Nation« In- 

dustrial Development Organisation, your Symposium will tackle the whole series of 

problems relating to industrial development. 

This preparatory work can already be considered as a substantial achievement 

of your Symposium.    Por the spreading of acquired knowledge and experience consti- 

tutes a most essential factor of economic development.    It facilitates the seleotion 

of the appropriate methods of production and helps to avoid errors in the process 

of industrialization. 

Greece, which stands on the threshold of industrial development and strives 

successfully in that direction, is willing to contribute to every form of inter- 

national co-operation in an effort to facilitate the solution of problems that under« 

developed countries face. 

So, in closing, I express the hope that the activities of the Athens Symposium 

will constitute a landmark in the United Nations peaceful efforts towards a famter 

growth of the developing countries as well as international economic equilibrium. 

vk¿- 
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d) Statement by Mr. I.H. Abdel-Rahman. Executive Secretary o.f the 
International Symposium on Industrial Development jj 

This first Intarnational Symposium on Industrial Development convenes at a 

rather difficult period in the modern era of international economic relations be- 

tween developed and developing countries. Today, there are a number of indications 

of an erosion of the international economic co-operation and goodwill between 

these areas that many have laboured so diligently to establish. However, Mr. Presi- 

dent, I believe that this period of disenchantment is a temporary phase. The era 

of political transformation from a world of colonialism to one of sovereign inde- 

pendent states is largely behind us. Under the former conditions, before these 

political changes, there was often a more clearly definable relation, in terms of 

expectations, between the transfer of resources to underdeveloped areas and the 

resultant product from such areas. But few will debate the point that too little 

of the income derived from that output stayed in the areas of production and that 

too much found its way to the old metropolitan powers. Now, we are in the early 

phase of widespread political independence. This situation has generated among 

peoples and governments of all developing countries new aspirations for economic 

development, in order substantially to improve the standards of living and levels of 

welfare in the poor regions of the world. In this period of awakening to new 

opportunities, the relation between international economic assistance and co- 

operation and the economic yield thereof is sometimes obscured, and in a number of 

instances the apparent reward from the co-operative effort has been diminished 

through mistakes, miscalculations and waste. All see the need for remedial measures. 

But, Mr. President, it is my firm conviction that the long-run relation be- 

tween co-operation and benefit therefrom will be very different from this short-run 

situation. I will venture to assert that the distribution of gains from increased 

international co-operation for the economic development of developing countries, in 

addition to being vastly more equitable will be ultimately to the advantage of all. 

I cannot stress this point too strongly: by strengthening international assistance 

to and co-operation with the developing countries the advanced countries will find 

2/ Distributed as document ID/CONF.l/58. 
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that they will be substantial beneficiaries. Only those who think in static terms 

will consider that international co-operation is nothing but a redistribution of 

income fro« a fixed output away from the developed to the developing areas. If 

one recognises the dynamics of the process of economic development and the inevit- 

able time lag between assistance and resulting economic growth, one will also 

realise the futility of the disenchantment to which I have referred. The alterna- 

tive path to economic development for developing countries lies in an isolationism 

in which the economic gains will be fewer for all concerned and the political 

effects of the widening gap between the developed and developing countries will 

be most unfortunate. An accelerated and more successful industrialization is the 

most important key to the general advance in standards of living for the peoples 

of the developing world. Thus far, in international gatherings, the focus of 

deliberations has generally been on related or more general facets of economic 

development. This International Symposium on Industrial Development provides a 

first opportunity for the international community as a whole - comprising both de- 

veloping and developed countries from all regions - to engage in a direct and 

sincere dialogue in depth on the problems of and prospects for the more rapid in- 

dustrialization of developing countries. This broadest possible exchange of ideas 

between developed and developing countries on this subject is as crucial, Mr. Pre- 

sident, as their joint responsibilities for action. 

The current level of attainment by industry in most developing countries is 

far from satisfactory. This ìB SO, even in the perspective of the early industria- 

lisation of some of the now developed countries of the world. And yet, when the 

industrialisation of these countries was still in its infancy in the latter part 

of the nineteenth century, there were not the advantages of recent revolutions in 

technology, of the growing complex of international finance institutions, of improved 

educational facilities etc.. 

The recently recorded average annual rate of growth of industry in developing 

countries as a whole of seven per cent means relatively little in absolute terms, 

given the narrow base to which it applies. The volume of manufacturing production 

in the developing countries, taken as a whole, still represents less than one 

twentieth of total world production of manufactures. It must be recorded, further, 

.:< 
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that the bulk of the world's population live in the developing areas.    As a result, 

there is the stark fact that for the earlier part of the Development Decade, while 

the value of ¿er capita manufacturing production in the developed countries was 

approaching 600 dollars ¿er annum, the corresponding value for developing countries 

was close to only twenty dollars.    (These values are expressed in terms of U.S. 

prices in 1958).     It is suggested in the documentation before the Symposium that if 

the rate of growth of seven per cent which I have mentioned were to continue,  it 

would take developing countries about 35 to 40 years only to reach the present aggre- 

gate level of manufacturing output of developed market economies.     In the meantime, 

of course, the developed world would have left their present level far behind. 

As to the pattern of industrialisation,  there are few instances where the 

development of industry has proceeded as an organically integrated process.    Thus, 

the industrial sector of some developing countries has remained largely geared to 

tne economies of former metropolitan powers.    Even in some of the apparently more 

advanced developing countries,  industrialisation has taken the for« of economic 

enclaves with little linkage with the rest of the national economy.    In most cases 

the pattern of industrial production has reflected excessive reliance on generally 

costly local substitutions of products for final use which were formerly imported, 

while   low per capita income levels combined in some cases with small populations 

have not made possible full advantage of economies of scale which h&s inhibited the 

development of intermediate and heavy industries. 

Mr. President, there cannot be a piecemeal approach to the problem of accelerat- 

ing the rate of industrialisation of the developing countries.    A substantial co- 

ordinated effort on a large front by both developing and developed countries is a 

¿ine gua non for industrial progress to have real meaning in the remainder of this 

Development Decade and in the nineteen-seventies. 

In this connexion, this Symposium will undoubtedly examine in detail the orucial 

role of capital formation for industriel growth.    It has been estimated that, in the 

eecond half of the Development Decade, the average annual dollar investment in the 

manufacturing sector of developing countries is of the order of nine billion dollars. 

These requirements will progressi ve ly increase.    Mr. President, it is inescapable 

that most of these requirements will heve to continue, even under ideal conditions 
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of international assistance, to cose from the efforts of domestic savers within the 

developing countries. The rate of such domestic savings in these countries is, 

however, limited by generally low levels of per capita incomes. Â special challenge 

before these countries is to secure a most efficient mobilization of potential 

domestic savings and, further, the most effective allocation of these savings bet- 

ween manufacturing and other sectors of the economy. However, at the same time a 

substantial inflow of capital funds from the developed industrial countries will be 

required for some time. This raises a number of issues as regards the forms that 

financial co-operation and assistance should take and the policies and conditions 

which should guide their extension and receipt. As regards private investment, 

ways and means should be found to reconcile entrepreneurial motivation with national 

interest and national development goals. 

Mr. President, in this connexion I would like to note that, as regards foreign 

resources for all activities in developing countries in recent years, the developed 

countries have not met the development assistance target of supplying one per cent 

of their combined national incomes to developing countries, as set by the United 

Nations General Assembly as far back as I960. 

Mr. President, a gathering such as this cannot ignore the importance of the 

problems of malnutrition and hunger which face many developing countries today. 

The Freedom from Hunger Campaign, launched by the Food and Agriculture Organisation, 

has done a great deal to bring these problems into sharp focus in the developed 

countries. Much has been done in recent years, through generous contributions of 

food by some food surplus countries, to alleviate the situation, but acute shortages 

are still prevalent. It should be recognised that such measures of assistance will 

provide only temporary solutions.  In the longer run, the elimination of deficien- 

cies in the supply of food lies in raising the levels of agricultural productivity 

in the developing countries. This requires a far reaching industrialisation of the 

agricultural techniques. In this respect, accelerated industrialisation and the 

development of modern agriculture are two complementary and mutually supporting 

processes. The often debated question as to whether a policy of aocelerated in- 

dustrialization by governments of developing countries would conflict with the needs 

. ••*• 
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or accultura merely  puts the problem  in  the form of a spurio«, dilemma.    A   vigorou8 

action    of modernization of agriculture    presupposes the    existence  of a    strong 

domestic  industrial  sector capable of delivering some,   if not all,  of the required 

agricultural machinery,   and of other  induBtrial  products such as fertilizers, 

pesticides and  insecticides.    Kurther,   productive agriculture  is a necessary'comple- 

ment  of a growing industrial  sector  by  providing an adequate  supply  of food to   the 
growing  industrial  labour  force. 

Mr.   President,  among the other aspects of the process of industrialization,   I 

would like to mention  exports of manufactured goods.    There are several reasons why 

promotion of such exports is vital as an element  of industrial policy.    By develop- 

ing new and diversified export branches,   the export position of the developing 

countries would be considerably strengthened and their  economies less vulnerable 

to  fluctuations  in the demand for raw materials on which their exports are largely 

dependent.    The development of export markets,  either regionally or  internationally, 

would make possible not  only more economic operation of existing industries but also 

the establishment of new industrial  branches where there are favourable conditions 

of comparative advantage.    This would provide the  industrial structure of the de- 

veloping countries with a new dynamism. 

Regarding natural resources, many of the developing countries possess large 

resources of industrial raw materials now generally exported m crude state, whose 

commercialisation on the spot by industrial processing would increase substantially 

the export proceeds of the countries by the value added in processing.    The generali- 

zation of this activity,  whereby the bulk of industrial  processing of raw materials 

«ould be relocated fro« the consuming to the producing countries would not only 

give a new dimension to industrial development of the developing countries but also 

laply a new and more equitable international division of labour. 

Mr.   President,  the recently adopted Charter of Algiers has brought to the 

attention of the international community the United Nations General Assembly resolu- 

tion which states that the sponsoring body of this Symposium - UNIDO - shall be the 

competent body to deal with the general and the technical problems of industriali- 

sation,  including the establishment and expansion of industry in the developing 

countries.    Efforts which are being made at the present tiae in other bodies of the 
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United Nations to improve the position of the developing countries in the area of 

foreign trade, particularly as regards exports of manufactures, will require a 

simultaneous vigorous effort in increasing substantially the level and quality of 

industrial production in developing countries. 

If the agenda of this Symposium appears to be comprehensive,  it nevertheless 

reflecta only to a limited extent the vast issues faced by the world today in the 

search for solutions of the problem of underdevelopment.    Looking beyond the Sym- 

posium into the future we are confident that the dialogue once initiated will con- 

tinue and lead to fruitful and constructive results.    The mechanism newly estab- 

lished in the United Nations to deal with the problems of industrialisation of the 

developing countries - the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation - pro- 

vides,  jointly with the other interested bodies, and in particular the regional 

economic commissions, the appropriate framework for stimulating and strengthening 

international co—operation in this field. 

The Charter of Algiers, Mr. President, has just reminded the international 

community of its obligation to rectify unfavourable trends in developing countries. 

While insisting that the primary responsibility for their development rests with 

developing countries themselves, it stresses the important role of concomitant and 

effective international action.    A dynamic development policy in tomorrow's world 

cannot be derived solely from "traditional approaches,  isolated measures and limited 

concessions".    It is my hope that this spirit will permeate your deliberations in 

the coming weeks* 
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(a)     GENERAL ASSEMBLY RESOLUTION 2178 (XXI) 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

The General Assembly, 

Recalling its resolution 1940 (XVIII) of 11 December I963 and Economic and 
Social Council resolutions IO3O C (XXXVll) of 13 August I964 and I08I B (XXXIX) of 
30 July I965 on the holding of international and regional symposia on industrial 
development, 

Recognizing the importance of the results and recommendations of the regional 
symposia held at Manila, Cairo and Santiago and of the Conference on Industrial 
Development in the Arab States held in Kuwait, 

Noting with approval the recommendations contained in Economic and Social 
Council resolutions 1180 (XLl) of 5 August I966 and II85 (XII) of 15, 16 and 
17 November I966 concerning the preparation and organization of the International 
Symposium on Industrial Development, 

1. 
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Considering that the Symposium, as the first world-wide forum on industriali- 
zation to be held under United Nations auspices, is likely to play a significant 
role in focusing attention on policies and measures aimed at strengthening inter- 
national co-operation in the field of industrial development and accelerating tne 
industrial development of the developing countries, 

*•  Endorses the decision of the Economic and Social Council to convene the 
International Symposium on Industrial Development at Athens in December 1967; 

2. Invites the Governments of States Members of the United Nations and 
members of the specialized agencies, and of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency to take an active interest in the preparatory work for the Symposium 
and to ensure their effective participation in it; 

3. Calls upon the United Nations Industrial Development Organization to de- 
vote all the necessary attention to that preparatory work in order to ensure 
the success of the Symposium; 

4. Invitee the specialized agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
the regional economic commissions, the United Nations Economic and Social 
Office in Beirut and the intergovernmental organizations concerned to co-operate 
actively in the preparatory work for the Symposium; 

5«  Expresses the hope that the recommendations of the Symposium will give 
an added impetus to international co-operative efforts aimed, in particular, 
at achieving the accelerated industrialization of the developing countries; 

6.  Requests the Industrial Development Board to study in due course the 
recommendations of the Symposium and to take appropriate follow-up action. 

1408th plenary meeting, 9 December I966. 
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2. 

3. 

Provisional Agenda 

General survey of world indußtry with special reference to developing countries. 

Situation, problems and prospects of main industrial sectors. 

Policies and measures in developing countries! 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(•) 

(f) 

(«) 

General issues of industrial policy and its implementation;* 

Formulation and implementation of industrial programmes; 

.*/ 

5. 

Industrial manpower; 

Domestic financing of industry? 

Administrative machinery for  industrial development! 

Industrial research and other technical services; 

Promotion of industrial exports and of export-oriented 
and import-substituting industries; 

(h)    Small-scale industry. 

International aspects of industrial development: 

(a) Regional co-operation; 

(b) External financing; 

(c) Technical co-operation 

Adoption of the report of the Symposium 

§/ Including the role of both the public and private seo tors. 

b/ Including training and management. 

c/ To be taken together with ite« 4(b). 
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AIWOTATIOW TO TH1 PROVISIOMAL 

OBflAMIZATIOKAL MATTBS (PROVISIOHAL ACPDA ITM8 art) 

1. The draft rule« of procedure for the Symposium ( ID/CONF.1/A.2) were 
by the Economic and Social Council in resolution 1180 (XLl) as Mondad by resolution 
1183 (XLI).    The General Aseembly approved this recommendation in resolution 21?8 
(XXI). 

2. Rulo 3 of the draft rules of procedure states that "the Sympoaiua shall «loot 
a President, throe Vice-Prosidonts and a Rapporteur". 

3. I teas 1-4 of the provisional sganda were racnmminded to ths International 
Suaiposiua by the Econoaic and Social Council in resolution 1180 (XLI) and this 
raco— endation MM approved by the Oanaral Asseably in resolution 2178 (XXI).    In 
connexion with the provisional afenda, see document ID/COHF.l/49, Memorandum of ths 
Brasilien Delegation on the Aganda of the International Synposiua on Industrial 
Development. 

4*     Rule ? of the draft rules of procedure states that "the work of the Symposium 
aliali b« conducted in plenary and cosmittee sessions".    It is suggested that aganda 
itaa 1, General Survey of Morid Industry with Special Reference to Developing 
Countries, be disouased in plenary sessions.   The Syaposiua asy wish to establish 
three Cosai t teas to deal with i teas 2-4 of the provisional aganda* 
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3*     Rule 3 of the draft rules of procedure states that "each committee of the 
Symposium shall elect its own officerà" and rule 12 provideo that each cosaittee 
ahall ha presided over by its own chairman.    It is suggested that each ooaaittee 
alact a rapporteur.    It is also suggested that special rapporteurs be appointed by 
the chai raen of the three coaaittees for the sub-iteas and major sub-divisions of 
the provisional aganda aaaigned to thaae ooaaitteas.   There are 21 sub-iteas sad 
aajor sub-divisions for whioh 21 special rapporteurs will be appointed. 

i/ These annotations, originally oontained in doouaent ID/COPT.I/A.IA«V.1, ara 
reproduced here to facilitata reference to the documentation submitted to the 
Symposium!    thla documentation is olaasified here by items sad sub-itea« of 
the agenda. 

i 
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ASSKHWBITS OF AQBtDA MM TO CdMlTTM» 

6.      It is aufgMtad that a*anda itsna ba a«, i «ned to th« C< littaai aa follona» 

3c 3H 
3(ff) 

3(h) 

Copnutt.« I 

Induatrial Banpower; 
Adainiatrativa aachinary for industrial davalofiaantt 
Induatrial raaaarch and othar tachnical asrvioaai 
Promotion of induatrial axporti and of axport-oriantsd 
and iaport-aubatitutin« induatriwj 
Saall-teala industry. 

Cofnutt«, II 

2.     Situation. PTOblaaa «mi «n^gf^i Tf 

21 
2< 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
21 
2\ 
21 

aj 
b 
o] 
d 

f 
f 
h 
i 

Iron and ataalf 
Non-farroua natala; 
•nfinaarinf industry; 
Baaic chaaicala and patrochaaicals; 
Synthttic fartiliaara; 
Prooaaaad fooaj 
Taztilaa; 
Building aatariala and wood productsj 
Conatruotion induatry; 
Oanaral diocusston, including standardiaation. 

3bj 

3(4] 
r 4( 

4( 

Oanaral iaauaa of industrial poliey and it« iaplaaaatationt 
Ferauiatioa and iaplaaaatation of industrial prograaaaai 
Racional oo-oo«rationi 

Battio finaneinf of induatry and «riamai finanoiaf; 
Tachnical oo-oparation. 
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GENERAL REMARKS ABOUT DOCUMENTATION 

Issue Papera 

?.      Fhort papers,  so-called "issue papers", have been prepared by the UNIDO Secre- 
tariat  for each sub-item and major sub-division of the provisional agenda, out- 
lining a number of issues suggested for discussion.    Each paper reviews the rele- 
vance of the particular sub-item or sub-division of the provisional agenda;    pre- 
sents a selected number of problems in the respective fields; and discusses measures 
or policies that may be adopted nationally by the developing and developed countries 
and internationally  through inter-governmental  action  including action through  the 
machinery of the United Nations Bystem2/» 

Reports of the Regional Symposia 

8.      The International Symposium was preceded by four regional symposia:    the Asian 
Conference on  Industrialization, held in Manila from 6-20 December, 1965;  the 
Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa,  held in Cairo from 27 January to 
10 February,  1966;  the Symposium on Industrial Development  in the Arab Countries, 
held in Kuwait from 1-10 March,  1966;  and the Symposium on   Industrial Development 
in Latin America held in Santiago from 14-25 March,  1966.     The reports of theae 
meetings are a key element  m the documentation presented to the  International 
Symposium.    These reports are listed under item 1 of the agenda because they are 
relevant to the general discussion;  however,  they also contain material and re com- 
mendati one concerning other specific items of the agenda which may be discussed 
under the appropriate  it< 

Documents Submitted to the Symposium 

9.      As  indicated on page 1 of the List of Documents prepared for the Symposium 
(lD/CONF.l/lNF.2),  some of the documents submitted to the Symposium were in the 
four working languages - English,  French, Spanish and Russian;    others have baan 
prepared in the original language only^.    Because of their nature, a number of 
documents have been listed under more than one sub-item or sub-division of the 
provisional annotated agenda. 

»t»i. 

.?: lì- 

• K 

£/   No "Issue paper" has been presented for item 1 in view of the submission of 
document ID/CONF.I/A.3,  "Problems and Issues of Industrial Development" which 
diacusses the main issues in the process of industrialisation of developing 
countiLes. 

y   The list of documents prepared for the Symposium is annexed to this report as 
Annex 3(e).    A list of unofficial documents distributed at the Symposium, 
classified by item and sub-item of the agenda,  appears  in Annex 3(f). 
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CLASSIFICATION OF DOCUMENTATION BY ¿mrMm   r^ 

FLENABY 
AGENDA ITE« ];      GENERAL SURVEY OF WORLD TOTWTSTPV »•H 

SPECIAL REFERENCE m DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

AB a basis for the discussion of specific asDect* nf    „.    *      ,   , 
is proposed that the Symposium begin with Ì IZ   1 industrial development,  it 
tion and characteristic^ of ï. indussi\SÏ£     dl8cufBi0n °*   the recent evolu- 
sideration would be given to tL co^at ve f^Lrîs 0*^ ^^f 'T•*'    ^ 
several regions and to the growth of industry llhTn tnl '     !   f °Wth ln the 

justrial growth.    Documents  submitted to the^^^^^hTi^e^" 

General documentation 

ID/C0NF.1/A.3 Probi«, and Issues of Industrial Development 

Industrial Development Survey 

Presented by 

ID/CONF.1/46 
and Add.l 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

(*)    A«ian Confsrsnce on Industrial i «t t i »n 

:D/Z*Corra*72       RePOrt °f the MUB
 

Conf8renC• 0n Industrialisation 

WT/hliî:ïP'/2    IndU8trial d*v«^P-nt  in Asia and the Far East 

Vol.  I Procreas and problems of industrialisation 

^L^TT    r0U^7 8t»diMi    Affc*t*i»t«, Australia, Brunei,  Suma, 
?^ílf' CJ*10». *•!"*"• of China, Hong Kon«,  India! 
M Ü ir*?* íaPT: R#PUblÍC 0f KorM» Lao»' Malasia, 
Xïîî" Î   mZ#*Jfd»  «»»», Philippines,  Singapore^ 
Thailand, Republic of Viet-Nam 

EC AFE 

EC AFE 

Vol.   IV 

Iö/CONF.l/B.5 

Development of Key Industries 

Major Activities of the BCAFI Secretariat  in the SCAFI 
I       of industrial développent since the oonclusion 

of the First Asian Conference on Industrialisation. 
U «wiry of this dooument is available as ID/ 
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Agenda item 1 (continued) 

(b)    Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa 

ID/CONF.l/R.R./l 
and Corr.l 

Report of the Symposium on Industrial Develop- 
ment in Africa 

ID/C0NP.I/R.B.P./1    Industrial development in Africa 

Part I 

Part II 

ID/COHF.l/52 

Progress and problems of industrialisation 

Country studies:    Cameroon, Ethiopia, Kenya, Niger, 
Sudan, United Arab Republic, Zambia 

Activities of the United Nations Sfottei of 
Organizations in the Field of Industrial Develop- 
ment:    Activities of the Economic Commission for 
Africa in the Field of Industrial Development 

(c)    Symposium on Industrial Development in Latin America 

ID/COIP.1/R.R./3 
and Corr.l 

Report of the Symposium on Industrial Develop- 
ment iii Latin America 

Presented by 

ECA 

ECA 

BCA and 
UNIDO 

ID/COHP.I/R.B.P./3 Industrial Development in Latin America - Country 
and Adds.1-16 Studies:    Argentina, Bolivia,  Brasil, Central 
and Add.6, America, Colombia, Cuba, Chile, Ecuador, Guyana, 
Corr.l Mexico, Panama,  Paraguay, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, 

Uruguay, Venesuela 

ID/COHF.I/R.B.P./4 The main sectors of Latin American Industry 

ID/CONF.1/R.B.P./5 The process of industrialisation in Latin America 

EC LA 

BCLA 

ID/CONP.l/B.33 Notes on Industrial Development Strategy in 
Latin America 

EC LA 

I AI ESP 

(d)    Symposium on Industrial Development in Arab Countries 

ID/COHF.I/R.R./4 Report of the Symposium on Industrial Development 
in Arab Countries 

ID/CONF.I/R.B.P./6    Industrial Development in the Arab Countries 

Part I Progress and Problems 

Part II       Development of Key Industries 

UNIDO 

liBOB 



Agenda i tain 1 (continued) 

Part III 

ID/COKF.l/B.25 

(•)    Europe 

ID/COKP.l/0.32 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COKP. 1/0.52 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CORF.1/0.54 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF. 1/0.67 
and SUMMARY 

ID/C0KF.1/C.2O 

Other documentation 

ID/CONF. 1/41 

ID/COHF.l/14 

Country studies:    Iraq,  Jordan, Kwait, Lebanon, 
Saudi Arabia, Yemen —«w«, 

Industrial Development in Countries of the 
Middle East 

Recent Developments in Industrialisation in the 
Maltese Islaids 

The Industrialisation of the People's Republic 
of Bulgaria:     Its Mature,  Prêtent State and 
Prospects 

The Experience« of the Industrialisation of 
Slovakia 

Position, Problems and Perspectives of the De- 
velopment of Major Branches of Industry:    The 
Case of the Ukrainian SSR 

The Development and Characteristics of the 
Social Organisation of Yugoslav Industry 
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Presented fr 

UNESOB 

Malta 

Bulgaria 

Cseohoslovakia 

Ukrainian SSR 

Yugoslavia 

ID/CONF. 1/15 

ID/CONF. l/B. 12 

ID/CONF. 1/0.8 
and SUMMARY 

Advance Report on the Industrialisation Project OKD 
Conducted by the Development Centre of OECD 

Policies, Planning and the Economic, Social and FAO 
Institutional Aspects of Industrial Development 
based on Agricultural, Forestry and Fishery 
Resources 

Requisites of Production, Processing and Utilisa-        FAO 
tion to Develop Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

Application of Nuclear Energy for Power Production       IAEA 
and for Water Desalination 

The Role of Geological Prospecting in Speeding       Byelorussian 
up Industrial Development* SSR 
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9. Th. need for flability was stressed by . avrai delegations;    bureaucracy 

should b. avoids and bottleneck, should not be allowed to hamper the implementation 

of projects.    Although delegations realised that there were many problems and diffi- 

culties, a number oritioised the slowness of recruitment.    Some said special facili- 

ties for recruiting were needed to overcome these obstacles.   Others suggested that 

if regional training institutions nere set up, training of personnel could take 

place in developing countries, thus reducing the dependency on outside sources. 

10. A number of further suggestions for improving the effectiveness of technical 

oo-operation were mads during the discussion, among them the following: 

(a) Technical co-operation requests should be carefully screened in order to 
achieve the maximum impact; 

(b) More industrial development centres in developing countries and regions 
•ight also be set up; 

(o)   UNIDO should oo-ordinats its activities closely with United Nations 
machinery, such as the regional economic commissions already in existence; 

(d)    Research undertaken at the request of the developing countries should be 
appiloable to the specific needs of developing countries; 

UNIDO should help in the implementation of industrial programmes; (•) 

(f) 

(«) 

The possibility of instituting programmes for management development might 
be considered; ^^        e 

The importance of long-term interests, such as the improvement of indus- 
trial skills, should not bs ignored as a result of the pressure of short- 
term projects. 

11. 

Co-operation w^th the industrialised oountriss in the provision of expert «anp«.^,. 

Co-operation with private industry for the provision of sanpower and expertise 

was mentioned by a number of delegations.   Suggestions on ths forms that such co- 

operation might take were varied.    The use of national advisory oounoils as a source 

of expertise was recommended by one delegation.   Another delegation said that Govern- 

ata should eaoourage their technical and scientific staff to participate in inter- 
national programmée. 
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Agenda it am 1  (continued) 

ID/C0NF.1/C.51 
SUMKATY 

ID/CONF.1/G.83 

ID/CONF. 1/0. 70 

Accelerating Industrial Progress in Developing 
Countries 

The Position of the Swics Government with Regard 
to the Problems of Industrial Development* 

Organization of Industrial  3tatioti.es in 
Yugoslavia 

frfmm frr 
Israel 

Switzerland 

Yugoslavia 

• r »i 
•v- ' 
j • 

i*;. 

i 

AOBTOA  ITEM 2: SITUATION.   FROBLBIS AND PROSPECTS OF 
MAIN INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 

;OWKITTE£ II 

Selected sectors of industry will be reviewed to appraise their potential 
growth in the developing regions within the framework of the world-wide development • 
of each industry.    Characteristics of demand,   trends in productivity, capital 
requirements  in the sectors and international trade will be surveyed, together with 
a consideration of technological and economic  factors affecting industrial  feasibil- 
ity. 

It is proposed that this agenda item be discussed under the following major 
sub-divisions;  for each of which an "issue paper" has been prepared:    iron and steel; 
non-ferrous metals;  engineering;  chemicals; fertilizers, food processing;   textiles; 
building materials and wood products and construction  industries;  and general 
discussion,  including standardization.    As indicated above,  the reports of the re- 
gional  symposia on industrial development listed under Agenda item 1, deals also 
with certain aspects of Agenda item 2. 

Documents to the Symposium under this item are listed on the following pages 
(pages  11-14). 
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RON AND STIEL  INDUSTRY 

lMUM for Bieeuswiont    Iron and Steel Industry 

Pri8«üt«á fry 

ID/CONP.l/A.4 
and Corr.l 

;ther Documentation 

ID/OONP.l/34 

ID/CONF.l/42 

ID/CONF.1/B.23 
and Corr.l 

ID/CONF.1/0.40 
and SUMMARY 

Sectoral Study:  Iron and Stati  Industries 

Sectoral Study:  Iron Or« Industry 

Economies of Scale at Small Integrated Steelworks 

Way» of Developing the Iron and Steel  Industry 
to Meet the Requirement, of the Developing Countries 

ID/CONF.1/G.48 
and SUMMARY 

UMIDO 

UMIDO 

ICE 

ECU 

USSR 

NON-FERROUS METALS INDUSTRY 

Issue paper 

ID/GONF.1/A.5 Issue, for Discussion:    Non-ferrous Nmtals Industry     UMIDO 

Other documentation 

ID/cONF.1/43 Sectoral Study:    Non-ferrous Metals Industry UMIDO 

Hungary Development and Situation of the Aluminium 
Industry in Hungary 

ENGINEERING  INDUSTRY 

Issue paner 

ID/CONP.1/A.6 Issues for Discussion:    Engineering Industry 

Other documentation 

ID/cOMP.l/2 Sectoral Study»    Engineering Industrie. 

UMIDO 

UMIDO 
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Agenda it« 2 (continued) 

ID/CONF.I/B.20 

ID/CONF.I/Q.65 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.l/C.75 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.76 

Mechanical Industries and Industrialisations 
Economic Aspects of Mechanical Industries 

The Role of Engineering Industries in the In- 
dustrialization of Developing Countries 

Heavy Transport and Industrial Development: 
Berliet Company Experience 

Automobile Assembly Plants as a Factor in the 
Industrial Expansion of Developing Countries: 
The Example of Renault* 

The 

BASIC CH1ICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS INDUSTRY 

ID/CONF.I/A.7 Issues for Discussion:    Chemical Industry 

Other Documentation 

ID/CONF.l/25 

ID/CONF.l/G.5 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.78 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.73 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.60 

Sectoral Study:   Chemical Industry 

Petrochemicals in Developing Countries 

Construction of an Entirely Automatic Sulphuric 
Acid Plant» 

Presented b.v 

ECE 

USSR 

France 

France 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

Netherlands 

France 

Establishment of Manufacturing Unites for Pharma-   Sweden 
ceuticals in Developing Countries 

Evolution of the Greek Petrochemical Industry Greece 

SYNTHETIC FERTILIZERS INDUSTRY 

ID/C0NF.1/A.8 Issues for Discussion:    Fertiliser, Pesticides 
and Insecticides Industries 

Other documentation 

ID/CONF.l/38 Sectoral Study:   Fertiliser Industry 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 
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ID/CONP.l/B.22 

ID/CONF.l/0.2 
SUMMARY 

ID/COMP.1/0.3 
SUMMARY 

Trends and Prospects of World Fertiliser Pro- 
duction Capaoity aa Related to Future Needs 

ZZTrf* * PertiliMr ^^ in » Sloping 

Some Aspects of the Infrastructure Needed to 
Ensure the Successful Operation of Fertiliser 
Plants in Developing Countries 

PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY 

Issue paner 

ID/CONF.1/A.9 Issues for Discussion:    Food Processing Industry 

Of ter documentation 

ID/CONF.1/26 Sectoral Study«   The Food Processing Industries 

ID/cONF.1/16 Food and Food Products Industries 

ID/CONF.1/19 Fisheries Industries 

TEXTILE INDUSTRY AND OTHER LIQHT INDHSTBTBB 

ID/CONF.l/A.10 Issues for Discussion:    The) Textile Industry 

Other documentation 

lD/CONF.1/21 Sectoral Study:    Textile Industries 

ID/CONF.l/17 Industries Processing Agricultural Commodities 
Other than Food 

ID/CONF.1/Q.59 The Textile Industry in Greece 
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Presented ly 

UNIDO 

Netherlsnds 

Netherlands 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

PAO 

FAO 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

FAO 

Oreeoe 
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Agenda item 2 (continued) 

BUILDING MATERIALS AND WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

Issue paper 

ID/C0NF.1/A.11    Issues for Discussion: Building Materials and 
Components Industries 

Other documentation 

ID/CONF.l/23 

ID/CONF.l/18 

Sectoral Study: Building Materials, Including 
Wood Products 

Forest and Forest Products Industries 

Presented by 

UNIDO 

ECE 

PAO 

Bj'ff' 
nul' \ • • 

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

Isrue paper 

ID/CONF.1/A.12 Issues for Discussion:    The Construction Industry 

Other documentation 

ID/cONF.l/24 Sectoral Study:    Construction Industry 

ID/CONF.l/G.41 
and SUMMARY 

Development of the Building and Construction 
Industry 

GENERAL DISCUSSION.   INCLUDING STANDARDIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL 

Issue paper 

ID/CONF.I/A.13    Issues for Discussion: Standardization 

Other documentation 

ID/C0NF.1/8       Industrial Development and Standardisation 

ID/CONF.l/B.ll 

ID/CONF.1/0.4 
and SUMMARY 

Industrial Applications of Radioisotopes 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

USSR 

UNIDO 

UNIDO and 
EC AFE 

IAEA 

Quality Control and Standardization as Conditions    Netherlands 
of Industrial Growth 
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COMMITTEE   I   AND 
COMMITTEE ITT 

COMMITTEE UT 

AGENDA ITEM   }t    POLICIES AND MEASURES IN nEVELOPINQ MMIMTPTPC 

Agenda item ^at    General issue, of industry  ri^y 

and iti implementation including th»  — 
roie or both the publir. and privet* 

sectors 

In the development of a general  industrial strates    . nui«.w nr , 
consideration, both individually and with reference t^th.\IT ? Ì **** r9quire 

a coherent and effective polic/for the ^ "      ^   t "f ÏÏ      Zl^** 

jnduSlration.    The folWng ^^l¿^^ ^Í^V,' 

Pr 
Issue papera 

ID/CONP.I/A.14 

ID/CONF.I/A.3 

ÍTS.ÍS îi;«"ion! o,n,rai poiioi" - •~-i" »«» 
Problems and Issues of Industrial Development UNIDO 

1.    ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

(a)    Str»t*«y of Industrialisation and the Structure of the Econosiv 

ID/C0NF.1/G.47 

ID/C0NF.1/G.12 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. 1/0.9 
and SUMMARY 

ID/C0NF.1/G.56 

ID/C0NF.1/G.30 
and SUMMARY 

UNIDO 

USSR 

The Role of the Industrial Sector in Economic 
Development 

Diversification of the Economy and Strategy 
of Industrial Development 

The Establishment of the Agricultural Processing 
Industry and Its Hole in the Development of other 
Branches of the Economy 

The Function and Importance of Integrated Agri- 
cultural Organizations in the Development of 
Agriculture and Food Industries 

The Industrial Development Policy of Yugoslavia  Yugoslavia 

Byelorussian 
SSR 

Yugoslavia 
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(continued) 

ID/C0lfF.l/0.21 
And SUÄARY 

ID/COMF.1/G.22 
and SUMtARY 

Integration, Special i mat ion and Co-operation 
in the Industry of Yugoslavia 

Chole« of Trends and Methods of Industrial 
Developa+nt in Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

(b)   Publio and Privata Sactors 

ID/COOT1. l/B. 13 

ID/COBF.l/0.14 
and SUMIABY 

ID/CONF.l/G.80 
SUKAJtY 

Policías and Plans of Davelopinf Countries Re- 
garding tha Public Sao tor in Manufacturing In- 
dustrias 

Tha Role of tha Private Econoaic Sector in the 
Industrialisation Prooass of the Developing 
Countries 

UNIDO 

The Role of tha State and the State Sector in the USSR 
Industrialisation of the Developing Countries 

Switserland 

ID/CO»F.l/B.2 
and Corr.l 

Tax Incentives for Industrial Développant 
A susnary of this docuaent is available as 
ID/CONF.l/22 

UNIDO 

H" 
1 

(4'¿ s •• 
ID/C0«?.l/B.l8 

*¿Mi,, ID/C0MF.1/B.16 

¡PI?" 
Vf»   -; 

ID/COHF.I/B.15 

ID/CONF.l/G.61 

ID/CONF.l/0.71 
and SUMtARY 

(d)  BBjtQjnypt and wMe Poicar 

laployaent Aspacts of Industrialisation ILO 

Wages and Industriai Developaent ILO 

Surplus Agricultural Labour and the Developaent UMIDO 
of Industry 

Industrialisation and Äployaent in Oreeoe Oreeoe 

Manpower Policy:   A Swedish Example Sweden 

, -if ' 
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(•)    Transfer of Technolog 

ID/CONP.l/B.17 

ID/C0NF.1/G.37 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.1/53 
and Corr.l 

ID/COHP.l/54 

Progr...iv. I„du.trtal T.otaology for D.«!^», 

Science and Industrial Developnent 
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Agenda ite« 3b: Formulation and implementation of   COMMITT 
industrial pro 

The translation of policy decisione into a coherent programme of industrial 
development may be discussed under two headings! 

1. Problems of planning and programing for the industrial 
sector as a whole; 

2. Formulation, evaluation, implementation and follow-up of 
industrial projects. 

The following documents are submitted under this sub-item of the agenda: 

Issue paper 

ID/CONF.I/A.16 Issues for Discussion: Formulation and Impli 
mentation of Industrial Programmes 

UMIDO 

1.  Problems of planning and programming for the industrial 

it'--JJ 

• 1 , \  T 

Hi .''•*• • 

sector as a whole 

ID/CONF.I/G.15 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.26 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/12 

ID/CONF.l/27 

ID/CONF.l/G.63 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.38 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/15 
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The Use of Input-Output Analysis in the Pra-       USSR 
paration of Economic Development Programmes 
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Principles and Models of Industrial Location       USSR 

Requisites of Production, Processing and Utilisation PAO 
to Develop Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 

Formulation and Implementation of Industrial 
Programmes: The Greek Experience 
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12. There was support for a suggestion by one delegation that, in order to obtain 

the short-term services of persons engaged in industry, without interrupting their 

careers, it might be practical to invite firms to make arrangements so that from 

time to time they oould without serions difficulty second an expert at short notice. 

13. Another proposal that developed countries might offer tax inoentives to firms 

willing to provide experts for technical assistance programmes in developing oountries 

was favourably received.    Joint ventures between Government s and private industry 

were also cited as a possible form of technical co-operation.    One delegation ex- 

pressed the view that the private sector should be consulted in the formulation of 

national development plans.   Other delegations stressed that co-operation between 

private industry, Governments and the United Nations could help to speed the imple- 

mentation of industrial projects in the developing oountries. 

-Iti 

14. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Recommandât ions 

The Committee made the following recommendations: 

naving regard to the limitations of funds available for teohnical oo-operation 

and in view of the need for securing the greatest effective use of such funds, 

it is recommended that priority be given to teohnical oo-operation projects 

which can demonstrate that optimum results can be gained fron i he expenditures. 

Owing to the special qualifications required of experts in the field of indus- 

trialisation  and the urgency of the recruitment problem, consideration should 

be given, as a matter of urgency,  to the establishment of special facilities 

for the speedy recruitment by UNIDO of competent teohnioal assistance personnel. 

In view of the need for expeditious recruitment of experts with diverse and 

high-skilled capabilities, it is recommended that greater use be made of con- 

sulting fii 

Developing oountries should intensify their efforts to provide capable counter- 

part personnel for United Nations programmes and projects in the field of 

industry. 

m 
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Agenda item 3c: Industrial manpower, including training 
and mana/ement 

COMMITTEE I 

Di ecu« si on of problème in the field of industrial manpower may include such 
topics as an assessment of manpower requirements for industrial development, pro- 
grammes for manpower development for industry in developing countries and the con- 
tribution that international action could make to assist the developing countries 
in formulating and implementing manpower training programmes.   The following 
documents are submitted under this sub-item of the agenda: 

Issue paper and general statement of the problems 

Iü/C0NF.1/A.17 Issues for Discussion:    Industrial Manpower 

ID/COMP.l/30 

ID/CONF.l/31 

ID/COHF.l/32 

ID/CONF.l/33 

Issues and Problems in Manpower Development 
for Industrialization 

Skill Requirements for Industrialisation 

Effective Utilisation of Manpower for Industria- 
lisation 

Education and Training Programmes for Industria- 
lisation 

Presented by 

UMIDO 

JNIDO and 
ILO 

UMIDO and 
ILO 

UNIX and 
ILO 

UNIDO and 
ILO 

•i, 

i- ' 

Y 
¡a" 

4 

fctfV, • 
» • 

a v-i. 

ID/CONF.l/B.l 

ID/CONF.l/B.21 

ID/CONF.I/G.55 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.l/G.7 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/B.19 

ID/CONF.l/G.79 

The Supply of Skills to the Industrial Seotor 
in Developing Countries 

Education and ¿raining Programmes for Industria- 
lization 

Some Views on Manpower in Economic Development 

Programming and Designing of Technical Training 
Centres 

Training for Small Manufacturing Enterprises in 
Developing Countries 

Vocational Training and Education for Small 
and Medium-size Enterprises 

UNIDO 

UNESCO 

Sweden 

Netherlands 

ILO 

Israel 
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Agenda item 3d:    Domestic financing of industry COMMITTEE III 

This item is to be considered together with Agenda item 4b. 

It is suggested that the discussion of the financial requirements of the in- 
dustrial sector include such topics as the financial structure and financial 
planning of industrial enterprises;    the need for long-term capital; the provision 
of working capital for industry, and the various domestic sources of financing. 
The following documents aro submitted under this sub-item of the agenda: 

Présented by 

1 
iii%t as«- 
ID/CONF.l/A.18 

Other documentation 

ID/CONF.l/7 

ID/CONF.l/B.8 

\ 
ID/CONF.I/B.9 

ID/CONP.I/G.19 
and SUMMARY 

Ï» 

ID/CONF.l/0.33 
and SUMMARY 

i   • 
t ID/CONF.I/O.58 

tei..- 
ID/CONF.I/G.69 

SUMMARY 

Issues for Discussion:    Domestic Financing 

Domestic Financing of Industrial Development 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

The Role of National Development Finance Companies    World Bank 
in Industrial Development Group 

Measures to Increase Commercial Bank Financing 
of Industry in Developing Countries 

UNIDO 

Financing of Industrial Development in Yugoslavia    Yugoslavia 

Redeployment of Private Capital in Developing 
Countries 

Domestic Financing of Industry 

Netherlands 

Greece 

Some Aspects of the Financing of Industrialisation Netherlands 
in Developing Countries 
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COMMITTEE T 

ine following document IB submitted under this sub-itemt í*-°J«"S. 

Issue panar 

ID/CONP.l/A.19 Issues for Discussion:    Administrative Machiner? 
for Industrial Development 

UNIDO 
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Agenda item 3f : Industrial research and other technical 
services 

This item may be considered under two headings: 

1.    The organization of industrial research and the provision of 
other technical services, including the use of consulting 
services for industry; 

2«    Measures for the transfer of industrial information« 

The following documents are submitted under this sub-item: 

1.      The organization of industrial research and other technical 
services, including consulting services 

Issue paper 

ID/C0NF.1/A.20 Issues for Discussion:    Industrial Research 

Other documentation 

The Organisation of Industrial Research in 
Developing Countries*    A summary of this document 
is available as ID/CONF.l/28 

The Use of Industrial Consultants in Developing 
Countries 

COMMITTEE I 

Í   '. ' 

ID/CONP.l/B.14 

i 
:    . , 

h" ID/COMP.I/5 

Í  ! ID/CONP.I/B.IO 

>• i-. *' ; 

* &'*   . " 

VI-' v  ' 
r,'\., í í ' 

ID/CONP.I/G.I 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.1/0.4 
and SUMMART 

IVi "   'l'ìr 
ID/CONP.I/G.18 

and SUMMARY 

MS"- i ? ' 
m. V\ • ufi ¿if. " 

ID/COMP.1/0.42 
and SUMMARY 

mh ' À'- . 

Industrial Consultation Services in Europe. 
A summary of this dooument is available as 
ID/CONF.l/10 and Corr.l. 

Practice of Industrial Research and Development 

Quality Control and Standardization as Conditions 
of Industrial Growth 

Research and Development in Yugoslav Industry 

Influence of the Technical Research Revolution 
on the Development of the Extractive Industry 
in Asia and Africa 

Presentad by 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 
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Other documentation 
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and SUMMARY 
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Agenda if» 3JT: Promotion of industrial »3  
of export-oriented and import-substi- 

tuting industries 

COMMITTEE I 

In the discussion,  it is proposed to examine the problems of developing certain 
branches of industry as sources of industrial exports.    This includes further in- 
dustrial processing of products of mineral or vegetable origin that are now being 
exported in crude or semi-finished form.      The following documents are submitted 
under this sub-item: 

Imf gtPfT 

Issues for Discussion:    Promotion of Exports 

The Need for an Export-oriented Pattern of 
Industrialisation 

1 

ID/CONP.l/A.22 

* 
Other documentation 

.- 
ID/CONP.l/56 

! 

ID/CONP.l/55 
and Add.l 

i 

ID/CONP.l/13 
and Corr.l 

-  r ID/CONP.l/B.24 

i*!  .• 
ID/CONP.l/B.33 

A 

ID/CONF.I/G*46 
SUMMARW 

ID/CONF.I/B.26 

¡i   « 

fi1:.- 

K3 •* * it ' 
ID/CONF.I/B.27 

ipir 

Export Credits and Development Financing: 
Part One:    Current Practices and Problemsj 
Part Two:    National Export Credit Systeme 

Survey of Export Promotion Techniques 

Export Marketing Organisations 

Notes on Industrial Development Strategy in 
Latin America 

Technology and World Trade 

Measures for Inoreasing the Exports and Export 
Potential of Forest Products from Developing 
Countries 

Prospects for Exports of Processed Iron Ore from 
Developing Countries 

Primati ter 

UNIDO 

UNIDO 

UN: ESA 

UMIDO 

UNIDO 

IAIESP 

U.S.A. 

UNCTAD 

UNCTAD 

|/   This dooument is a summary of a U.S. Government dooument bearing the 
and is issued in English, Frenoh, Spanish and Russian. 

title, 
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aNBaLuBLal     ^3B&XMuJnSaaai&BsLjUL ¿QBSS£¿JBJLA 

Ths discussion would relate to an assessment of the potentialities as well 
as liai tati one of sssll-scal* industry in developing countries «ad of its place 
in the industrialisation pro grasses of developing countries.    Particular attention 
would be paid to the role of industrial estates in this arsa.    Tfc# following 
docuaonts are submitted under this sub-ites: 

*     ! 
i* 

9tfi 

D/CONP.I/A.23 

thar docusM 

D/CONP.l/6 
and Corr.l 

D/COiT.l/29 
and Corr.l 
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and SUtURY 
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Issues for Discussiont    Small-scale Industry 

Policies and Profrs—ss for the Development of 
Stesi 1-soale industry 

Polieie« 
Industrial Estates 

for the tstablii it of 

Possibilities of Utilising Steal l-«oelt Industry 
in the Progress of Economic Development 

Training for Steal 1 Manufacturing snterpriso« in 
Developing Countries 

Voo«tional Training and Mueatioa for Steal 1 «ad 
Mediusvsise Enterprises 

Probletes and Limitations of Steal 1-soals Industry i 
The Greek Experience 

Small-scale Industry in Yugoslavia 

UMIDO 

UtelBO 

UmXBO 

ILO 

Israsl 
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It i« propo.-H that tht diacuaaion taka ua th. ..c.. #   * 
rational or nb-rHiontl induatrial OMMTL^¡JT**1, *0tor- inwl*ad in 
tht policl.. of prSotin« ¡¡J ooíop^f^*   ÎLTîîiîV,l;pt,1€ «"•**••. «* 
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(5) Th« Contr«* for Industrial D«v«lopa«at ««tabli«h«d or in th« procos of boia« 

••tabli.had in a number of oountria« with th« aaaistano« of UNDP/\jNII» ahould 

Play an «xpanding rolo in atfsiatin« in th« id«ntifioation and impl«n«ntation 
of industrial pr^-invaatnant pro jacta. 

(6) Taking into account th« Industrial Pronotion S«rvie« and th« valu« of th« 

••rvio«« it provided during th« Ath«na Sympoaiu«, it ie rann—Mail that 

sid«r*tioa b« gtvn to way« and aaaaa for providing furthar larvioa« of a 
a ini lar natur«. 
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OflWTTg t Agenda it «a 4b;    External financing: 

The discussion under this topic,  which is to be considerad together with sub- 
ite« 3d, would deal with the means of meeting the financial requirement! of the in- 
dustrial sector from external sources.    Attention would be given to the provision 
of financing through international  institutions,  bilateral governmental programmes 
and private sources.    ?he following documents are submitted under this sub-item of 
the agendat 

lt§m FtFtf 

ID/COHF.l/A.25 Issues for Discussion: External Financing UMIDO 

-í¿ 
fi/; 

ID/COMF.I/I 
and Corrs. 1 
and 2 

ID/CONF.l/54 

ID/COUP. 1/9 

ID/cOKF.l/44 
mad Corr.l 

ID/COMF.i/55 
and Add.l 

ID/0O»F.l/0.33 
and SUtUftT 

ID/COMF.1/0.64 
summ 

ID/COMF.1/0.69 
SUMMARY 

ID/CO»F.l/0.23 
and SUsHARY 

Official Bilateral Financial Assistance for tas UMIDO 
Manufacturing Industry of the Developing Countriss 

Financing of Economic Development:    Promotion of UM:ESA 
Private Foreign Investment in Developing Countries« 
Summary and Conclusions 

A Summary of Activities of the World Bank Group       Morid Bank 
in the Industrial Field Group 

Financial Assistance by OBCD Members for Industrial     OECD 
Development in Developing Couatrioo 

Sxport Credits and Development Financing:    Part One:    UM: KB A 
Current Prácticos and Problem»;    Part Two: 
National Export Credit System» 

Redeployment of Private Capital in Dove loping 
Countries 

External Financing of Industrial Dsvslonmont: 
Some Proposals to Encourage tao Flow of 
Private Capital 

Netaorlands 

Oroooe 

Some Aspects of the Financing of Industrialisation lethorlands 
in Developing Countries 

The Financing of Economic Dsvolopmont of 
Yugoslavia fresi Foreign Souroo 

Yugoslavia 
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AiiffllÉ i*«* 4C»   Tfetesii oo-oyrttiop COmiTTEi III 

The proposed discussion under this itesi relates to the various progresa«! of 
technical co-operation in industry with a view to reviewing the prob leas arising in 
the existing; progresses and exaaining the possibilities of improving and strengthe- 
ning such co-operation*    The following documents are submitted under this sub-it es) 
of the agenda: 

if' 

ID/COHF.l/a.15 

cilitr ^9Msm*iHW 
ID/COMF.l/48 

and Adds.  1 
and 2 

ID/COHF.l/51 

Issues for Discussioni Technical Co-operation UHID0 

ID/OOIIF.l/50 

ID/OORT.I/B.I 

ID/COìT. 1/20 
Corr.l 

ID/COW. 1/45 
and Corr.l 

ID/COUP. i/o. 6 
and SUssURT 

United Nations Industrial  Development Organisation       UHIDO 
Programme of Special Industrial Services 

Activities of the United Nations System of UNIDO 
Organisations in the Field of Industrial De ve lop- 
sent i    Summary Data on Operational Activities of 
the Centre for Industrial Development*/ 

Activities of the United Nations System of UMIDO 
Organisations m the Field of Industrial Deve lop- 
sent 

The Supply of Skills to the Industrial Sector in UilDO 
Developing Countries 

PAO Progressi« of Work and Industry Support PAO 
Under the Freedoe from Hunger Campaign 

Technical Aasistancs by OBCD Members for Industrial     OKD 
Development la Deve 1 opine Countries 

The Development Cyole Applied to Low-east 
Housing- 

setaerlands 

\  -f ft ilk -Ï' 

¿/   This document surveys tas United astiarne activity is teohatoel 
in industry up to the end of 19*6.    Osta osi the technical 
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(c)    RULES OF PROCEDURES FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT.!/ 

I.    Agenda, participation and credentials 

Rule 1 

The Symposium shall consider items included in the provisional agenda prepared 
by the Secretary-General of the United Nations and approved by the Economic  and 
Social Council. 

!'* 

S 
>    • 

JV 

F*. -- 

'••«J : 
• 'ft? *'" " *-'i 

Rule 2 

Each  State  invited to the Symposium may be represented by such number  of repre- 
sentatives and advisers as may be required to ensure adequate discussion of  the 
topics of the agenda. 

Rule 3 

The list of representatives of eacn participating State shall be issued either 
by the Head of State or Government or by the Minister of Foreign Affairs or his 
nominee,   and communicated to the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

Rule 4 

Representatives of the specialised agencies and the International Atoaxc 
öiergy Agency and of intergovernmental bodies invited to the Symposium aay  partici- 
pate, without the right to vote,  in the deliberations of the Symposium and  it« 
committees. 

Written statements of such specialised agencies and intergovernmental  bodies 
shall be distributed by the Secretariat to the delegations at the Symposium. 

11 •   OffioTi and •sortiaria* of the Srmpoai« 

The Sympoeium small elect a President, three Vice-Presidents and a Rapporteur. 

laoh Committee of the Symposium shall elect its own officers. 

lull 6 

The Executive Secretary of the Symposium appointed by the Secretary-Öaneral of 
the United Nations, shall be responsible for the preparation of the confarenoe and 

- • 3&. 

J/   Draft rules presented to the Symposium in document  ID/CONF,l/A.?/Fev.l. 
Adoptad without ohaage - see para. 12 of the report. 
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h^nr^fí ^angem.nt. f°î aeetin«8-     The Bt*ff squired for the Symposion »hall 
be provided by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

The Executive Secretary of the Symposium or any member of the Symposium staff 
designated for that purpose may, subject to the provisions of rule sfL^a I. 
well  as written statements to the Symposium concerning any matter relating îo it" 

III#    Organisation of the work of the Sympoaii«, 

Rule 7 

The work of the Symposium shall  be conducted  in plenary and committee sessions. 

hule 8 

The President shall declare the opening and closing of each plenary session of 
the Symposium,  accord the right to speak and,  subject to these ruie. oYprocXe? 
shall have complete control of the proceeding, m the meeting and the maintenance 
of order therein.    The President may call a speaker to order if hi. remark, aï. not 
relevant  to the subject under di.cus.ion.    He may limit the Urne on any <rae.£on 
cLoso the li.t of .peaker. or clo.e the di.cu..ion.    H. may suspend or adjourn the 
discussion on the item under consideration. 

Pule 9 

Representatives may address sessions of the Symposium only through recognition 
«V the presiding officer. The presiding officer shall call upon speaker, in the 
order in which they express their desire to apeak. 

hule 10 

The report of the Symposium or any part thereof,  including recommendation, and 
resolutions, may be adopted by a majority of the representatives present and voting, 
representatives who abstain from voting shall be considered as not voting. 

In regard to question, of procedure, decision shall be made by a «ajority of 
the representatives present and voting.    Representatives who abstain fro« voting 
shall be considered as no* voting.    If the vote i. equally divided,  the proposai 
»hall  be considered as rejected. 

At the request of the Présidant, one of the Viee-Presidents, designated by him, 
«*y praaide ovar any plenary ••••ion of the Symposium,    à Vice-Pro meat acting as 
PreaUmnt mm»H have the MM power« and duti.e M the President. 

•noh committee of the Symposium »hall be presided over by the chairman of the 
cornanti«*, whoee power« and function, shall be similar to those of tit« Preeldent of 
the »rmpoeium at plenary ....ioni as provided in rul.s 8, 9, 10 «i 11. 
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SMmSmJEm 

Tha documanta aubnittad to tha Syapoaiua «hall conti it of two catagoriast 
(1) docuaanta for ganaral distribution, which shall ba mad« availabl« in angliah, 
Franch, Russian and Spanieh; (2) background documenta whioh shall ba and« aval labi« 
in thair original languaga and as far aa naadad in working languagae of tha 
Syaposiua. 

IV.    Unmaama 

Rula là 
Chinava, angliah, Franoh, Ruaaian and Span i ah ahall ba tha official languagas 

of tha QyaposiuB* 

Spooofeoo atte la oat of tha official laaguagaa of tao frapoalua akmll bo iatar- 
pratad iato it« othor offioial laaguagaa. 

.  *•     '<:• Matiá 

T. 

of ploaarjr aaaaioaa ahall ba aroviéoá. 

i« 

Î 
•••i . 

ti    "i- 

i 

tf,fc i fc** 

m 
Lin*'' 

Ail 
by tao 

of ta« 

"• MititiT tf mwiiiiai 

iaa afean bo hold la ambilo, mloao othamloo doeiatd 

*"• rnkiiHUn tf rmititm 

Tao raport of tha ajapaalum togataor with a aalaotloa ef 
tao njisolm» or amamntfioo taoroof amali ba praparad and pmbUamom bjr 
Oamorol of tao Ualtad Mations. 

amhnittad to 
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VIII.    Obnrvtn 

Rul. 19 

d*.iJ!;:*°V!îM,îBtîl or«wlii»tion» in o*t.«ory A invito to th. Sy.po.iu. .iv 
dt.ign.t« authored r.pr...nt.tiv.. M ob..rv.r. who, upon the inviati« !fth. 
Sy.po.iu., „y participât, without th. right of vot. ÍB K ¡îîiiïUÎÎÎÎf J *í 
Sy.po.iu. „d it. ooiitt... Md ^ wb.S writ^n .t.tíÜLÍ;!       *UOa'       ** 

Non-gov.rn..nt.l orfwiii»tion. in c.t.fory B or on th. ritiittr who —v h- ^ 
Vit *Z*"i**%* *uthori.«i p.pr...nt.ti^. to .it M oo.^. It1h.^iJÌ«Ìr of th. Sy.po.iu. and it. CoMitt.o«. oo..rv.r. at th. MM ion. 

IX. Cerai PTQyi|ion 

Rul. 20 

la mpMt of attt«r. whioh *r. not oov«r.d ey th... rul... th. r«l*m>t 
vi.io«. of tao ml«* of proooftiro of tu« Oonoroi A.M.h" ÎA •¡&. 
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(d)      LIST OF RIPISTISED PARTICIPANTS ARP 

SECRETARIAT OF THE SYMPOSIUM 

Tha participants registered at the Symposium ara listad in toa following pa«a s. 

A total of 5*9 pmrsons registered in tha symposium, representing 78 Governments,  I5 

inter-governmental organizations,  9 offioaa and commissions of tha Unitad Rations 

Secretariat (other than UNIDO), 7 specialised and affiliatad United Rations agencie« 

and 6 non-governmental organi eat ions. 

The list of participants ahown in tha following pagas ara grouped as shown in 

tha tabla balowt 

its in tea armnosiu 

of 

Rapraaantativas of Oovarnmanta (rapraaanting 
78 Qovernmants) 

Representatives of Inter-Oovernaentel Orjani- 
aations (rapraaanting 15 organisations) 

Rapraaantativas of tha Uni tad Nations Sacretariat 
(from 9 U* offioaa and oomnissions) 

Rmpreaantativea of Uni tad Rations spaoialisad and 
affiliatad agancias (from 7 aganoias) 

frasi Non-Oovsrnmantal Organisations 
(rapraaanting 6 organisations) 

495 

28 

18 

26 

22 

589 
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a) Message of the Secretary-General of the United Nations —' 

The convening of an International Symposium on Industrial Development by 

decision of the United Nations Renerai Assembly is both an expression and a symbol 

of the growing concern of the international community with the problem of develop- 

ment. 

In expressing our gratitude to the host country, let us remember that it was 

here in Greece that the Hellenic Genius for systematic enquiry came into its full 

flower. This venue should therefore provide us with an inspiring framework for 

dealing with some of the most difficult and complex problems that a majority of 

nations are facing at this juncture of their development. 

While we concentrate our efforts on the problems of today we must remain with- 

in full awareness of their historical perspective. Modern technology could probab- 

ly be traced back, over a gulf of many centuries, to the first sparks of scientific 

thought kindled in ancient Greece. Its far reaching impact through industrial 

application ^ver  the last century or two is only now becoming fully apparent. We 

have also come to realize that the many blessings that technology bestowed on those 

who have been able to mako early use of it have also resulted in a new international 

barrier which increasingly separates "North" from "South"; developed from develop- 

ing countries. In a world where the need for bridging all areas of conflict has 

become a basic imperative of survival, this devisive schism between poor ¿nd rich 

nations cannot be allowed to continue, euch less to widen. 

An international meeting on industrial development was perhaps long overdue 

in the light of the hopes which the developing countries have focused on the devel- 

opment of modern and efficient industries as a means of raising the standards of 

living of their populations and providing new and stable sources of productive 

employment. Whether we consider the historical perspective of the last two hundred 

or of the last twenty years, it is becoming increasingly apparent that the basic 

social and political problems of the developing countries are not likely to become 

amenab) » to effective solutions in a stable environment without the establishment 

1/ Distributed as document ID/CONF.l/57. 

4 %, 
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of an autonomous productive capacity baaed on modern technology.    The prodigio is 

possibilities of modern technology must be harnessed through the building of plants 

and  indus-ial complexes for a large variety of prooucts and to ensure the fullest 

utilization of the natural resources of the developing countries as well as of their 

manpower.    This may be the most important task in the field of development over the 
next decada or two. 

While a large part of the effort will have to come from the less developed 

countries themselves,   international co-operation will remain an important element in 

any all-out effort to produce meaningful results over a relatively short period of 

time.     It will call for a true partnership between the manpower, market potential 

and physical resources of the developing countries, and the capital and technologi- 

cal know-how of the industrially advanced countries.    The increasing internationali- 

zation of economic operations in our contemporary vorld is bound to require closer 

international co-operation in these areas, not only for the development of the 

industrializing countries but also for a more balanced and fuller development of 

the world economy as a whole.    This may be particularly important  in the area of 

new technology.    There is now considerable concern,  even among the industrialized 

nations,  about the concentration or polarization of technology which followed the 

vast expansion of innovations and industrial production during recent years.    The 

development of international co-operation in promoting the technological advance- 

ment of the less developed countries may facilitate all-round accessibility to new 

technology and its application to  industrial production. 

The significance of the Symposium can only be assessed in the context of the 

increasing internationalization of these problems.    In providing an opportunity 

for discussing in depth the many complex problems which must be dealt with in the 

process of industrialization, the Symposium w;.ll contribute to a better understand- 

ing of the underlying*problems and to the creation of conditions for co-operative 

approaches to their solution. 

Because of the great importance that I attach to this meeting,  I deeply regret 

that the current pressures of office preven c me from joining you personally  in your 

deliberations.    I wish however,  to express on this occasion my conviction that 

industrialization has a crucial role to play in the efforts of the developing 
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Diroctor of Forestry 
Developnent Planning and Research, 
Miniatry of Agrioulture 

Chi«f of Development Division, 
Hellenio Induatrial Development 
Bank 

Vioe-Preaident of the 
Association of Oréele Industrialists 

Consultant, 
Industrial Development Matal and 
Mataríais Industrias 

Dirootor, 
Miniatry of Co-ordination 
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Advi.er 

Advisor 

Adviser 

Advisor 

Adviaer 

Advisor 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 
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QHgCI (ooatiBued) 

Mr. Deaetriu« OIKOHOMOU 

Mr. Jota PIPEROGLOU 

Nr. Joto SAJCELURIDIS 

Mr. Theodor« STRATOS 

Nr. O«»«« TRIAOTAFYllOPOULOS 

Nr. Alexander George TSATSOS 

Nr. Ooorgo D. KOUMOUU» 

Mr. Abdoulaye BARRY 

Mr. Boubeear BAH 

Civil Servio« Board 

Planning Manager, 
Bsso-Pappas 

Agone? for tho Standardisation 
of Orook Producta 

Industrialist 

Director, 
Ministry of Co-ordination 

Chairman of the Board; 
Managing Director, 
General Ceaent Co. S.A. 

Deputy !lanag«r, 
Hellenic Industrial Dovelopaont 
Bank 

Chief of Division, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Dirootor of th« Off io« of Central 
and Industrial Co-ordination, 
Ministry of Eoonoaio Development 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advieer 

Advissr 

Adviser 

R«pr«8«ntativ« 

Representative 

DUT SEE 

Nr. Garolaam Luigi BA88AJTI 

Nr. Loon 4« ROB» 

Präsident and Dirootor, 
Institute for Studies of 
International Politios (ISPI), 
e/o Poatifioal Commission on 
Justiee and Peace, 
Vatioan City 

President, 
International Union of Catnolle 
Manager« (UîflAPAC), 
e/o Pontifioal Commission oa 
Justiee and Peaoe, 
fatloaa City 

tiv« 

Representative 



INDIA 

H. E.  Mr. K.V.  RAQHUîlATAA REDDY     Miniatsr of Industries 

Mr. P.C. ALEXANDER 

Kr. K.J. GEORGE 

Kr. Bai KALELKAR 

Mr. CV.S. NAVI 

Nr. S.S. MARATHE 

Mr. liraajan Nath WAMCSOü 

Nr. P.V. «VILLI 

Nr. CD. THAŒAR 

Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Commerce 

Director, 
Ministry of Industrial 
Development and Company Affairs 

Director General, 
Technical Development, 
Ministry of Industrial 
Development and Company Affairs 

Deputy Seoretary, 
Ministry of Steel, Nines 
and Metals 

Boonomic Adviser, 
Government of India 

Seoretary, 
liinistry of Industrial 
Development and Company Affairs 

First Secre/tai'v, 
Bmoasay of India, Belfrade 
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Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

INDONESIA 

Mr. Sediono SURJO 

Mr. Irawan DAR8A 

Mr. Benito KODIJAT 

Senior Official, 
Departnent of Baaio and Light 
Industries and Power 

Second Secretary, 
Permanent Mission of Indonesia, 
Geneva 

Senior Official, 
Department of Basi o and Light 
Industries and Power 

Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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INDONESIA (oontinued) 

Mr. Muljo HARSOHO 

Mr. ROOSMAN 

Mr. E.H. THOMAS 

Doputy Direotor, 
Institut« for Industrial 
Research and Planning 

Industrial Attaché, 
Embassy of Indonesia, 
The Hague 

Industrial Attaché, 
Emhassy of Indonesia, 
Rone 

Adviser 

Alternativ« 
Representative 

Adviser 

I, 

€ 

I  Î'- 

im 
Mr. Mohammed Ali AOHASSI 

Mr. Aaanollah BARDAI 

Mr. Khanhaha IRAVANI 

Mr. Hoseein MAADI 

Mr. Mohamed MAHDAVI 

Mr. îîansour VAPAI 

Mr. Mol Ali SETRAPI 

Senior Ministerial Adviser on 
International Operations, 
Ministry of Economy 

Chief of Chemical Industries 
Sootion, 
Ministry of Economy 

Read of Formulation and 
Evaluation of Industrial Projects 
Bureau, 
Ministry of Economy 

Head of Investment Promotion 
Department, 
Ministry of Eoonomy 

Senior Adviser, 
National Iranian Oil Co., 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Department of International 
Organisations 

Chief of Industrial Planning 
Soot ion, 
Ministry of Eoonomy 

Representative 

Alternative 
Repräsentativ« 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 
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ALPBRIA 

H.E.  Mr. Abdalk«l.r CUmxiT       Aabaaaador, 

Mr.  Mohaaad ABERKANE 

!r.rtohaaad AOAO 

fir. Abdallah HàCIK 

Mr. Abdul-Latif KHELIL 

*. Monaaad URBI 

Tacnaieal Adviaar, 
Mint.try of Induatry and Energy 

Adviaar, 
Dtpartaeut of Econoaic, Cultural 
•ad Sooial Affair«, 
Hiaiatry of Foreign Affair. 

Aaaiataat Diraotor, 
Mialatry of Induatry and energy 

Tooanieal Adviser, 
Niaiatry of Induatry and Energy 

Petroleua Engineer. 
SOIATRACH 

Teohnioal Adviaar 
Hiaiatry of Industry aad Energy 

R«praeentative 

Alternativa 
Repreaantative 

Adviaar 

Adviaar 

Adviaar 

Adviaar 

H.l. Mr. Jorfa UVAUI 00» 

*r. Jorja 0AIB2SSO 

*f. Jo«! Loraaao VIOTTI 

of the Argentine Republic 
la Athana 

D*p"ty Diraotor of 
Iaduatrial Development, 
Mialatry of Indu« try 

Adviaar, 
Rational Council of Developaaat 

Repreaantative 

Alternativa 
R«praa antat iva 

Alternativa 
Repreaantative 



¡m 
Mr. Abdul Karls RUMI 

Mr. Ibrahia AL-CHDRBACHI 

Mr. Hiokaot Ali SHABAN 

Director General of 
Industrial Planning, 
Miniatry of Industry 

Pirat Secretary, 
Ssbaaay of tha Rapublio of 
Iraq in Athana 

Meaber of tha Board of Diraotors, 
Iraqi Federation of Industria« 
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Rapraaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaaatativa 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaaatativa 

ISRAEL 

Mr. Aharon OILAT 

Mr. Taaqov BEM-SAR 

Mr. Paras P. HARBUROER 

Mr. Barouoh SHALEV 

Mr. urial BARATZ 

Mr. Yigal COHEN 

Mr. Zalsaa LEIBOVTTZ 

Mr. Kiohasl ROSHER 

Daputy Diraotor Oeaeral, 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

Commercial Attaché, 
Diplomat io Representation, 
Äthans 

Haad of Department for Youth and 
Vocational Education, 
Mini*try of Labour 

Senior Economist, 
Planning Division, 
Ministry of Conmaros and Industry 

Engineering and Erection of 
Industrias Ovars aas Ltd. 

Diraotor, 
Industrial Advisers and Planning Co, 

Teohnical Diraotor, 
"Ets-Hasaith" Industrias 

Diraotor, 
Iaraali Dovelopaont Corporation 

Rapraaentative 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaaatativa 

Altarnativa 
Représentâtiv» 

Altarnativa 
Representative 

Advisor 

Adviaer 
> 

Advisor 

Advisor 
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ITALY 

H.E. Mr. Clemente BONIVER 

Baron Alberto VERTUNÎ di 
ALBANELLA 

Mr. Arturo BALBONI 

Mr. Sergio BARBESCHI 

Mr. Giannino BERTUZZI 

Mr. Antonio BOTTENT: 

Mr. Brunello CARTASEGNA 

Mr. Attilio CONEöNNI 

Mr. Franose00 LAURITA-LONGO 

Mr. Luoiano MERANI 

Mr. Michel« SCARPIDI 

Mr. Carlo TEVINI 

Mr. Antonio PERRONS 

Mr. Giuseppe STELLA 

Minister Plenipotentiary for 
Economie Affaire, 
Italian Embassy, Athens 

Piret Commercial Secretary, 
Italian Embassy, Athens 

Economist, 
-Società ITALIANA IMPIANTI di 
Genova" Mechanical Industries 

Chemical and Petrochemical 
Induetrial Engineer 

Head of INO Office, 
Technical Petrochemical Department 
of ANIC, Inc. 

Head of the Operative Analysis 
Department of LANEROSSI, Inc. 

Delegate for "MONTECATINI 
EDISON Sp.A." 

Consulting Engineer, 
Project management and planning 

Agriculture Industry 
("Studio Teonico Laurita Longo", 
Reggio Calabria) 

Doctor, Chemioal industries 
("MONTECATINI EDISON") 

Commercial and Technioal Manager 
("ETERNIT") 

Arohitect, representing in Athens 
Italian Industrial and Financing 
Groups 

Sales Manager, 
Food Processing Industry 

General Secretary of the Italian 
Chamber of Commeroe in Athens 

Repreeentative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 



IVORY COAST 

Mr. Antoine SIBI CJBEHO 

Mr. Yao DILOW 

Teonnioal Advieer, 
Ministry of Planning, 
Direotor of Privat» Investment 

Ministry of Plannin«, 
Agricultural Engineer 
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Representative 

Adviaer 

JAPAN 

H.E. Mr. Shineaku HO0ÏH 

Mr. Yoshio FUJIMOTO 

Mr. Saburo KAXO 

Mr. Tadasai ASAfO 

Mr. Minoouke EMORI 

Mr. Fueanosuke KATOH 

Mr. Shonoeuke KIMURA 

Mr. Akira NISHIMA 

Mr. Kunio KURAOJCA 

Mr. Ooro WAXAflOinE 

Ambassador to Austria 

Fi rat Seoretary, 
Embaaey of Japan, Auatria 

Chief, 
Statistio« Saotion, 
Raaouroaa Bureau, 
Soionoa and Technology Agency, 
Prime Minister»e Offica 

Praaidant, 
Nafmi Consul tant Co.Ltd. 

Chiaf, 
foreign Trad» Division, 
Federation of Economic Organisation* 

Assistant Manager, 
Planning Department, 
Japan Oaaoline Co.Ltd. 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Assistant Director, Adviser 
Toyo-Koateu Industrie« Ine, 

Aaaietant Oeneral Manager, Advieer 
Teyo Engineering Corporation 

Firet Seoretary, Advieer 
Permanent Mission of Japan to 
the United Nation«, N.Y. 

Seoretary, Adviser 
International Corporation Seotion, 
Minietry Foreign Affaira 
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JAPAW (©entinued) 

Mr. KM jiro OGATA 

Mr. Toshihtko SBCIYAJtA 

Nr. 5—«aeri AKRA 

Nr. Hltenkl YAMAOUCHI 

Seeretary, 
Beeaeaie Cooperation Biviol—, 
Ministry of International Trade 
aad Industry 

Cnief, 
Jap— Consulting Instituts 
ia Caire 

Deputy Sonerei mn>Bw, 
Fuji Iron and Stasi Ce.Ltd., 
Mbeelderf Offiee 

M—sprint Director, 
•aciaasrinc Consultine* Fir»» 
Aeeoolation 

Advleer 

Advieer 

Advieer 

Adviser 

Nr. lohji TSUJITA Secretary • 
Boenoaie Affaira Section, 
United Nations Bursa«, 
Ministry of Foraifa Affaira 

Advissr 

ml 
Ft- 

Mr. Abdmlla Paria CHALIFW 

Mr. Ji 01*10 

Mr. George Mueau MaTHBKA 

Mr. lometa «J indo HATHA 

Mr. Pater Jossph MSUNQHl 

Mr. Joseph Barrage WAMJUI 

of Industrial Co., 

Plaaaiaf Offioer, 
Niaiatry of Boonoaio Plaaaiaf 
and Develops—t 

Aeslataat Director of Industrlss, 
Ministry of Co—aros aad Industry 

Secretary, 
Ministry of Co—«roe and Industry 

Assistant Seoretary, 
Ministry of Porelfa Affairs 

Bke—tlve Direotor, 
Industrial aad Ca—troiai 
nasali Ai^^AiBe    r^^fca^^&^asi^káS a\ 4MM ¡/9T9t,vTmmmT < ¿fritura«i on 

tive 

—tatire 

Alternative 
Représentât ire 

Alternative 

Alternative 
dspressatative 

Alternative 
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H.E. Mr. Abdullah AL-JABBBR 

Nr. Mohnaad Darwish ALARADI 

Mr. Abdel Mobaan AL-KHARAFI 

Mr. EMM* AL-KHATIB 

Mr. Mohib Bonsai ALMAHJARI 

Mr. Faisal AWtAZIDI 

Mr. Kaalid A. AL-SHAUAI 

AL-SHAWI 

All DUAIJ 

MADOOH 

SIOOTW 

Mr. 

Mr. 

Mr. Mohaaad Mahnood 

Mr. Touaaef 

Minister of Cnaname «ad 
Industry 

Meaner of tha Board, 
Wntional Induetriea Coapaay 

Mnaber of tha Board, 
Choabar of Coaatroe and Induatry 

Eoonoalo Reeaaroher, 
Ministry of Conaai ua and Industry 

of tha Follow-up Sootion of 
tha Reno—inUt lona of Kuwait 
Industrial Conference, 
Ministry of Foreign Affaira 

Coalman of tha Board of Diraotore, 
Kuwait Chanioal Farti ligara 
Ccapany 

AMistant Administrator, 
Kuwait Fund for Arab Boononio 
Dovelopneut 

Chiaf Boononio Adviser, 
Plaaninf Board 

Diraotor General, 
Plaaninf Board 

AMistant Under-Saoretery, 
Ministry of Coaaaro« «ai Induatry 

Uni tad Mattona Expert, 
Ministry of Co—aros and Industry 
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Ropraeentative 

Alternativ« 
Ropreaeatative 

Altarnativa 
Representative 

Altarnativa 
Representative 

Altarnativa 
Ropraaantatlva 

Altarnativa 
Ropraaaatativs 

Altarnativa 
Ropraaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Ropraaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Ropraaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Representative 

Advisor 

Mr. Found AB I-8 AL» 

Mr. Jasa (XXWIKIAI 

viraotor, 
Dopnrtaant of Induatry, 
Miniatry ef Betianel 

Oouasallor of tha 
in Äthans 

Altaran* iva 
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LEBANON (oontinuad) 

Mr. Merwan NASR 0—ral Seoretary of the        Alt «mat IT« 
Association of Lobasss« Industrie« Representative 

LIBERIA 

Mr. D. Franklin RAL 

Mr. M.A. JOMEB 

Mr. Joseph 0. RICHARDS 

Under-Secretary for Planala« 
and lóenosle Affaira 

Under-Seorete?? for 

Deputy Director, 
of Natural 

Raproa «stative 

Alternative 
Representative 

at Uve 

P 

LffiZâ 

H.E. Mr. Tara« EL BAROUli 

Mr. Abdelaola ASHARIF 

Mr. BEVKDURA 

Mr. Said lasa LISHANI 

Mr. NAJO EL SHEIBANT 

Mr. Mustafa BINUBI 

Minister of Industry 

Haad of Marketing Booties, 
Industrial Research Carp«, 
Miaiatry of Industry 

Haad of Industrial Plans in« 
Seotion, finiatry of PlanaiJ« 

Assistant DIraotor, 
laduatrlal aad Raal Estât« 

First Secretary, 
Libyan Ess—ay, Attesa 

Assistaat Diraotor, 
Industrial Orfuniaatiee, 
Ministry of Industry 

Altaraatira 
itative 

AItarnstiv« 
Reprce estât ivo 

Alternativo 

Alternativ« 

M.S. Mr. Rasé lABITTT Ministry of Industry Mé Misa« iva 



MADAGASCAR (oontinuod) 

Mr. Di«iré ROBSON 

Mr. Célin« RABEVAZAHA 

Diraotor, 
Industry and Handicrafts 

Chi«f of Division, 
Board of Planning 
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Alttrnativ« 
Rsprasaatativ« 

Advisor 

Mr. Donald Spanoar PEARSON 

Mr. Tnonas Oswald Barnard 
IAIYUKA 

CosaUssionar for Industrial 
Dsvalopasnt, 
Ministry of Eoononic Affairs 

Xadaatrial Rasaaroa Offiotr, 
Ministry of Eoonoaio Affairs 

Rtprasaatativ« 

Alttrnativ« 
Representativa 

Mr. Anthony CAMILIÄII Saaior Advisar, 
Ministry of Trad« and Industry 

Representative 

'. P.S. PALL 

Mr. Il Ovali W'DAO 

Praaidaat of ta« Board of 
Industrial nation and Ninas 

Representativa 

Bimotor of the Pianine Laboratory, Advisar 
Raaaaroh and Technology Departaent 

Mr. DaviU Rioarao SAMAimo 

Mr« Carlo« 

Dapaty Diractor-Oaneral of 
Industri as, 
Ministry of Industry and 

aim 

Diraetor, 
Cantra of Booaonlo Stadi« of «he 
Privato Sartor 

Advisar 

_¿^_^B  sA^HSn^snanl 
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MEXICO (continued) 

Mr. Federioo E. LAMICO. Deputy Director, 
National Centra of Productivity 

Advisor 

Ti' 

MOROCCO 

R.E. Mr. Ahasd FENIANI 

Mr. Ali MOUNIR 

Mr. Mohaaed BELKHATAT 

Mr. Mohaaed BEN ABDERRAZIK 

Mr. M. DABI 

Mr. Abderrahaan OUERRAOUI 

Mr. AMellatif HARIKI 

Mr   Ahaed IWAOHRI 

Mr. Ali OTTANI 

Secretary of Stata, 
Offioo of tha Priaa Minister 

Chief of Technical Co-oparationt 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Chief of Division, 
National Bank of Eoonomio 
Development 

Secretary-General of tha Ministry 
of Commerce, Handicrafts, Industry 
and Minea 

Administrator, 
Centre d'Aoceuil dea Investisseurs 

Director, 
Industry Division, 
Ministry of Industry and Mines 

Chargé da Mission, 
Offioe of the Pris* Minister 

Adviser, 
Offioe of the President of the 
National Bank of Eoonoaic 
Development (BNDE), Moroooo 

President, 
National Textile Manufacturing 
Company (MANATEX) 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Mr. Jan MUJER Direotor-Oeneral, 
International Cooperation, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Representative 



HgraKKLAMS (oontinued) 

Hr. Kie Han YAP 

Mr. Johan Casper BANZ 

Kr. BLAISSE 

Mr. Hendrious BOS 

Mr. Barnard van ELDIK 

Mr. Jan van ETTINGER 

Mr. Jacobus HAMAKER 

Mr. Gerhard O.H. RAMM 

Nr. LIUTSZ 

Mr. Johannas FOOT 

Mr. J.C. RAMAER 

Mr. P. SCBOEMMAXSR 

Mr. Jan van VEEN 

Mr. J.H. van OHMEN 

Direotor CBO, 
Cantra for :>!anagement and 
Industrial Development 

Company Lawyer, 
Concern-Secretariat, 
Heinecken's Breweries 

Diraotor, 
Eoonomio Advisory Bureau 

Professor, 
Netherlands Sohool of Economics 

Ministry of Foreign Affaira 

President, Director, 
Building Centre, Rot tardea 

Research Director at T.N.O. 

Director, 
Chemioal Construction Division, 
Stamioarbon Fertiliser Co. 

Economist (SHELL) 

Secretary, 
Federation of Netherlands, 
Industries 

Eoonoaist, 
Financial Departaent, 
Philipe Company 

Director, 
Van Door ne's 
Automobile Factory 

Director, 
Research Institute for MaaafSJsant 
Soienoe, Delft 

Unilever I.V., Rotterdam 
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Alternative 
Représentâtiva 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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HETHERLAKDS (oontinuad) 

Mr. Paul RADEHAKER 

Mr. Isaac Frank LEYESDORFF 

Sacratary of tha dalagation, Saoretary 
Miniatry of Foraign Affaira 

Assistant managing Dir act or, Ad visar 
Tha Natharlands Invaataant Bank 

r -rtt ' 

SmmLmSSS&SOSmi 

Mr. David Noraaa HULL 

Miaa Judith TROTTER 

Maw Zsaland Consul Qanaral, 
Äthan* 

Haw Zaaland Vioa-Conaul, Äthans 

Rapraaantative 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaantativa 

Mr. Maxima COPTI Daputy Diraotor of Eoonoaic 
Affaira, 
in oharga of tha Industry 
Dapartaant 

Rapraaantativa 

iriQERIA 

Mr. S.A. »NOW» 

Mr. Qaorga Adayani FATOTE 

Mr. Miohaal Nolo TOLUHI 

Coaaiaaionar for Industrias, 
Fadaral Ministry of Industrias, 

Sani or assistant Saoratary, 
Fadaral Ministry of Coaaaroa 

Sanior Planning Offioar, 
Fadaral Ministry of Eoonoaic 
Davalopaant, Lagos 

R*praaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaantativa 

Adviaar 

Mr. Hai CHRIST AUSE» Civil Enginssr, 
Bargans Privatbank, Oalo 

Rapraaantativa 
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AROOfTIlfA (continued) 

Mr. FranoUeo Alejandro MINIERI    Counsellor of the Esibasay, 
Athos« 

Mr. Hector TEJERIHA Soorotory to the Bafeaasy, 
Athene 

Adviser 

Advieer 

wih 
? •••*. 
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^nVJSnjP^S^enSnnSa^en 

Mr. Willie« Allea MCtlIWOH 

I.I. Mr. Ralph Lindsay BARRY 

Mr. AIM Jote WOO» 

Nr. Roy Laidann CLARIMOBOULD 

Nie« Neri« Estollo MO 

CRAWFORD 

Mr. Eoith J. 

Pi ret Aooletant Seoretary, 
Off loo of Seoondary Indue try, 
Department of Trade «ad Industry, 
Canberra 
Australian Anbaaaador to Bolglus 
and the European Co—um It lee, 
Brüssel« 

Direotor, 
Servioe« and Inférant ion, 
Departnent of Trade and Industry, 
Canborra 

Chief of Divi«ion, 
Departnent of Trade and Industry, 
Papua and Now Guinea, 
Port Moresby 

Principal Rosearon Officer, 
Departnent of External Affairs, 
Canborra 

International Trade Organisations 
Division, 
Departnent of Trad« and Industry, 
Canborra 

Senior Rtoeeroh Offioor, 
International Relations Soot ion, 
Dopnrtnont of the Treasury, 

Representative 

Alternative 
Repreeontative 

Alternative 
Represent nt i ve 

Alternative 
Represent nt ive 

Altornativo 
Represent stive 

Alternativo 
Repros ont at ive 

Alternativo 
Representative 



»ORNAT (oontinued) 

Mr. Jon AASE 

Mr. Per EIDE 

Mr. Rolf THDDESEN 

Couaoellor, 
Ministry of Foreign Affai» 

Burla ter 

Royal Ministry of Industry 
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Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 

PANAMA 

Mr. Jorco KARICAS MANFREDO Consul of Panane in Oroooo Representative 

Mr. 0. Mirand COSTA 

Mr. Ramon POTCE DE LEOr? 

Mr. Juan RIEDNER 

Dirootor, 
Industrial Bank of Peru 

Menber of Parliament 

Manager, 
Industrial Bank of Poru 

Representative 

Altornativo 
Representative 

Altornativo 
Representativo 

Nr. Alfonso CALALANO 

Mr. Plaoido Lodosa« MAPA 

Mr. Raynundo FELICIANO 

Mr. Antonio FL0IREND0 

Mr. Raynundo VILLANUEVA 

Chairman, 
National Eoononie Counoil 

Dirootor-aonoral, 
Presidential Eoononio Staff 

Chairman of the Board, 
Manila das Corporation 

President, 
Tagun. Agricultural Development 
Corporation 

Commercial Attaohé, 
Philippine Embassy, Rose 

Ropresontativo 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 

Advisor 
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PORTUGAL 

Mr. José CALVET DE MAOALKAES Director General of Economics 
Affaira, 
Ministry of Foreign Affaire, 

Representative 

• Dr. Adriano d« CARVALHO Deputy Director-General, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Alternative 
Representative 

Mr. Joao CRAVINHO Senior Researcher, 
Head of Project Research Group, 

Adviser 

V 
jv« , 
f,-< **? 
&•'• 

W  ?! • 

Mr. Joao CRUZEIRO Chief of Division, 
Institute for Industrial Research 

Adviser 

Mr. Alborto DIOGO Engineer and Inspector of 
Provincial Eoonony, 
Province of Angola 

Adviser 

ib' GL' ' 

Mr. Rui do JAMPAIO E MELO 

Mr. Armando LOURENCO RODRIGUES 

Administrator 

Technician Specialist of 

Adviser 

Adviser 

, »Sí- 
Mi 

Mr. Luis Ferreira MORÁIS 

Oversea» Ministry 

Head of the Industrial 
Development Offioe 

Mr. Franoisoo N0RTON-De-MAT0S       Second secretary of Embassy 

ffr. Antonio Balbino RAMALHO 
CORREIA 

Engineer and Hemd of the 
Industrial Offioe, 
Province of Mosaabique 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

Mr. Yo-Han CHU 

Mr. Jaa-Kyong H0H0 

Mr. Kyung Suk MA 

Acting Chairman, 
Standing Councillor, 
Eoonomio and Soieatifio Council 

Chief, 
International Financing Section, 
Ministry of Finanoe 

Planning Direotor, 
Chungju Fertiliser Corporation 

Representative 

Alternative 
Repreeentative 

Alternative 
Representative 



REPUBLIC OF KOREA (continued) 

Mr. Don« Kyu PARK 

Mr. Eung-Suh PARK 

REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM 

Mr. Manh Trung HO 

Mr. Hgo LE THIEM 

Third Seoretaxy, 
Ministry of Foreign Affai» 

Vioe Manager, 
Korean Reconstruction Bank 

Director, 
Directorate of Mines, 
Ministry of National Economy 

Seoretary Qanaral, 
Publio Enterprise Commission, 
Ministry of National Economy 
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Alternativa 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

RWAMDA 

H.E. Mr. S. K8ANZIMAWA 

Mr. T. HTAKABURIMVAND 

Mr. Jean Joaeph BE LAVALLE 

Minister of Cosneroe, 
Minta and Industry 

Diraotor Qanaral of Planning 

UNIDO Expert 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviaer 

SAUDI ARABIA 

R.E. Mr. Abid Salen SHEIK 

Mr. Ibrahia ALTA8SAW 

Mr. Jaaaal TAHA 

Mr. Yousuf Adeab AL-AAMA 

Mr. Chaai DUZDAR 

Minister of Cosneroe and Industry     Representativa 

Consultant, 
Ministry of Finance 

Deputy Governor General, 
Petroleum and Mineral Organisation 

Direetor, Foreign Trade, 
Minsitry of Commeroe and Industry 

Eoonomio Adviaer 

Alternative 
Représentâtiva 

Alternative 
Representativa 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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SAUDI ARABIA (oontinued) 

Mr. S. Bakri SHATA Head of Industrial Division Advisor 

SOMALIA 

H.E. Mr. Mohamed Ali DAAR Ministsr of Industry and 
Comoro« 

Representative 

t Mr. Mohamed Said AUMUSSA Deputy Manager, National Bank Alternativ« 
Representative 

I.' 

Mr. Mohamed 0. CHAMA Manager, 
Development Loan Department, 
Somali Credit Bank 

Alternative 

> I* 

Mr. Mohamed HAJI HASSAN Ministry of Agriculture Alternative 
Representative 

Mr. Riohard 0. LEONARD Finanoial Adviser Adviser 

!, 
Mr. Rolando V. ROOOERO UNIDO Industrial Adviser Advissr 

fe 
¡I?- SOOTH APRICA 

Mr. U.R.A. KOTZENBERQ 

Mr. Martin BEKKER 

Commercial Seoretary, 
South African Embassy, Rom« 

Secretary, 
South Afrioan Embassy, Rom« 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

SPAIN 

H.E. Mr. Don José Manuel ANIEL- Spanish Ambassador in Athens 
QUIROOH 

Mr. Thomas CALAN 

Mr. Luis OUERECA 

Cenerai Technioal Seoretary, 
Ministry of Industry 

Chief of the Offioe of Studies, 
Ministry of Industry 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 
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SPAIN (oontinusd) 

Mr. Emilio de MOTTA 

Tir. José Oil PELAEZ 

Mr. Fsrmin de la SIERRA 

Mr. José Maria SIERRA 

Mr. José BARON 

Mr. Fernando Garcia MARTIN 

Mr. Nicola« KLINOENBERG 

Mr. José MARTIN ARTAJO 

Mr. Eduardo MARTINEZ BOUDES 

Mr. José Maria SAN JUAN 

Mr. Pedro VERNIS 

Minister in char«« of 
Commercial Affaire, 
Spanish Embassy in Vienna 

Engineer, 
Department of Productivity, 
Ministry of Industry 

Director-General of the 
Construction Industries 

Eabassy Secretary, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Senior Officer, 
••SECORBE" 

Coamsrcial Attaché to the 
Spanish Embassy in Athens 

Senior Offioer, 
"Teoniberia",    Madrid 

Secretary to the Spanish 
Embassy in Athens 

Director of "EDES", Madrid 

Senior officer of EDES 

Senior officer, 
"WHM05 ESPAÑOLA", Madrid 

Alternative 
Isprssentative 

Alternativ« 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Advis«r 

Advis«r 

Adviser 

Advis«r 

Advissr 

Advi««r 

Advis«r 

Mr. Abdalla ABDELWAHAB 

Mr. Mirghavi BABIKER 

Mr. Elamir Y.I.ELNIR 

Peraanent Under-Seorttary, 
Ministry of Industry and Minia« 

Assistant Under-Secretary, 
Ministry of Industry and Mining 

Deputy Managing Di reo tor, 
Industrial Bank of Sudan 

Representative 

Representative 

Alternativ« 
Repreeentative 
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SUDAI! (oontinued) 

' 
Nr. Kanal ABDELNONUN Présidant, 

Abdelmontim Bank 
Adviser 

Mr. Mustafa Abdel H. ABUELIZZ Adviser 

fi 

Mr. Taha EL ROUBI Menatine. Direotor, 
Taha El Sayed El Roubi 
and Coapany 

Adviser 

i 

i 
•fi 

Nr. Abdalla Mohamed FALDALLA Di reo tor, 
Department of Industry 

Adviser 

Nr. Kanal HAMEED University Lecturer Adviser 

4 Nr. A.W. MUSA Nenageoent consultant Adviser 
ti 

If 

li 

Nr. Parouk T. NUOTATA Industrial Economist, 
Industrial Bank of Sudan 

Adviser 

Nr. 8.S. ONER Senior Inspector, 
Ministry of Industry and Mining 

Adviser 

IP* Hr. Maaound Ali  OSMAN Industrial Management. Adviser 
Specialist, 
Sudan Industrial Ratearon 
Institute 

SWITZJRLAMD 

H.E, Mr. Raymond PROBST 

Mr. Jean-Daniel VERMEIL 

Mr. Hellaut BAUNAWf 

Minister Plenipotentiary, 
Representative of the Federal 
Council for Commercial Agreements, 
Division of Commerce, 
Federal Department of Publio 
Economy 

Assistant, 
Division of Commerce, 
Federal Department of Public 
Boonomy 

Representative of "Aluminium, 
Suisse S.A.",  Zurich 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 



SWITZJBtLAJfP (oontinued) 

Nr.  Gerhard BROKOL 

Nr. Jean-Paul CHAJVIS 

Nr. Urs-Paul aRUWDHl 

Mr. Kurt NOSBt 

Mr. Alphonse in 153PK 

Nr. René Weville Noti R1F0RIÀZ 

Nr. Lukas tfBfflPELS 

Sul ser Frère« S.A., 
Tsxtile Machín«! Department, 
Planning Division 

Swiss Bankers Association 

Agricultural Engineer, 
Böhler Prlres S.A. 

Swiss Society of Chemical 
Industries 

Technical Adviser to 
Motor-Columbus 

Director of the Swiss 
»•deration of Watch Manufacturers 

Doctor of Science, 
Hectro-Watt S.A. 
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Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser- 

STRIAI! ARAB MffffffrJC 

Mr. Hiohaa ELASS 

Mr. A.J. AKIL 

Mr. Kasih RASLAJf 

Osneral Director, 
Industrial Testing and 
Research Centre 

Chief of Department, 
Ministry of Economy and 
Foreign Trade 

Director in the Ministry 
of P.!. and Project execution 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 
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THAILAND 

H.E. Marshal Moni Mahasandana 
VEJYANT RAIOSRISHÏT 

Mr. Porn SRICHAÎIARA 

Mr. YOB BUKNAQ 

!!r. Padana BARPUTAWART 

Mr. Prabhas CHAKKAPHAK 

Mr. Sinavong CHANGKASIRI 

Mr. Chuay KAMNAWAT 

Mr. Jaral INTARAMOSI 

Miss Puma« SUWANAPII! 

Ilr. Noppadon PIMONMAHH 

Minister of Industry 

General Adviser to the 
Ministry of Industry 

Director-General, 
Depart »ant of Sciano«, 
Ministry of Industry 

Director if Industrial Economies, 
and Planning Division, 
Ministry of Industry 

Special Grade Technician, 
Board of Investment 

Senior Industrial Cfiioer, 
Ministry of Industry 

Second Secretary, 
International Economics Division, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Industrial Engineer, 
Industrial Economics and Planning 
Division, 
Ministry of Industry 

Budget Analyst, 
Office of the Prime Minister 

Eonomist, 
Industrial Economics and Planning 
División, 
Ministry of Industry 

Repres estative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

TOGO 

Mr. Ferdinand DJOMEDA 

Mr. Philippe NASSAR 

Director of the Division of 
Industry 

Representative of the 
Chamber of Commerce 

Representative 

Alternative 
Repräsentativ« 



TBHIPAP AMD TOBâOO 

Nr. Qaorgs Maxvall RICHARDS 

Nr.  Prank TH0MP30H 

TUNISIA 

Mr. Pourati NOUREBDINI 

Nr. Nohaasd NAÛUI 

Nr. Mohaaad NSEDI 

Nr. M.N. BELAID 

UGANDA 

Nr. Justinian W. MULTANTI 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC 

Mr. Asia Hilai KAJŒL 

Mr. Found ABDEL SATED 

Mr. Abdalla DARWISH 

Nr. Elsayad EL NWOBAWI 
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Dir^ot©r, Rsprassntativs 
Industrial Dsvaiopnsnt Corporation 
and Un i vare i ty Profaaaor 

Eoonoaist, 
Ministry of Plana in« «ad 
DsvslopSMBt 

Chiaf Enffinssr, 
Stmt» Sacrât ari at of Planning 
and National Eoonoagr 

Chiaf of tha Division of 
Industrial Statiatios 

Chiaf of tha Division of 
Food Industrias 

Chitf of tha Nsohanioal Division. 
Dspartaant of Industry 

Haad of 
Iavtstasnt Nsnaffsnt Division« 
Uganda Dsvalopaant Corporation 

Dsputy Chainaan, 
Industrialisation Organ i aat ion 

Undar-Saoratary of Stats 
for Industry 

Undar-Saoratary, 
Ministry of Planning 

Chairman, 
Egyptian Oanaral Organisation 
of Productiva Co-opsrmtions 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaantativa 

Haprassntativa 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaantativa 

Adviaar 

Advissr 

Repräsentativ« 

Rapraaantativa 

Altarnativa 
Rsprasantativa 

Altarnativa 
Rsprasantativa 

Altarnativa 
Rapraaantativa 
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DMHID ARAB REPUBLIC (osmtinasd) 

Mr. Hamed A. ELSAYB 

Mr. Mahmoud Ali HASSAH 

Mr.  Saad AZZAM 

Mr.  M. ABDELHAMID 

Mr. Abdel Ismail (1AZAEIH 

Mr.  Mohamsd TAHA-ZAKT 

Mr. Abbas WAEIL FAHMT 

Under-Secretary of Stats, 
Ministry of Eoonomy 

President, 
U.A.R. Federation of 
Industrios 

First Secretary, 
U.A.R. Embassy, Athene 

President, 
Uppsr Egypt Spinning 
end Wearing Co. 

Factories Manager, 
Kl-Haar Automobili Manufacture 

Président and Managing Director, 
Egyptian Chemical Industries 
KIMA, Aswan 

Third Secretary, 
U.A.R. Embassy, Äthans 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Repräsentative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

UMITKD KIMQDOM 

Sir Brio BIMGBBI 

Mr. S. FRYER 

Mr. B. BERKOFF 

Mr. T.B. CLAHC 

Hr. W. CLARK 

Chairman, Rsmploy Ltd., 
formerly Dsputy Chai: 
of Imperial Chemioal 
Industrias Ltd. 

Assistant Seoretary, 
Ministry of Overseas Development 

Assistant to Managing Director, 
Commonwealih Development Finanos 
Company Ltd. 

Executive Direotor, 
Imperial Chemioals Ltd. 

Direotor, 
Oversea» Development Institute 

Representative 

Adviser 

Advissr 

Adviser 

Advissr 



AUSTRALIA (oontinuad) 

Mr. Willi«« K. Allen 

?1P. Stanley Barry MJRPBY 

Regional Direotor, 
Da)vurtnant of Labour and 
Rational Servio«, Melbourne 

Third Secretary, 
Australian Enbassy, Vi anna 
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Alternat iva 
Representativa 

Seoretarr 

AUSTRIA 

Mra. Ena SAILER 

Nr. Albart ROHAN 

Mr. Oaorga ZOT 

Mr. Haiaa H. CZERMAJC 

Mr. HaM HOW 

Mr.  Haraaaa aOLÏÏLD 

Mr. Fatar XÜPA8 

:ir. Rudolf J. REBCHRETTBl 

Mr. Patar RO6Ï3Œ0OKR 

Mr. Riohard 8CHICABL 

Diraotor, 
Padaral Ministry for 
Poraign Affai» 

Austrian Embaa ay, 
Belgrade 

Diraotor, 
Federal Chancallary 

Diraotor, 
Anear Plant io Machinée OHS 

Daputy Diraotor Or arai, 
Austrian Nitrogen Works 

Padaral Chanber of Coasjaroa 

Assistant Manager, 
Weagwr-Biro AO 

Diraotor of Engineering, 
AUSTRO PLAJf, 
Austrian Consultiaf 
Enginaaring Co. Ltd. 

Austria« Trad« Delegation, 

Repräsentative 

Alternative 
Hepreaantative 

Alternativa 
Representativa 

Adviser 

Advisor 

Advisar 

Advisar 

Advisar 

Austrian Trade Delegation, 

Adviser 

Advisar 



UirrnED KIIODOM (oontinusd) 

Mr.  J.P. KDLKTON 

Mr.  F.J. HALL 

Mr. E. HALLETT 

Mr.  C.R.O. JONES 

Mr.  A.H. LECKIE 

Mr.  O.S. LUMSDBI 

Mr. J.B. MoROSTIX 

Mr.  L.V.D. TINDALE 

Mr. J.T. WIIPIWIT 

(MAURITIUS) 

Mr.  Iti* Jaok BIRŒR 

(SWAZILAND) 

Mr. Nathan KIRSH 

Mr. Sisón S. IXOMALO 

txsoutirs, 
Cossmtvsalth Dsrslopasnt 
Corporation 

Assistant Dirsotor, 
Tropioal Products Instituts, 
Ministry of Orsrssas Dsrslopasnt 

Industrial Projsots Adrissr, 
Unitsd Afrioa Coapany Ltd. 

Principal, 
Ministry of Orsrssas Dsrslopasnt 

British Stssl Corporation 

Shsll Intsrnational 
Pstrolsusj Coapany Ltd. 

Managing Dirsotor, 
Johnson and Phillips Ltd. 

Osnsral Managsr, 
Industrial and Co—troiai 
Finanos Corporation 

Booaoaio Adrissr, 
Ministry of Orsrssas Drrolopasnt 

Prssidsnt, 
Chaabsr of Coaasros and Industry 

Prssidsnt, 
Chaabsr of Industriss 

Assistant Ninistsr of 
Co—tros and Industry 
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Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 

Adrissr 
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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA 

Mr. Khaaia Hutu AMEIR 

Mr. Gunner ASPLÜND 

Mr. Amirali M. HABIB 

Mr. Jaaea Baruoh MKONDTA 

Mr. Daaien A. NDDCUMHAMI 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

H.E. Mr. Walter M. KOTSCHNIG 

Mr. R.I. SIMPSON 

Mr. T. Roland BERNER 

Mr. Meyer BERNSTEIN 

Mr. Edward B. BLOCH 

Mr. Barnard E. ETCHEVERRT 

Prinoipal Seoretary, 
Ministry of Consseroe and 
Industri aa 

Industrial Eoonomist, 
Induatrial Studiaa and 
Davalopmant Cantra, 
Ministry of Coaaoaroa and Industry 

Economiat, 
Ministry of Finance 

Induatrial Officer, 
Ministry of Commerce and Induatry 

Economiat, 
Ministry of Eoonoaio Affaira 

Minister, 
Deputy U.S. Repreeentative 
on UN-ECOSOCf 
Daputy Assistant Saoratary 
of Stata for International 
Organisation Affaira 

Director, 
Offioa of International Ragionai 
Eoonomios Department of Cosseeroe 

Chairman of the Board and 
Preeident, 
Curtis Wright Corporation, 
Woodbridge, New Jeraey 

AFL-CIO , Hash ington, D.C. 

Treasurer, 
Eldorado Tool and Manufacturing 
Corp., Mil ford, Connecticut 

Conaultant, 
Steel Induatry 
Berkely, California 

Repreeentative 

Alternative 
Repreeentative 

Alternative 
Repreeentative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Repreeentative 

Repreeentative 

Adviser 

Adviaer 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 



UNITED STATES OF AMffiICA (continued) 

Mr. John C. GRIFFITH 

Mr. Jerrier A. HADDAJD 

Mr. Prsston C. HAGLIN 

Mr. Peter B. HALE 

Mr. Sun H00V8P 

Mr. Crosby M. KELLY 

Mr. W. KERRIGAN 

Mr. Barrington KINO, Jr. 

Mr. Robert W. KITCHBI, Jr. 

Mr. Harry MEI SEL 

Mr. Edward HOZIOLIA 

Mr. Rodsriok O'CONNOR 

Office of International Economic« 
and Social Affairs Department 
of State 

Vice President, 
Engineering Programmes and 
Technology, 

International Business Machines, 
Armonk, New York 

Haglin Construction Company, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 
Member, Foreign Construction 
Committee, Associated General 
Contractors of America, 
Washington D.C. 

Office of International Regional 
Economics, Department of Commerce 

Assistant Deputy Administrator, 
Agricultural Research Service, 
Department of Agriculture 

Business Executive} President 
Advertising Measurements Inc. 

Office of Commercial Affairs 
and Business Activities; 
Department of State 

Economic Officer, 
American Embassy, Athens 

Special Adviser on Economic 
Development Programs, 
US Mission to UN 

International Technical Co- 
ordinator, 
Corn Products Company, New York 

First Secretary, 
US Mission to IAEA, Vienna 

Professor, 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
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Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (continued) 

Mr. Christopher PHILLIPS 

Mr. Randolph A. WALKER 

Mr. Harold L. WILCKE 

Mr. S. WOLFBEIN 

Mr. Victor E. ROCKHILL 

Mr. James P. McDOHALD 

President, Adviaer 
U.S.  Council, 
International Chamber of Commerce 

Director, Adviaer 
Market Research, Dan River Milla, 
New York 

Vice President and Director Adviaer 
of Research, Ralston Purina Co., 
St. Louis, Missouri 

Special Assistant to Adviaer 
Secretary of Labor for 
Economic Affairs 

Executive Vioe-Pr«aident, Adviaer 
Chase Manhattan Bank; 
Chairman and President, 
Chaae Manhattan Overseas 
Banking Corporation 

Office of International Conferences, Secretary 
Department of State 

UPPER VOLTA 

Mr. Hyacinthe S. OUEDRAOGO 

Mr. Esnanuel ZOMA 

Direotor of Industrial Development 
and Handicrafts 

Assistant Director of th« 
Credit Department, 
Development Bank 

Representative 

Alternativ« 
Representative 

Mr. Humberto PINERO 

Mr. José MARTINE 

Assistant Manager of Teohnioel 
Servioes, 
Mattonai Vene suelan Association 
of Development 

Eoonomic Counsellor, 
Venesuelan Delegation to the ICI 

Representative 

Advisor 
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YUGOSLAVIA 

Mr. Vojislav RAKIC* 

Mr. Ljubomir BABIÖ 

Mr. St«van BLAGOJEVIC* 

Mr. Orgo LUCIÓ-LAVOEVIÓ 

Mr. Rikard LANG 

Mr. Slobodan RISTIC* 

Mr. Asm SIMITCIEV 

Mr. Janas SKSRJANBC 

Mr. Vladislav RADOJEVIÖ 

Mr. Bogid SCEPANOVIC 

Mr. Kordija KVEDER 

Professor, 

Faculty of Economics, Belgrads} 
Adviser to the Federal Executive 
Council 

Federal Deputy Secretary 
for Economy 

Director, 
Institute for Rentability of 
Investment 

Adviser, 
State Secretariat of Foreign 
Affairs 

Professor, 
Faculty of Law and Director of 
the Institute, Zagreb 

Secretary for Research and 
Development, 
Federal Chaaber of Economy, 
Belgrade 

Professor, 
Faculty of Economics, Skopje 

Professor, 
School of High Political Studies, 
Ljubljana 

Adviser, 
Federal Secretariat of Economy 

Adviser, 
Secretariat of Economic Affairs 

Interpreter 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Interpreter 
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ZAMBIA 

H.E. Mr. Unia Gostel NWILA 

Mr. John CHISATA 

Mr. Aggr«y Newton MULALA 

Mr. Jaass MVILHA 

Minister of Stat« for Finano« 

Parliamentary Secretary, 
Ministry of Cosswroe, 
Industry and Foreign Trade 

Principal, 
Ministry of Cosvaroe, 
Industry and Foreign Trade 

Manafeaent Services Offioer, 
Industrial Development Corporation 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Représentâtiva 

Alternative 
Representative 
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RQPEAN ECONOMIC 
i^aiaiüa 

Mr. André HUYBRBCHTS 

Mr. Henri LHKOUX 

Mr. QuillftiiM HOFMANN 

Mr. P. TALIANI de MARCHIO 

Mr. Charles Van Der VAERSf 

Chief of th« Division 
of D«v«lop«ent Studi«« 

Advi««r 

Chi«f Administrator 

Chi«f of DiviBion, 
General Secretariat of th« 
Council 

Chief Adainistrator 

Representative 

Alternativ« 
Representative 

Advi««r 

Advi««r 

Adviser 

Mr. Na»oun B1HE1RY 

Mr. O«org«« AITHNARD 

IHSTITUT1 FOR 
U-M-> JulU'laTOi** 

Mr. Hassan ÖULIL 

Pr««id«nt 

Loan« Offie«r 

Profeeeor ©f Planning of 
InduBtrial Dev«lo»ae«t 

Repräsentativ* 

Alternativ« 
Representat ív« 

Representative 

AttAICAl IM8TI' 

Mr. Héotor SO£A Industrial Planification Unit 

IIA! PBODUCTIVI1 

¿¿FUf'Wfc.ifVl 

Mr. Iohiro 08HIKAMA 
Ulive 
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PONDS D'EHTR'AIDE ST DE GARANTIE 
DU CONSEIL ~    "' £HEüiI¡£ 

Mr. Paul KAYA 

Mr. Yves BREMER 

Adaini strati ve Secretary 

Economic Adviser 

Representative 

Alternative 
Representative 

COMITE PEPMAWpiT COMfflLTATff1 

DUMAOHHEB 

Mr. Abdelkader BEN SLIMANE Meaber of the Maghreb Permanent 
Consultative Council 

Representative 

t 
OROAHISATIQN COMMUNE ARtlCAIMl 
I#MALQACBJ(CHM) ^ACHË (OCAMI 
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Mr. J«an-Piarra MARTIN 

KOWOMIC COMMISSION FOR 
iiilöüB t iLI 

Mr. TaaliwMt S. PANDIT 

Mr. Habla-Salmaaie SEBRAT 

Director, 
Uni.tad Nation« Boonoadc 
and Social Office in Bairut 
(inrasoB) 

Rapraaantat iva 

Act ina; Di rae tor, 
Industry and Houaing 
Diriaion 

Deputy Director, 
Industry Diviaion 

Rapraaantat iva 

Altara* Uva 
Rapraaantat iva 

Mr. U. NTtîN 

Mr. A.Q. 
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M±%ä.i 

latentiva Secretary 

Di raotor, 
Divi«ion of Induatry 
ajBjÉ Natural Raaouroaa 

Daputy Di raotor, 
Diviaioa of Induatry 
ajad Maturai 
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Adviaar 
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Mr. Ivan ILIUSCHWKO 
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AUSTRIA (continued) 

Mr. Philipp SCBOELLER 

Mr. Peter SCHRANKE 

Vioe-Preoident of the 
Federal Chamber of Cosaeroe 
and Association of Austrian 
Industrialiata 

Diraotor, 
Austrian Konmunal-Kredit-AO 

Adviaar 

Adviser 
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Mr. Robert DBOM 

Belgian Ambassador in Äthans 

Counsellor of tha Enbassy, 
Counsellor, Permanent Mission to 
International Eoonomio Conferanoas 

Aoting Director, 
Division of sailtilateral 
Organisations, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
of external Trade 

Chief, 
Division of International 
Organisations, 
Belgian Offioe of Foreign Trade, 
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JosjMTOial Attaché, 
Belgian Embassy, Athen 

Adviser, 
Federation of Belgian Industriee 

Adminia retor, 
Managing Diraotor of the 

Representativa 

Alternative 
Representative 

Alternative 
Representativa 

Advieer 

Adviser 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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BRAZIL 

H.E. Mr. Alfredo 
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Aabassador Representative 
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BARRETO DE ALMEIDA 

Mr. Helio Dias da MOURA 

Mr. Samuel 
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Mr. Paulo Ernesto TOLLE 

Mr. Sergio Roberto UGOLINI 
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State of Sao Paulo 

Embassy Secretary 
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Representative 
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Representative 
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Representative 
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Director, 
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Director, 
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Representativa 
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Representative 
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Director,  Industrial Development, 
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Chairman, 
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Representative 

Adviser 
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Ambassador, 
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Representative 

Representative 

Representative 
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Representative 

Alternative 
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Mr. Yan LEE 
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Direotor, 
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Third Ssoretary, 
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Socond Secretary, 
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Senior Specialist, 
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Advisor 

Adviser 

Adviser 
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Background paceré (continued) 

ID/CONP.I/B.IO 

Corr.l 

ID/CONP.I/B.II 

ID/CONP.1/B.12 

ID/CONF.1/B.13 

ID/CONF.I/B.14 
Corr.l 

ID/CONP.I/B.15 

ID/CONP.1/B.16 

ID/CONP.I/B.17 

ID/C0NP.1/B.18 

ID/CONP.I/B.19 

ID/C0NF.1/B.20 

ID/CONP.I/B.21 

ID/CONF.I/B.22 

ID/OOHP.I/B.23 
Corr.l 

H>/CONF.I/B.24 

ID/COHP.1/B.25 

ID/CONF.1/B.26 

ID/C0SP.í/B.27 

Industrial Consultation Services in Europe 

Industrial Applications of Radioisotopes 

Application of Nuclear Energy for Power Production and 
for Water Desalination 

Policies and Plans of Developii^ Countries Regarding the 
Public Sector in Manufacturing Industries 

The Organization of Industrial Research in Developing 
Countries 

Surplus Agricultural Labour and the Development of 
Industry 

Wages and Industrial Development 

Progressive Industrial Technology for Developing Countries 

Employment Aspects of Industrialization 

Training of Small Manufacturing Enterprises in Developing 
Countries 

Heohanioal Industries and Industrialisation: Economic 
Aspeóte of Heohanioal Industries 

Education and Training Programmes for Industrialization 

Trends and Prospects of World Fertilizer Production 
Capaoity as Related to Future Needs 

Economies of Scale at Small Integrated Steelworks 

Export Marketing Organizations 

Industrial Development in Countries of the Middle East 

Measures for Increasing the Exports and Export Potential 
of Forest Products from Developing Countries 

Prospects for Exports of Processed Iron Ore from 
Developing Countries 
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ID/CONF.1/B.29 

ID/CONF.I/B.3O 

ID/CONP.I/B.31 

ID/CONP. 1/B. 32 

ID/CONP.I/B.33 

ID/CONP.I/O.1 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONÌM/O.2 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.I/O.3 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. 1/0.4 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OONP.I/O.5 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.l/G.6 
aiu SUMMARY 
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gaçjggottnd papere (continued) 

Export Trade in Piehery Products from Developing Countries 

fïUTsîT* î1^^*?• ^P60** *>r Report of Manufactures from Selected Developing Countriee:    Argentina 

f^rS^c!îSir"t?ra,Pr0SpeCts for a£P°rt of ^ufacturee from Selected Developing Countries:    Brazil 

^rtq^<1ÍÍín>'t?rm,Pr08pectB for B*P°rt of Manufactures from Selected Developing Countries:    Chile 

SSfqîïÎ +!ÍÍr~t?rm, ^«P«*8 fo' Export of Manufactures from Seleotod Developing Countries:    Thailand 

Notes on Industrial Development Strategy in Latin America 

GOVERNMENT PAPERSIO/ 

Practice of Industrial Research and 
Development 

Preparing a Fertilizer Project in a 
Developing Country 

Some Aspects of the Infrastructure 
Needed to Ensure the Successful Opera- 
tion of Fertilizer Plants in Developing 
Countries 

Quality Control and Standardization as 
Conditions of Industrial Growth 

Petrochemioals in Developing Countries 

The Development Cycle Applied to Low- 
Cost Housing 

Submitted by 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

10/ In general, government papers were issued only in the original language and a 
brief summary was issued in English, French, Spanish and Russian.    Ifthe 
Government submitted a very short paper, it was treated as a summary paper and 
issued in the four languages. 
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Government papere  (continued) 

ID/CONF.I/G.7 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/G.8 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/G.9 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/G.IO 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.I/G.H 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/G.12 

and SUMMARY 

IVCOMF.I/G.13 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.l/O.14 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COMF.l/O.15 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COMP.I/O.16 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OOHP.l/O.17^/ 

Programming and Designing of Technical 
Training Centres 

The Role of Geological Prospecting in 
Speeding up Industrial Development 

The Establishment  of the Agricultural 
Processing Industry and Its Role in 
the Development of Other Branches of 
the Economy 

Methods and Models of Location of 
Industrial Plants 

Problems of Development of Export- 
oriented Industries in Developing 
Countries with regard to the Expansion 
of their Co-operation with Socialist 
Countries 

Diversification of the Economy and 
Strategy of Industrial Development 

Experience of Socialist Countries' 
Co-operation in the Field of 
Industrialization 

The Role of the State and the State 
Sector in the Industrialization of 
the Developing Countries 

The Use of Input-output Analysis in 
the Preparation of Economic Develop- 
ment Programmes 

Possibilities of Utilizing Small-scale 
Industry in the Progress of Economic 
Development 

Netherlands 

Byelorussian 
SSR 

Byelorussian 
SSR 

Byelorussian 
SSR 

USSR 

The "Cassa per il Mezzogiorno* 
the Industrial Development of 
Southern Italy 

and 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

Italy 

34/  Mo summaries issued. 
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TD/C0NF.l/a.l8 
and SUMMARY 

ID/00NP.l/a.l9 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COHP.1/G.20 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COIÍP.I/O.21 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.I/O.22 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. I/0.23 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONF.I/G.24 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.I/G.25 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OONP.I/O.26 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP.I/O.27 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OOIF.l/a.28 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OOMF. 1/0.29 
and SUMMARY 

n>/00fF.l/o.3O 
and SUMMARY 

Government papers (continuad) 

Research and Development in Yugoslav 
Industry 

Financing of Industrial Development 
in Yugoslavia 

The Development and Characteristics 
of the Social Organization of 
Yugoslav Industry 

Integration, Specialization and Co- 
operation in the Industry of 
Yugoslavia 

Choice of Trends and Methods of 
Industrial Developmeat in Yugoslavia 

Pinanoing of Economic Development of 
Yugoslavia from Foreign Souroes 

The Function and Growth of Personnel 
in Yugoslavia's Industrial Development 

Self-management and the Planning 
System in Yugoslavia with Special 
Reference to Industry 

Projections of the Industrial Struoture 
in Middle-term Industrialisation Plans 

Yugoslavia's Industrialization and the 
Development of her Under-developed 
Regions 

Yugoslavia's Co-operation with the 
Developing Countries with a View to 
their Inaustrialisation 

The Industrialisation of Yugoslavia 
and the Inclusion of Yugoslav Industry 
in the International Division of 
Labour 

The Industrial Development Policy of 
Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 

Yugoslavia 
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Government papers (continued) 

ID/COW. I/O. 31 
SUMMART 

ID/COMP.I/0.32 
and SUMMART 

ID/OOHP.I/O.33 
and SUMMART 

ID/CONF.l/a.34 
Add.l and SUMMART 

ID/COHP.l/O.35 
and SUMM ART 

ID/COKF.I/O.36 
and SUMM ART 
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and SUMMART 
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and SUMMART 
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ID/COIF. 1/0.40 
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ID/OOWF. 1/0.41 
and SUMM ART 

ID/OOKP.I/O.42 
and SUMNART 

ED/OOIF.I/O.43 
and SUNMART 

Netherlands Technical Aid for 
Industrialization 

Recent Developments in Industrialisation 
in the Maltese Islands 

Redeployment of Private Capital in 
Developing Countries 

Some Industrialization Aspects of 
Densely Populated Areas 

Distribution Channels 

Co-operation Between Countries as a 
Factor of Economic Development 

Science and Industrial Development 

Principles and Models of Industrial 
Location 

Economic Regionalism as a "ethod for 
Co-ordinating Economic Development 
in Africa 

Ways of Developing the Iron and 
Steel Industry to Meet the Require- 
ments of the Developing Countries 

Development of the Building and 
Construction Industry 

Influenoe of the Technical Research 
Revolution on the Development of the 
Extractive Industry in Asia and Africa 

Some Aspects of United Kingdom 
Experience in Arranging the Financing 
of Industrial Projects in Developing 
Countries 

Netherlands 

Malta 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 
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USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

United Kingdom 
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•ad SUMMART 
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and SUMMARY 
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and SUMMARY 
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SUMMARY 
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ani SUMMARY 
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and SUMMARY 
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and SUMMARY 
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and SUMMARY 
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Some Views on Feasibility Studia» 
of Industrial Project« in Developing 
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United Statas Programmes and Aotiviti 
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Technology and World Trad« 

Tha Location of Industrias in the 
Socialist Republic of Romania 

Davelopment and Situation of tha 
Aluminium Industry in Hungary 

Hungary and Industrialisation in tha 
Daveloping Countrias 

Poras of Csechoalovakia's Eoonomio 
Ralationa with Develop  <g Countrias 
and Its Contribution to tha Letter's 
Industrialisation 

Aooslarating Industrial Progress in 
Developing Countrias 

Tha Industrialisation of tha People's 
Rapublic of Bulgaria:    Its Ratura. 
Present Stata and Prospects 
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between tha Paopla'a Rapublio of 
Bulgaria and tha Developing Countrias 

Tha Experiences of tha Industrialisa- 
tion of Slovakia 

Soaa Views on Manpower in Eoonomio 
Development 
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ID/CONP.l/o.63 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. 1/0.64 
SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. 1/0.65 
and SUMMARY 

ID/CONP. 1/0.66 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COIF. 1/0.67 
and SUMMARY 

The Function and Importance of Integ- 
rated Agricultural Organisations in 
the Development of Agriculture and 
Food Industries 

Formulation and Implementation of 
Industrial Programmes: The Greek 
Experience 

Domestic Financing of Industry 

The Textile Industry in Greece 

Evolution of the Greek Petrochemical 
Industry 

Industrialisation and Employment in 
Greece 

Probleme and Limitations of Small- 
scale Industry:    The Greek Experience 

Location of National Industry Within 
a Wider Economic Context 

External Financing of Industrial 
Development:    Some Proposals to 
Encourage the Flow of Private Capital 

The Role oi Engineering Industries in 
the Industrialisation of Developing 
Countries 

Policies and Measures Taken by the 
Government for the Training of Workers 
and Specialists in Connection with 
Industrialisations   The Case of the 
Ukrainian SSR 

Position, Problems and Perspectives of 
the Development of Major Branches of 
Industry:    The Case of the Ukrainian SSR 

Yugoslavia 

Greece 

Greece 

Greeoe 

Greece 
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Greeoe 
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ID/COHF. 1/0.68 
and SUMMARY 

ID/oOHP.l/a.69 
SÜMMART 

ID/00NP.1/G.7C^/ 
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and SUMMARY 

ID/CORF. i/o. 72 
and SUMMARY 

ID/OOHP. 1/0.73 
and SUMMARY 

ID/COMP. 1/0.74 
SUMMARY 

ID/0OIP.I/O.75 
SUMMART 
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ID/OOIIF.1/0.78 
SUMMARY 
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Small-seal« Industry in Yugoslavia 

Some Aspects of the Financing of 
Industrialisation in Developing 
Countries *  * 

Organisation of Industrial Statistics 
in Yugoslavia 

Manpower Policy: A Swedish Example 

The Role of Trade Unions in Industrial 
Development 

Establishment of Manufacturing Units 
for Pharmaceuticals in Developing 
Countries ^ 

United Kingdom Contributions to 
Technological Development in 
Developing Countries 

Heavy Transport and Industrial 
Development: The Berliet Company 
Experienoe 

Automobile Assembly Plants as a Factor 
in the Industrial Expansion of 
Developing Countries: The Example of 
Renault 

Financial Aid by France for the 
Industrialisation of the Developing 
Countries 

Conetruet ion of a Fully Automated 
Sulphuric Add Factory 

Vocational Training mad Education for 
Small and Medium-sise Enterprises 

Yugoslavia 

Netherlands 

Yugoslavia 

Sweden 

Sweden 
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SUMMARY 
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ID/CONP.l/0.83 
SUMMARY 

Th« Rol« of Privat« Ent«rpri«« in th« 
Industrialisation of th« Developin« 
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The Inportano« of Patent« for T«oh- 
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Technical Go-operation in the Field of 
Indue trial Development 

Th© Position of the Swi«« Oovi 
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S*its«rland 
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Afrioa 
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Report of th« Synpoeiuei on Iaduetrial 
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Report of the Synpoeiuei on Industrial 
Arab Countri«« 
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ID/CONP.I/R.B.P./I     Industrial Development in Afrioa 
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and Corr.l 

Induetrial Dovelopnont in Asia 
Vol«.   I-IV 
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Industrial D*v*lop«*nt in Latin Africa 

Il/OONP.I/SR. 1-11 

ID/OOMP.I/IHP.1 

ID/0OIIP.1/IIP.2 

ID/00HP.l/llfP.3/R«v.l 

ID/00iP.l/l«?.4 

ID/OOW.I/HP.5 

H>/COW.I/HIF.IO 

EP/0CÄF.1/I1IF.15 

Th* Main Sector« of Utin Aa*ri*an Industry 

Th* Proc*ss of Industrialist ion iB UUn ^^ 

Industrial Dsvslopsjsnt in ths Arab Countriss 

MWâMW là/ 
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International Labour Organisation 
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Information paper Ho. 2 
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Informât ion paper No. 5 
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UNIDO - New Body Functioning sino« 1 January 1967 

Major UNIDO Studios Prepared for World Symposium in 
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Ibrahim Helmi Abdsl-Rahman 

Growth in Industrial Production of Developing Countries 
•s a Whole Analysed in Study for International Symposium 

Pint Comprehensive Review of Industrial Development 

Points from First Unitsd Nations Survey of Industrial 
Development Growth 

12/A journal containing the daily 
day of the) symposium session, 
period from 28 November to 19 

of mastines was issued in Athens eaoh 
numbersd 1 to 18 wars issued in the 

1967. 
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organinone indicated and presented to the Symposium as unofficial documents 

They are shown below under the agenda items for which they were presented. 

AGENDA ITEM 1; GENERAL SURVEY 0F WORLD TNmSTOv wrmu 
SPECIAL REFERTjtüS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

E/CN.12/L.17 

E/CN.12/L.18 

E/CN.12/L.19 

E/CN.12/L.20 

B/CH.12/L.21 

E/CN.12/L.22 

E/CN.12/L.23 

1/CH.12/L.24 

E/CK.12/L.25 

E/CN.12/L.26 

E/CN.12/L.27 

The Industrial Development of 
Argentina 

The Industrial Development of 
Bolivia 

The Industrial Development of 
Brasil 

The Industrial Development of 
Central America 

The Industrial Development of 
Chile 

The Industrial Development of 
Columbia 

The Industrial Development of 
Cuba 

The Industrial Development of 
Ecuador 

The Industrial Development of 
Guyana 

The Industrial Development of 
Mexico 

The Industrial Development of 

Presented by   Languages 

ECU       English 

EC LA 

ECU 

ECU 

English 

English 

English 

ECU English 

ECU English 

ECU English 

ECU English 

ECU English 

ECU English 

ECU English 
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E/CN.12/L.28 The Industrial Development 
Paraguay 

of EC LA English 

E/CN.I2/L.29 The Industrial Development 
Peru 

of ECLA English 

E/CN.12/L.3O The Industrial Development 
Trinidad and Tobago 

of ECU English 

E/CN.I2/L.3I The Industrial Development 
Uruguay 

of ECLA English 

E/CN.I2/L.32 The Industrial Development 
Venesuela 

of ECU English 

  A Country Study on India India English 

_ — Status of Industrial Devel< Dpment Libya English 
in Libya 

The Key Industries of the Ukrainian  Ukrainian SSR 
Republic, Their Problems and 
Prospects 

Experience in Co-operation between 
the Socialist Countries in Indus- 
trialisation 

USSR 

E F S 

E F S 

AGENDA ITEM 2:    SITUATION. PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF MAIN INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

E.25 The LD-Steelmakin* Procese in Austria The LD-Steelmaking Prooess in 
Developing Countries 

Kays of Meeting the Steel Requirement» 
of Developing Countries 

USSR 

ENGINEERING INDUSTRY 

The Engineering Industry and 
Industrialisation 
Volume I: Chapters I - V 
Volume lit Annex (Statistical Tables) 

ECE 

English 

E F S 

English 
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E.27      Experience in Technical Cooperation 
with Developing Countries in the 
Field of Shipbuilding 

Car Assembly Plants as a Factor 
of Industrial Expansion in 
Developing Countries: Example - 
Renault 

Electronic Assembly - Which Way? 

Role of Mechanical Engineering in 
Industrialization of Developing 
Countries 

BASIC CHEMICALS AND PETROCHEMICALS INDUSTRY 

French Petroleum Institute Contri- 
bution in the Creation of Petro- 
chemical Industries in Developing 
Countries 

SYNTHETIC FERTILIZERS INDUSTRY 

E.21 In Which Way Can the Fertilizer 
Industry Assist Developing Countries 
in Solving Their Problems 

PROCESSED FOOD INDUSTRY 

E.23      The Development of a Cereal Economy 
Master Plan - Basic Considerations 

BUILDING MATERIALS AND WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY 

Development of the Building Materials 
and Components Sector 

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

The Development of the Soviet 
Building Industry 

GENERAL DISCUSSION, INCLUDING STANDARDIZATION 

Standardization in the R«publio 
of China 
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Austria      English 

France 

France 

Austria 

Austria 

ECE 

USSR 

China 

E S 

Netherlands     English 
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E F 

English 

English 

English 

EPS 

English 
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AGENDA ITEM 3: POLICIES AMD MEASURES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

General issues of industrial policy and its implementation 

Austria 

E.24 

E.12 

E.13 

\ 

The Pattern of Austrian Industrial 
Growth and Some Implications for 
Industrial Policy 

The Pattern of Austrian Industrial 
Growth and Some Implications for 
Industrial Policy -  Summary 

The Problems Encountered by 
Industrial Enterprises in 
Developing Countries 

Industrial Development in the 
Republic of China 

Technics and Economic Development - 
Integration of Agricultural 
Development and Industrial 
Production 

Dutch Trade and Industry and 
Industrialization in Developing 
Countries 

Ownership and Management of 
Manufacturing Enterprises 

Diversification of Economy and the 
Strategy of Industrial Development 

Impact of the Scientific and Technical 
Revolution on the Development of the 
Mineral Industries of Asian and African 
Countries 

The Role of the State and the State 
Sector in the Industrialisation of 
the Developing Countries 

Science and Industrial Development 
(Central Asian Soviet Republics: 
A Practical Experience) 

Netherlands 

Netherlands 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

USSR 

English 

Austria 

Austria 

E P 

English 

China English 

Italy English 

English 

English 

E F S 

E F S 

E F S 

IFS 
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Strategy of Overseas 
Industrialization 

Presented by 

CEDIMOM 

Languages 

E P 

(b) Foraulation and implementation of ^striai pw^  

E.24      The Probi• Encountered by Industrial Austria 
Enterprxses in Developing Countries   AU8tria 

A Rsport on the Economic Planning of 
the Republic of China 

Principles and Models for the 
Location of Industry 

Utilisation of Inter-sectoral Bal- 
ances in the Drawing Up of Economic 
Development Programmes 

China 

USSR 

USSR 

English 

English 

E F S 

E F S 

(e) Industrial 

E. 24 

lower 

The Problems Encountered by Industrial   Austria 
Enterprises xn Developing Countries 

Problems and Prospects of Manpower 
Resources in the Republic of China 

Occupational Training for Industry 
in Developing Countries 

Manpower Requirements for Industrial 
Development in Nigeria 

Industrialisation in the Ukraine and 
the Training of Skilled Labour and 
Specialists 

China 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

English 

English 

E F S 

Nigeria      English 

Ukrainian SSR   E F S 

'*' Dot tic fin.»,>-i»rï of industry 

Industrial Financing in the 
Republic of China 

Strategy of Overseas 
Industrialisation 

China 

CEDIMOM 

English 

E P 
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Industrial research and other technioal servioes 

China 

(«) 

Industrial Researoh Activities in 
the Republic of China 

Impact of the Scientific and Technical 
Revolution on the Development of the 
Mineral Industries of Asian and 
African Countries 

Science and Industrial Development 
(Central Asian Soviet Republics: 
A Practical Experience) 

Promotion of industrial exports and of export- 
oriented and import-substituting industries 

Export Promotion in the Republic of 
China 

Problems of the Export Sector of the 
Industry of Developing States apropos 
Their Expanding Co-operation with the 
Socialist Countries 

(h) Small-soale industry 

  Small-scale Industry in the 
Republic of China 

• - Small-scale Industries in 
Nigeria 

  The Possibilities of Using Small- 
scale Industry in the Process of 
Eoonomio Development 

USSR 

USSR 

China 

USSR 

China 

Nigeria 

USSR 

i»»ww 

English 

EPS 

EPS 

English 

IPS 

English 

English 

E F S 
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(•) Regional oo-operation 

  Regional Cooperation China English 

Economic Régionalisation As a Method USSR EPS 
of Coordinating tha Eoonomio Develop- 
ment of Africa 



Intjrnational Cooperation As a 
**ctor of Economic Development 

Economic Co-operation of the CHEA 
Member Countries As a Factor 
P^oting the Accelerated Indus- 
trialization of the Formerly Less 
Developed Countriee 

(») External financing 

E.24 Th« Problems Encountered by 
Industrial Enterprises in 
Developing Countries 

Industrial Financing in the Repub- 
lic of China 

Capital Aid Extended by the Federal 
«•public of Germany for the Eatab- 
t^i °f Indurtrial Enterprise. 
in Developing Countries, and Experi- 
ences Accumulated in This Context 

Promotion of Private Investments in 
Enterprises Located in Developing 
Countries * 
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Counoil for Mu- 
tual Economic 
Assistance 

E F S 

English 

Austria 

China 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Federal Republic 
of Germany 

English 

English 

EPS 

1.22 
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Strategy of Overseas Industrialisation   CEDIMQM 

(o) Etcanlaal oo-operatinw 

1,27 5Sr^ *" T90imie^ Cooperation        Austria 
with Developing Countries in the 
fisld of Shipbuilding 

Experiences in Building Thermal Auetria 
Poner Stations in Developing 
Countries 

Canadian Governmental Assistance to Canada 
the Prooes« of Industrialisation in 
Dsveloping Countries 

The International Technical China 
Cooperation Programs of the 
Republic of China 

EPS 

E F 

Englieh 

English 

English 

English 

Jla. 
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E. 8 

E. 10 
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E. 12 

Car Assembly Planta As a Factor 
of Industrial Expansion in Devel- 
oping Countries:    Example - Renault 

llie Continuous Casting of Steel 
and Its Evolution 
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Prance 

Prance 

Contribution of Electricité da 
to the Industrial Exploitation of 
Energy in the Countries in Process of 
Development 

Electricité de France and Public 
Eleotricitv Undertaking of Greece 
Cooperation 

French Petroleum Institute Contrib- 
ution in the Creation of Petrochem- 
ical Industries in Developing 
Countries 

Industrialisation Problems in Afrioa - 
Comment s on the Conclusions of the 
Cairo Symposium 

Dutch Trade and Industry and Indus- 
trialisation in Developing Countries 

Experience in Co-operation Between 
the Socialist Countries in Indus- 
trialisation 
International Co-operation 
am a Factor of Economic 
Development 

France,    Prance 

E S 

E F S 

EPS 

France 

France 

E F 8 

E F 

Frano« 

Netherlands 

UMR 

um 

Pilot Surrey on Technical 
Assistance Extended by 
Private Enterprise 

OKI» 

B F 8 

English 

E F 8 

I F 8 
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Annotated Provisional Agenda and Timetable f-">r the 
Symposium 

Provisional Agenda 

Draft Rules of Procedure 

Problems and issues of Industrial Development 

Issues for Discussion. Iron and Steel Industry 

Issues for Discussion: 

Istrues for Discussion: 

Issues for Discussion- 

Issues for Discussion: 
Insecticides Industries 

Issues for Discussion: 

Issues for Discussion- 
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